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Preface

FROM THE HUMAN AUTHOR
S I ended a 40-day fast someone asked, “What was the biggest answer to
prayer you got form fasting?” I didn’t know how to answer him because I
didn’t get a spectacular answer to prayer. When I finally told him I didn’t get an
answer, he then asked, “Well, why did you put yourself through this agony for
40 days?”

A

Again, I was perplexed, because it wasn’t agony, fasting was a most
wonderful life-changing experience, so I finally answered, “I came to know God
intimately day by day; I experienced Him like never before.” I talked to God and
He talked to me. It was the most wonderful experience of my life.
In this book I want you to experience God as you daily interact with Him.
Let Him talk to you to explain His many names. You will come closer to Him as
you learn His names, what they teach you about yourself, and how His names
minister to you. You will talk to the Father, calling Him new names you have
learned about Him.
Then in prayer, allow Him to speak to you. Sometimes talk out loud,
sometimes internal—sub vocal talking—more active than thinking. Talk to God
in your mind. Listen to God as you read?
In addition, touch the Father as you read this book. No, not with a hand or
finger, but this experience is like touching someone thorough the phone, or
across a crowded room. You exchange thoughts with them, even though neither
of you speak audibility. You know inwardly what you experienced. That is the
feeling I felt as I wrote this book. I touched God! Will you also try to touch Him
as you read?
Writing from my home on top of Liberty mountain

Elmer Towns

Foreword From

GOD YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER
KNOWING ME
“But the people that do know Me shall be strong, and do exploits.”
Daniel 11:32b
“This is what I the Lord say, ‘Let not the wise man boast of his wisdom
or the strong man boast of his strength or the rich man boast of his
riches, but let him who boasts boast about this: that he understand and
knows Me.’”
Jeremiah 23:24a

ECAUSE I am God, it is extremely important that your idea of Me
corresponds to My true identity. You can know about Me conceptually in
your head, but that is not enough. You must also know Me personally in your
heart. Many people learn a correct creed or statement about Me, but it is of little
consequence to their daily life because they live as though I don’t exist. What
good is it to understand the real concept of Me by burying it beneath theology
books and creedal statements?

B

How well do you know Me? Most who claim to have a conversion experience
can share their experience of what happened when they were saved. They rattle
off their testimony and tell all about the things that happened to them. But during
their profession, they fail to mention that they have come to know Me personally
and intimately. Are they really saved?
The problem is that most want a formula to know Me. As if you put the right
ingredients in the bowl, you can bake a perfect cake. Thus, they feel that if they
apply the right formula, they automatically get to know Me. Not so!
Search to know Me. Are you searching for Me? Some search for Me in their
head, and what they find is just a definition that describes Me. Some search in
their appetites and only find what they enjoy eating. Others search for Me with

their whole heart, and because their heart controls both their head and their
hands, they are more likely than anyone else to find Me, the actual true God.
Why? You only find Me when you search for Me with your whole heart.
“And ye shall see Me, and find Me, when ye shall search for Me with all
your heart.”
(Jeremiah 29:13.)
Knowing other gods. Many people think they know Me, but they have
actually created an idol that has replaced Me. An idol is nothing more than a
man-made god carved from the fears of a fallen heart and has no likeness to Me,
the true God. No matter what god you make in place of Me—the true God—no
matter what your source of thinking about any god other than Me, the true God,
and no matter your motive, your false god always comes from your self-creation.
You make your god as much like yourself as you can. Remember, I know what
you are doing for I said, “You thought that I was altogether like you” (Ps. 50:21).
The gods of your darkened heart are no gods at all.
Among all My commandments, the first demands that you should have no
other gods before Me. There is nothing more hateful to Me than idolatry. Why?
You have made me something that I am not. Idols are carved from an idolater’s
heart. The idol maker assumes that his god is not the One who will judge him at
the end of time. When you make a god after your own image and likeness, you
are rejecting Me who made you after Our image and likeness (Gen. 1:26-27).
And as you try to conform your god to Me, it is Me who wants to conform you
to My likeness. Oh, the monstrous evil of it all! When you assume My place by
trying to make Me like you, at the same time I am trying to make you like Me.
What did Paul say about idolaters? “…they glorified Me not as God, neither
were thankful; but became vain in their imagination, and their foolish heart was
darkened” (Rom. 1:21). So where did you go wrong? It began in a blackened
mind that had no light. So you should fast and pray to get more light…more
understanding of Me. When you fast, you deny the ferocious appetite of your
body to create a new appetite of your soul, and appetite to know Me—to know
Me correctly, to know Me personally and to know Me intimately.

WHY YOU DON’T KNOW GOD
1.

Your mind is influenced by the thinking of the world.

2.

Your mind tends to doubt because of skepticism.

3.

Your mind is confused because of humanism.

4.

You believe I am not here.

5.

You believe I do not care.

Knowing Me can solve problems. Have you ever realized that knowing Me
will solve thousands of your everyday troubles and worries? When you find Me
you have found the only One who can solve the irritating problems of your life.
When you look behind the source of every crushing weight, you will
ultimately find that all trouble comes from sin. Traced all the way back to the
Garden of Eden, sin has always destroyed a person’s relationship with Me. And
sin keeps you from knowing Me, the only One who can help you get out of the
mess you are in.
I can help you, but when you reject Me, you allow your problems to weight
you down even further, and pulverize you. I patiently wait for you to come to
Me, all the while knowing your pain is killing you. Why do I a loving God do
this? Anguish is often the only way to get your attention and turn your heart
toward Me. In love, I allow pain to motivate you to know Me because it is then I
can shower My love upon you. The crushing weight of life is nothing more than
a solitary call to repentance.
When you begin to know Me, you begin to understand how to solve your
problems and lift the weight from your shoulders. Of course, in this life you will
never completely rid yourself of difficulties, but you can find some relief in Me.
Sometimes even then, the crushing burden of the circumstance remains heavy on
your shoulders; but when you know Me; they are no longer heavy, even though
they remain.
Knowing Me can eliminate dangerous caner from your mind, and transform
ashes into beauty. When you come to fully understand Me—high and lifted up—
nothing else matters in life. An elevated view of Me changes your perspective,
while an inaccurate view of Me corrupts your thoughts.
Knowing Me intimately. When Daniel said, “But the people that do know
their God shall be strong, and do great exploits” (Daniel 11:32 ELT). Daniel used
the Hebrew word yadà, which means more than acquaintance or causal
knowledge. Daniel is not telling you to know about Me; He is describing
intimate knowledge as you become one intimately with Me.

When you know Me intimately, it is better than knowing your best friend.
When you know Me intimately, it is becoming one with Me. I know you and you
know Me. While we both have separate identities, you become one in spirit with
Me.
Knowing Me builds strength. Go back to the Bible verse that challenged you
to know Me. “But the people that do know Me shall be strong, and do great
exploits” (Daniel 11:32, ELT). In the original language, exploits means to “work
effectively.” That means you will become successful or victorious in difficult
situations. The Hebrew word for strong, hazak, means abiotic to endure the race
or ability to resist temptations. When you know Me you can fend for yourself.
When you know Me, you can resist strange temptations in this sinful world.
Be careful that you are not seeking to know Me just to be “toughed up.” If
you have any selfish or dishonest desires to know Me, you have deceived
yourself. “If anyone thinks that he knows anything, he knows nothing yet as he
ought to know” (1 Cor. 8:2).

PART ONE

INTRODUCTION
AN you imagine two people really getting to know and love each other
without knowing each other’s names? No! Knowing a person’s name
doesn’t mean you know them. But then again if you know them, you have a
name or title, or an identifying reference to relate to them. Somehow, your name
becomes so intertwined with your personality that only those who know your
name can truly love and understand you.
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This is no less true in your relationship with Me, the LORD God of the
universe. I was first introduced as God the Creator in Genesis 1:1. Then I was
second called LORD (Jehovah), the One called Himself, “I AM WHO I AM”
(Ex. 3:14) people. Third, I was identified as your Master.
In the New Testament I was called Father by Jesus—it was His favorite name
reference for Me. What do you call Me when you pray? Be careful to analyze
how you answer. What you call Me may reflect your relationship to Me, and
hence the effectiveness of your prayer.
Yet many have not taken the time to get to know My names. If they haven’t
taken time to learn something about My names, they may not know much about
Me. This book will guide you to know Me more intimately.
In chapter one, you will study My primary names. These become a
foundation for the rest of the book. The second chapter looks at My name Father,
My New Testament name. Remember, this is Jesus’ favorite name for Me. All
the Old Testament meanings of My names are wrapped up in the New Testament
name Father. In chapters three, four and five you will study My primary Old
Testament names in depth. I am God, identified as Elohim—time, meaning I am
the Creator—God. Then I am LORD, a name introduced to Moses at the burning
bush. LORD means, I AM THAT I AM the self-existing God.
My third major name is Master, (Lord in lower caps, i.e., Adonai). This name
reference used by Abraham when he “acknowledged he was the servant and I
was his Master. He used the name Adonai-Lord when asking Me for a son (Gen.
15:1). I had promised Abraham a son, but this was his first time to request it, and
his use of Adonai reflected his faith-based request.

In Chapter six you will study the general public’s familiar name for me from
Psalm 23, “The LORD is my Shepherd.” Then in chapter seven, the name El
Shaddai will be your focus because this is My name that provides for your
needs.
This book was originally a series of Sunday school lessons taught in the
Pastor’s Bible Class at Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, Virginia.
Elmer Towns taught this calls and is the human editor of this course. Senior
Pastor Jerry Falwell says this was the largest Sunday school in America because
of the thousands who attend in person and the almost one million who view it on
television. Class members were caught up in the content of this series because it
had so much material that was new to them. Theirs was not an infatuation with
secret knowledge of My names(s), but a yearning to know and approach Me in
prayer. Their response led to putting the lessons in print so others could have this
information and teach it in their classes. May this book help you understand Me
better and, as a result, may you become more dedicated to Me, so I can use you
in a greater way.

God the Father

Chapter 1

HALLOWED BE MY MANY NAMES
LMER Towns describes a visit to Mount Rushmore National Monument in
South Dakota—and almost missed it. He wanted to see the four great
sculptures of previous Presidents of the United States, i.e., Washington,
Jefferson, Lincoln, and Roosevelt. He had spoken at an evening meeting for
pastors some 30 miles away, and after his message one of the ministers drove
him to the monument. He did not know that the floodlights that illuminate the
gigantic sculptures of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt were turned
off at 11 p.m. He arrived at the base of Mount Rushmore at 11:10 p.m.—10
minutes late. The spectacular carvings were veiled in darkness. As a result of an
imminent storm, there wasn’t even any moonlight.
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But what Towns thought was a failed evening became a blessing. I sent
flashes of lightning accompanied by a thunderstorm. With each lightning flash,
Elmer got a quick glance at the great sculptures. He had certain preconceived
images in his mind from photographs, and he strained to compare each statue
with the likeness in his mind’s eye. The more he watched, the more he
appreciated their magnificence and grandeur, even more than he would have if
the storm vailed them from his sight, then I sent lightening to help him view
them more intensely.
In the same way, you struggle to understand Me, the God of the Bible. You
know I am there in the darkness of life, but you cannot see Me. Then I send
flashes of light to reveal Myself in creation—the miracles—the Ten
Commandments—My presence is seen in your conscience.
But I send another flash of illumination that is often overlooked. You can
come to know Me through My names. My many descriptive titles and names
given in Scripture are like lightning flashes in a summer night revealing My
nature and works. You can get to know Me better through My names.
Why do I have many names? Just as white light is made up of seven different
rays or colors, so I am made up of different attributes that are illuminated by My
different names. Just as a person can examine each of the seven different colors
to understand the nature of light, so too you can examine each of My attributes
to better understand Me. Put together, the seven hues of light become white light,

with the individual colors obscured to the unaided eye. My almighty unity of
light is experienced in My diversity of names, and only then do you begin to
understand Me. My names combine to reveal My divine unity in all My
attributes.

WHY STUDY MY NAMES?
You come to understand people by their names and titles. David, the man
after My heart, is better understood by a study of David’s various names or titles.
Knowing that David is described as a shepherd, warrior, king, poet and musician
helps you understand his character and gives you insight into David the man. He
was the son of Jesse and a great grandson of Boaz. David was from the line of
Judah, the royal line from which My kings came and from which My Son, Jesus
Christ, was to be born.
In a similar way, studying My names reveals My character. Among other
names, for example, you know Me as Creator, Judge, Savior and Sustainer. By
reflecting on My names, you can gain insight into My nature and understand
more about how I work in your life. While mortals cannot fathom My nature
completely, I have revealed Myself through My Scriptures and have given you
the Holy Spirit as a guide in knowing Me. While you remain human, you can
only “know in part” (1 Cor. 13:12), and your limited understanding you will
never fully grasp all that I am, the unlimited God. But as you come to understand
My names, you approach further in understanding Me—your Lord and God—for
all I am and do.
A second reason for studying My names is to understand the different
relationships you can have with Me. A young man calls his girlfriend sweetheart,
but after he marries her, the two of them have a new relationship. She has a new
name: wife. She may have been Mary Jones, but after the marriage ceremony, if
she follows the usual custom, she has a new name—perhaps Mary Livingston.
Her new name tells everyone that she has a new relationship with her husband.
My names become meaningful as you adjust to new or growing relationships
with Me. Usually I revealed another one of My names to people at a fork in their
road of life. I would help people through a difficulty by allowing them to
experience Me in a different way, through a new name.
Abraham seems to have learned more of My different names than any other
person in Scripture. Why? Because Abraham was pioneering new trails in his
walk of faith. Each time I wanted Abraham to reach higher, I revealed to him

another new name. Abraham had known Me as “the Lord” (Jehovah, or Yahweh,
Gen. 13:4); but when he offered tithes to Me through Melchizedek, Abraham
learned a new name of mine: El Elyon, “the most high God, possessor of heaven
and earth” (14:18-19).
When Abraham complained to Me in prayer that he did not have an heir for
the promised inheritance, I revealed to him another of My names: Adonai,
meaning “Master” or “Lord” (15:2). I, the eternal Lord God of heaven, would
care for Abraham in a Master-slave relationship.
Later, Abraham learned I would nurture and powerfully sustain him as El
Shaddai (17:1). Then I told him my secret name is El Olam (21:33). Then I told
him I would provide for him as Jehovah Jireh (22:14). Each time Abraham
entered into a deeper relationship with Me, he learned another one of My
attributes through another one of My divine names.
A third reason for studying My names is that through My names I reveal I
am the source and solution to your problems. When Israel fought Amalek, they
learned My name Jehovah Nissi, “I am the Lord Your Banner,” meaning that I
would and could protect them (Exod. 17:15). As each of My names was
unfolded, a new source of strength was revealed to My people.
Moses learned My name Jehovah Rophe (from rapha, “to heal),” meaning
that I would provide healing for My people (15:26). Later, Gideon learned of Me
as Jehovah Shalom, I am the God of peace to a young man who was fearful and
unsure of himself (Judg. 6:24).
Finally, the various names of God teach you to look to Me in your crises. I
revealed My different names in times of crises to reveal how I would help My
servants.
Christians sometimes seem to think that they are immune to problems—that
salvation solves them all. Of course this is untrue. When problems or crises arise
and you find yourselves crying out, “Why me? Why now? Why this?”
Remember, I allow My people to have problems for a number of reasons.
Sometimes I want to test you, to see if you will handle problems by faith or in
your own strength. At other times I allow problems to overwhelm you so you
will turn to Me. In your crises, I reveal Myself anew, just as I originally revealed
Myself through My names when My people needed My help. If you know My
names, you can more freely turn to Me with the name that fits your situation.
The following chart shows some facts about My three primary names or titles
revealed in the Old Testament.

Listen to the way people begin their prayers. It tells Me a lot about what they
think of Me. When someone begins “Dear God…,” it suggest I am impersonal to
that person. When someone prays “Dear Lord…,” the person acknowledges My
power, but still I am impersonal.
Dr. W. A. Criswell, former pastor of First Baptist Church of Dallas, Texas
would kneel reverently lift his face to heaven as though he were looking into My
face. Then simply began to say, “Master…,” that was his favorite name for Me.
Your favorite name for Me may be different for all the names people use to
address Me. The best name may be “Father…”

THE GOD OF HEAVEN IS A FATHER
The Old Testament Jews did not think of Me as an intimate Father. I was the
Lord Good afternoon Almighty, the One who “dwellest between the cherubims”
(Ps. 80:1). I was the God who came down to earth in the Shekinah Glory Cloud,
a whirlwind of fire as bright and awesome as any display of power Israel had
ever seen, I was a fearful God to them exacting punishment on the transgressor.
I told Moses, “Lo, I come unto thee in a thick cloud, that the people may
hear when I speak with thee” (Ex. 19:9). When I came to Mount Sinai, I warned,
“Take heed to yourselves, that ye go not up into the mount, or touch the border
of it: whosoever toucheth the mount shall be surely put to death” (v. 12).
As the Lord God of the Old Testament I was to be feared because I punished
Moses for disobedience, so that Moses never entered the Promised Land (Num.
20:7-13).
As the Lord God of the Old Testament I was to be feared because I allowed
Nebuchadnezzar to destroy Jerusalem because the Jews worshiped idols and
committed fornication (2 Chron. 36:15-21).
Even the New Testament portrays Me in My judgmental nature “Our God is
a consuming fire” (Heb. 12:29).
Jesus, however, came teaching you to call Me by a new name. He told His
followers to say, when they prayed, “Our Father.” Jesus gave them a new
revelation about Me the Lord God of Israel. I was no longer far off. I could be
approached as an intimate Father.
Jesus Himself called Me God the Father. Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth,
and the life; no man cometh unto the Father but by Me” (John 14:6). Jesus

promised you could get close to the Father, like a little girl cuddling up to her
daddy’s lap. Just as a father takes a storybook and reads to her, so you can be
intimate with your Father in heaven.
Jesus however, changed the way people came to Me. Jesus is “the Lamb of
God, which taketh away the sin of the world” (John 1:29). So you come to Jesus
for forgiveness. You are accepted in Jesus, who said, “Him that cometh to Me I
will in no wise cast out” (6:37).
John, the gospel writer said, “But as many as received Him (Jesus), to them
He gave the right to become children of God, to those who believe in His name”
(John 1:12, NKJV). You come My children and enter My family when you
believe in Jesus. When you become My child, you can call Me Father.
When you ask Jesus into your life, you ask Me to cleanse you of sin because
of the sacrifice of My Son…you ask Jesus to give you peace…you ask Him to
take control of your living. You as Me all this because I am now your Father.
Jesus gave Me a new name the Lord God Almighty. Jesus called Me Father.
The term “Father” is one of the names of the first Person of the Trinity. My
name is more than a title. Jesus said, “I am come in My Father’s name” (John
5:43). Jesus prayed, “O righteous Father, the world hath not known Thee: but I
have known Thee” (17:25). Then Jesus explains, “I have declared unto them Thy
name” (v. 26). I have many names and titles. You could call Me God…
Almighty…the Lord of Host…Rock…or even Jehovah Rapha (the Lord, our
Healer). I have many titles, and each title reveals a different task I do for My
people. I am the Lord of Hosts, which means I am God of the fighting angels,
and I am Jehovah Rohi, the Lord is My Shepherd. I am El Shaddai, the One who
is more than enough to meet your needs. The more you understand My many
titles, the more you understand what I do for you.
None of My many names and titles, though, are as intimate as My name,
Father. When I am your Father, you can say with Paul, “We cry, Abba Father”
(Rom. 8:15). The Greek word for father is pater. In this verse, however, Paul
precedes the word pater with the word abba, which is an Aramaic word, the
spoken language of Jesus, Paul and others who lived in Palestine. Jesus also
called God “Abba, Father” (Mark 14:36).
The word abba was a colloquial term of endearment, like the terms Papa, or
Daddy. Jesus and Paul are telling you to use intimate terms of endearment with
Me, the Father. I am a Father who is near and dear to you.
When you pray “Our Father,” you are also suggesting that a world of people

do not know Me as their Father. Jesus told the Pharisees of His day, “If God
were your Father, ye would love Me” (John 8:42). Obviously the Pharisees hated
Jesus, for they had previously tried to kill Me. Finally they would succeed in
getting Roman soldiers to nail Me to a cross. However I knew the hearts of the
Pharisees. I said to them “Ye are of your father the devil” (v. 44).
There are two families in the world. There is My family, in which My
children call Me Father. Then there is the family of the world—children who
cannot and will not call Me their Father. The children of the world cannot
effectively pray “Our Father” until they come to Me by Jesus. But they can get
results to their prayers when they say, “Our Father.”
Let’s talk about those who cannot pray to Me the Father. In one sense, they
are My children because I created them, as I did all people. Therefore, all people
are My children by creation. In this sense Paul explains, “If haply they might
feel after Him (the Father), and find Him, though He be not far from every one
of us: for in Him we live, and move, and have our being” (Acts 17:27-28).

HALLOWING MY NAME TO DAY
Several practical Christian applications flow from knowing My name.
Prohibition Against Cursing
The third commandment prohibits a person from taking My name in vain.
When a person lightly uses My name, he is speaking lightly of Me. When a
person blasphemes My name, he blasphemes Me. When a person curses by using
My name, he is either trying to take My place or My authority, or he is rejecting
My authority in his life. Because My name represents My person, I said, “You
shalt not take My name the LORD God in vain” (Exod. 20:7).
Seeking God by My Name
The Bible clearly commands you, “Be still, and know that I am God” (Ps.
46:10). Knowing My name is a good way to know Me, for it reveals to you My
nature and My work. As you are searching to know Me, however, you should
remember that I am also searching you and examining you. As David gave his
son Solomon the plans for the Temple, he said, “Know the God of thy father, and
serve him with a perfect heart . . . for the LORD searcheth all hearts, and

understandeth all the imaginations of the thoughts: if you seek him, he will be
found of you; but if thou forsake him, he will cast you off forever” (1 Chron.
28:9).
A person comes to Me through Jesus Christ, but even then My name
becomes important, for “as many as received Jesus, to them I give authority to
become My sons, even they who believe on My name” (John 1:12). Later in the
same Gospel, John writes “that you might believe . . . . and that believing you
may have life through My name” (20:31).
Gaining Knowledge of Yourself
The Bible teaches that you are created in My image: “I created man in My
own image, in My image I created him; male and female I created them” (Gen.
1:27). The more you learn about Me, the more you learn about yourself. Because
you are created in My image, you have a subconscious idea of Me. But instead
of recognizing Me as your Master and submitting to Me, you strive
subconsciously to take My place. That was the sin of Lucifer in wanting to be
like Me the Most High (see Isa. 14:13-14). Since you have My nature, the more
you learn about Me, the more you learn about yourself.
Knowing Me and Eternal Life
Jesus prayed in the garden the night before His death, “This is life eternal,
that they might know You the only true God, and Me Jesus Christ, whom You
have sent” (John 17:3). Therefore, it is impossible to be saved without knowing
Jesus and Me. “Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other
name under heaven given among men, whereby you must be saved” (Acts 4:12).

Chapter 2

I AM YOUR FATHER: PATER
MY INTIMATE FAMILY NAME

HE favorite title for Me used by Jesus Christ in the New Testament is
“Father” (Greek: pater). In the Gospel of John, Jesus called Me His Father
156 times. He not only claimed intimacy with Me, but also He claimed to be one
with Me, which is one reason the Jews hated Him (see John 5:18). The Jews did
not regularly call Me by My name “Father.” To them, I was the majestic,
powerful Creator or Master. They did not know Me or approach Me in the
intimate relationship of Father.
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On a few occasions the Old Testament does identify Me as having paternal
instincts, as in Jeremiah 31:9, where I say, “I am a father to Israel.” But this was
a metaphor or a picture, not a name or intimate relationship. To Israel, I
thundered from Mount Sinai in judgment. I was the Holy One in the midst of the
Shekinah glory cloud that rested in the holy of holies. The writer of Hebrews
best summarized My Old Testament perspective: “For our God is a consuming
fire” (12:29).
Jesus revealed a loving relationship with Me by calling Me Father. He taught
His disciples to introduce their prayers: “Our Father who art in heaven” (Matt.
6:9). Because Jesus’ revelation of Me as the Father was counter to the view of
the religious rulers of His day, they wanted to stone Jesus (see John 5:18; 10:3031).
To understand Me as the Father, you must look to the Trinity. The Father,
Son and Holy Spirit are all equal persons within the Godhead, yet one God. We
are equal in nature, separate in three Persons and submissive in duty. All that I
am in holiness, power and wisdom so too are the Son and the Holy Spirit. We are
separate in Person, for each has His own personality, that is, intellect, emotion
and will. We are submissive in function for I the Father send the Son, and the
Son sends the Holy Spirit (see John 14:26; 15:26).
The first recorded words of the young Jesus revealed new truth about Me. At
age 12 Jesus said, “Wist ye not that I must be about my Father’s business?”

(Luke 2:49). Notice that Jesus used the name “Father” in reference to Me, rather
than to Joseph. You learn from this first reference that I am a father, that I, the
Father, must have priority in your life, and that I, the Father, had sent the Son on
a mission.
Because of the structure of the family, the world understood the nature and
function of a father before Jesus revealed that I am your Father. This does not
mean that My doctrine of the Father gets its meaning from earthly fathers.
Actually, the opposite is true—the human family on Earth reflects the eternal
family in heaven.
Since I am your Father, all who are saved enter My spiritual family.
Believers have a spiritual kinship with each other and with Me. Believers in
Christ are brother and sister to one another. They are “sons of God” (see John
1:12) and “children of God” (see 13:33). As such they call Me their Father. They
do not come to Me in prayer as mere subjects to a king in his court. They crawl
into My lap as their heavenly Father as a child comes for protection or help.
Notice the terms used for Me as Father in the New Testament: “O Father,
Lord of heaven and earth” (Luke 10:21); “heavenly Father” (11:13); “the Father”
(John 4:23); “my Father” (5:17); “God the Father” (6:27); “one Father even
God” (8:41); “holy Father” (17:11); “righteous Father” (17:25); “God our
Father” (Rom. 1:7); “Abba, Father” (8:15); “Father of our Lord Jesus Christ”
(15:6); “Father of mercies” (2 Cor. 1:3); “God and Father of all” (Eph. 4:6),
“Father of spirits” (Heb. 12:9); and “Father of lights” (Jas. 1:17).
Some have interpreted the New Testament emphasis on My name, Father, to
mean that everyone born in the world is a child of the Father in heaven. This
view is called the “Fatherhood of God,” which states that all people are the
children of God, no one is lost, and all will eventually go to live with the Father
in heaven. This works out to be “Brotherhood of Man,” which implies universal
salvation.
But the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man are not biblical
truths. Actually, the opposite is taught in Scripture. The Bible teaches that all are
sinners (see Rom. 3:23), that the wages of sin is eternal death (see 6:23), that
only those who believe in Jesus Christ will be saved (see Acts 4:12; John 14:6),
and that eternal life requires regeneration (see John 3:3,7).

WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR ME TO BE YOUR FATHER?

After a Christian understands the nature and function of the heavenly Father,
he or she asks, “What does it mean to me?” The believer under the New
Testament has certain benefits that were not available under the Old Covenant.
In addition to Me being majestic and lofty, the believer now has intimate access
to My presence.
Fellowship with Me
It is possible for you to crawl up into My lap as a small child will cuddle in
the lap of his earthly father for protection. “Your fellowship is with the Father,”
said John (1 John 1:3). I will protect My children even more than any father on
Earth will care for his child.
Access to Me
No matter where you are, you can have immediate entrance into My throne
of majesty. I am your Father. Paul notes that because you are adopted into My
family, “You cry Abba, Father” (Rom. 8:15). I know your needs before you cry,
and you can come to Me at any time.
Guidance by Me
First, I your heavenly Father teach My children how they should go (see Ps.
32:8). Second, I actually guide you through the indwelling Holy Spirit and
principles of the Word (see Prov. 3:5, 6; John 16:13). Third, I the Father speak
through your conscience and will give guidance to My children (see Rom. 2:15).
Security from Me
I want all My children “to be conformed to the image of My Son” (8:29).
Because of that I work all things together for good (see v. 28). But sometimes I
must correct My children by allowing trials to come into their lives. Like most
children, you do not enjoy laborious teaching sessions. However, I do everything
for your good. “He that spared not His own Son, but delivered him up for us all,
how shall he not with him also freely give us all things?” (v. 32).
Inheritance from Me

Because you are children of Me the heavenly Father, you are My heirs. “And
if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ” (v. 17). All My
riches will one day belong to My children. Jesus promised, “In my Father’s
house are many mansions; if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to
prepare a place for you” (John 14:2).

WHAT DO I, THE FATHER, DO?
I, the God of the Old Testament, was Creator (Elohim), Master (Adonai), and
the Self-existent One who gives life to My people (Jehovah). What could I do as
Father for you that I could not or did not do before? When Jesus revealed Me as
the Father, a further self-revelation was given of My nature and function.
I Give Life to My Children
A child inherits his physical and immaterial nature from his parents. A child
who is born again into My family also gets several things. First, he gets a new
nature, which is My nature (see 2 Cor. 5:17). As such, he is known as My child.
Second, he gets My life, which is eternal life. He will live forever because he has
My life in him (see John 3:36). Third, he gets a new standing in heaven. He is
adopted into My family and is called My son (see Rom. 8:14-16). Fourth, he has
new desires, indicating his new nature. He will desire to pray, read the Word and
show the fruit of the Holy Spirit (see Gal. 5:22-23). Finally, he is now a member
of My family. He calls Me his Father, and other Christians are his brothers and
sisters in Christ.
I Love My Children
Many people think when a calamity comes into their lives, that I don’t love
them. This is a wrong view of Me. I am a Father who loves My children, not a
Father who hates them. As a result of this love, I will do good things for them.
“If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children: how
much more shall your heavenly Father” (Luke 11:13). Of course when My
children err, there is a place for Me the heavenly Father to correct them, just as
there is for a father on Earth. But the basic premise is that I love My children.
I Protect My Children

The natural desire of every father is to protect his child. So I the Father will
give eternal life to those who trust in Me. “They shall never perish, neither shall
any man pluck them out of my hand. My Father, which gave them me, is greater
than all; and no man is able to pluck them out of my Father’s hand” John 10:2829). Your greatest protection is that no one can separate you from My love as
your Father.
I Provide for My Children
Many fathers work all week because they love to work. But underlying that,
a truly loving father desires to provide for his wife and children. The Bible says,
“Ye fathers, provoke not your children . . . but bring them up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4).
When an earthly father nurtures his child, he is providing him with positive
training. Likewise, I the heavenly Father will care for My children. “Wherefore,
if God so clothe the grass of the field, which today is, and tomorrow is cast into
the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, O ye of little faith?” (Matt. 6:30).
The promise includes food, drink and other basic necessities, for as it concludes,
“Your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things” (v. 32).

Chapter 3

I AM GOD: ELOHIM
THE STRONG CREATOR

AMES are important to people and their friends. When someone calls a
friend by the wrong name, it probably means that he or she is not as close
as a real friend would be.
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When people say, “God saved me,” or “I know God,” although they know
My outward name they probably do not really know Me. For the name God is an
impersonal title for deity. All religions have a god. You who are saved use My
personal name because you say, “The LORD saved me,” or you talk about
“knowing Jesus.”
The difference between God and the LORD and Jesus may be theological to
some, but those who know Me in salvation, know the difference. The study of
My name Elohim (“God”) in this chapter will form a basis for the study of My
name Jehovah (“LORD”) in the next chapter.
God is a universal term for deity used by almost all religions. To review,
Elohim is one of the three primary terms used in the Bible to describe Me. I am
God (Elohim) the strong Creator who is the source of everything. I the LORD
(Jehovah) am the covenant-keeping God who relates to man. Adonai (“Master”)
reflects the servant-Master relationship of man to God.
Elohim comes from El, meaning “strong one,” and alah, meaning “to swear
or bind with an oath.” My name Elohim is used 2,500 times in the Bible to
identify Me as Creator God, the One usually identified with this world with
objects or with the unsaved.
Elohim is the name first used for Me in the Scriptures: “In the beginning God
[Elohim] created the heaven and the earth” (Gen. 1:1). The final reference to My
name God in the Bible is the Greek word theos, found in Revelation 22:19. The
Bible therefore begins and ends with My impersonal name God, even though it
includes many other names, titles or functions to give you other aspects of My
nature and work.

WHO IS GOD?
There are many definitions of God. I am the God of the Bible, the Supreme
Being, the divine One whom you worship. Definitions must have a definitive
term such as “the man is a husband.” From the Bible you can draw at least seven
definitive terms used to describe My name God.
How Is My Name God Used?
1.

God is life.

2.

God is a Person.

3.

God is Spirit.

4.

God is a Self-existent Being.

5.

God is a unity.

6.

God is unchangeable.

7.

God is unlimited in space and time.
I Am Life

When Joshua told his people, “ye shall know that the living God is among
you” (Josh. 3:10), he was giving one of the definitions for Me. Even young
David recognized this definition when he spoke of Goliath defying “the living
God” (1 Sam. 17:26). To call Me “life” is more than describing Me as the One
who created life or is the source of life. I am the essence, or nature, of life. The
world may say that life is energy, power or force—or even a bowl of cherries.
But the Bible says that the life behind all these forms of life is Me the living God
who used My energy to create the world. I am the energy that holds atoms and
molecules together. The Bible expands this truth when it says, “By Me all things
consist” (Col. 1:17).
I Am a Person
Whereas most of the religions in the world identify their deities by concepts
such as a force or other kinds of impersonal beings; the Bible paints a higher
picture of Me. I have intellect, emotion and will, which are the elements of

personality. In addition to this, I have self-awareness and self-determination. My
personality is projected into man in what Scripture calls the image of God. All
people mirror Me or My image when exercising personality.
My personality is seen in My intelligence. I know (see Gen. 18:19; Exod.
3:7) and have infinite wisdom (see Jer. 51:15).
Next, I have feelings or emotions, sometimes called “sensibility.” I feel grief
(see Gen. 6:6), kindness (see Ps. 103:8-13), empathy (see Exod. 3:7-8), anger
(see Ps. 7:11), and a whole array of other feelings.
Then I have a will, which is the volitional reflection of My personhood. I can
make decisions and choose My own actions. I am not bound by any force in the
universe for I am free. Because I have given people an intellect in My image,
you can predict some of My actions. You know for example that I will always
act in love. But you cannot coerce My actions since I am perfectly free. No
outside stimulus can make Me go against My will or choice.
I Am Spirit
In the New Testament, Jesus told the Samaritan woman, “God is a Spirit; and
they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth” (John 4:24). Even
though the King James Version uses the article “a” with spirit, I am not one spirit
among many spirits. This means I am Spirit by nature. As such, I do not have a
physical body; I am an incorporeal Being. I am a real Being Who has personality
and life, but I do not live through a physical body.
Another way of saying this is that I am invisible. Some Bible references
imply that people saw Me (see Gen. 32:30; Exod. 34:5-8; Num. 12:6-8; Deut.
34:10; Isa. 6:1). Actually, they did not see Me directly, but only a reflection of
Me. The only ones who have seen Me are those who saw Jesus Christ, “the
image of the invisible God” (Col. 1:15). To say that I am Spirit is to say that
people have not seen Me. One of the reasons the second commandment prohibits
making idols or images is because I am not physical or material (see Exod.
20:4). I am Spirit, and I want people to worship Me in My true nature.
I am a Self-existent Being
Even though this chapter is defining Elohim, My second name, “LORD”
(Jehovah), indicates that I am self-existent. The name Jehovah comes from the

verb “I am.” When Moses prayed to Me in the burning bush (see 3:1-15), he
asked Me to identify Myself. I answered by saying, “I AM THAT I AM” (see v.
14). This is another name for LORD or Jehovah. The phrase “I AM THAT I
AM” actually means “the Self-existent God.” In essence, I, Jehovah, am saying,
“I exist by Myself and for Myself.” My existence is not dependent upon this
world, humanity or anything else.
I am Unity
The great Shema recited by observant Jews is based on My nature: “Hear
[Hebrew: shema] O Israel: The LORD our God is one LORD” (Deut. 6:4). There
can only be one God. To say that there are two supreme Gods or two Creators
makes about as much sense as speaking of a square circle. There can only be one
Supreme being; if there were two, these forces would clash. My nature excludes
all others, for no other one can do what I can do. This truth is taught in Scripture:
“Thus saith the LORD the King of Israel, and his redeemer the LORD of hosts; I
am the first, and I am the last; and beside me there is no God” (Isa. 44:6).
I am Unchangeable
Since I am perfect, I cannot become better; I am immutable—I cannot
change in My essence. And since I am perfect, I cannot become corrupt and be
less than God. The Bible states, “God is not a man, that he should lie; neither the
son of man, that he should repent” (Num. 23:19).
This does not mean that I cannot change My mind. The King James Version
says that man became so wicked before the Flood that “it repented the LORD
that he had made man” (Gen. 6:6). I also “repented” that I had made Saul king (1
Sam. 15:11). But a careful study of such passages reveals that man turned from
Me in sinful rebellion. I did not change in My essence—rather, consistent with
My unchanging nature, I judged man’s sin. The real change was in humanity;
and this called for a change in the way that I responded to people.
This is true even today. I am still unchanged, even though My way of
responding to you depends on your response to Me. Obedience will bring
reward, and disobedience will bring punishment. I do not change; men and
women just move from one side of My nature to the other. The changing lifestyles of people cause My consistent behavior to appear to change, but the
essential change is not in Me. I am unchangeable.

I Am Unlimited in Space and Time
In the beginning I created everything, including time and space. This means
that I am LORD of time and space; I am not bound by My creation. The Bible
says that I “inhabiteth eternity” (Isa. 57:15)—a realm beyond time and space.
Abraham recognized Me as “the everlasting God” (Gen. 21:33). Moses observed
that “even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God” (Ps. 90:2). The psalmist
wrote, “But thou art the same, and thy years shall have no end” (102:27).
What is time? Time is the measurement of events that appear in sequence. I
existed before the first event—creation. I never had a beginning point, and I will
continue without a terminal point. I will always exist.
What is space? Space is all of the area in which there is physical reality and
being. Space is the distance between objects. But I am greater than space. “God
that made the world and all things therein, seeing that He is Lord of heaven and
earth, dwelleth not in temples made with hands” (Acts 17:24).
Since time and space are the results of My creative acts, I am not limited by
My creation. I am infinite in relationship to time (the sequence of events) and to
space (the distance between objects). I am the only being who exists without
limitations.
If there were another God, then I, Elohim, would not be the self-existing, allpowerful, unlimited God. Since there cannot be two unlimited beings, there
cannot be another God besides Me. For if there were another God, then neither
God could be an unlimited God. My infinity and immensity are strong arguments
for My sovereignty in the universe and in your life.

I AM THREE-IN-ONE
If I am One, why is Elohim a plural word? Because the New Testament
doctrine of the Trinity is latent in this Old Testament name, Elohim. I am a unity
in plurality. Although the Trinity is not taught in so many words in the Old
Testament, the fingerprints of Trinity are found throughout its pages.
The compound unity implies the Trinity. My name Elohim is a compound
unity. This is evidenced in several Scriptures. “Let us make man in our image”
(Gen. 1:26); “The man is become as one of us” (3:22); “Let us go down” (11:7);
“Who will go for us?” (Isa. 6:8). This does not mean there are two Gods, but that
I the One God manifest Myself in more than one personality.

Some modern-day Jews call this “plural majesty” instead of a Trinity. Queen
Victoria is credited with the statement, “We are not amused.” Although she was
speaking only of herself, she used the plural “we,” as is common among royalty.
But the use of the plural in reference to God reflects more than plural majesty. It
is Me speaking to Myself within the three Persons of the Trinity.
Old Testament “blessing” formulas imply the Trinity. The formulas for
blessing in the Old Testament imply a Trinity. The Aaronic benediction was
repeated three times, suggesting it came from three sources (i.e., three persons),
“The LORD bless thee, and keep thee: the LORD make his face shine upon thee
. . . : the LORD lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee peace” (Num.
6:24-26). The seraphim in Isaiah’s vision of the Lord cried the threefold praise,
“Holy, holy, holy” (Isa. 6:3), suggesting that each Person in the Godhead is holy.
Even the Hebrew Shema, which maintains My unity, implies a Trinity when it
repeats My name three times: “The LORD our God is one LORD” (Deut. 6:4,
emphasis added).
Three names imply three Persons. Although some disagree, many Bible
scholars believe that Isaiah 54:5 is one of the strongest references to the Trinity
in the Old Testament: “For thy Maker is thine husband [Father], the LORD of
hosts [Spirit] is his name; and thy Redeemer [Son] the Holy One of Israel.”
The Old Testament distinguishes between God and God. Some Old
Testament passages seem to make a distinction between God and God.
Zechariah, speaking prophetically, writes: “And I [Father] will pour upon the
house of David…the spirit [Spirit] of grace and of supplications: and they shall
look upon me whom they have pierced, and they shall mourn for him . . . his
only son [Son]” (12:10). Psalm 2:7 says, “The LORD [Father] hath said unto me
[Son], Thou art my Son.” And in Genesis 1:1-2, the Spirit who broods upon the
face of the water is distinguished from God who creates the world.
Clear statement of the Trinity. Again, some scholars think that Isaiah 48:16
speaks clearly of Me as a Trinity: “I have not spoken in secret from the
beginning; from the time that it was, there am I: and now the LORD GOD
[Father] and his Spirit [Holy Spirit], hath sent me [Son].”
So, can you define Me in one sentence? No! Even though the Bible has given
you such information (in the above description of God), a neat definition of Me
escapes your finite mind. If you could define Me, you would be pouring Me into
the limitation of your words. I am ultimately greater than any definitions you
give Me.

APPLICATION
Cursing is prohibited. The Ten Commandments prohibit a person from taking
My name in vain. When a person lightly uses My name, he is speaking lightly of
Me. When a person curses by using My name, he is rejecting Me and My control
in his life.
You are to seek Me by My name. There is a clear command in the Bible to
“be still, and know that [He is] God [Elohim]” (Ps. 46:10). You are to seek and
know Me through My name, for My name reveals My nature and My work. You
should remember, however, that as you are searching to know Me, I also am
searching you and examining you. As David gave his son Solomon the plans for
the Temple, he said:
Know thou the God of thy father, and serve him with a perfect heart and
with a willing mind: for the LORD searcheth all hearts, and
understandeth all the imagination of the thoughts: if thou seek him, he
will be found of thee; but if thou forsake him, he will cut thee off forever
(1 Chron. 28:9).
You must know Me to know yourself. “I created man in My own image, in
My image created I him; male and female I created them” (Gen. 1:27).
Therefore, the more you learn about Me, the more you learn about yourself.
Because you are created in My image, you subconsciously long to become like
Me your Creator. But a part of knowing yourself is realizing that this longing to
be like Me can never be realized completely. The sin of Lucifer was thinking that
he could become like the Most High (see Isa. 14:12-14).
Knowing Me leads to eternal life. When Jesus prayed the night before His
death, He said, “And this is life eternal, that they might know You the only true
God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent” (John 17:3). Those who know Me
receive eternal life. But it is impossible to know Me without being saved. And
the saved have learned of Me by faith. “But without faith it is impossible to
please him: for he that cometh to God must believe that he is, and that he is a
rewarder of them that diligently seek him” (Heb. 11:6). And “If thou shalt
confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God
hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved” (Rom. 10:9).

Chapter 4

I AM THE LORD: JEHOVAH
YOUR SELF-EXISTENT GOD

little boy sat down at his kindergarten desk and announced, “I’m going to
draw a picture of God.”

A

“But no one knows what God looks like,” responded his teacher.
“They will when I get finished,” the boy said, with child-like confidence.
Often you think you can determine what I am like by what you want Me to
be, or by your need of the moment. But I reveal different names to you at
different times in your life so you will know what I am like. My name Jehovah
(“LORD”) is one of the earliest known of My names that I revealed to My
people to give them an indication of what I am like. Whereas the little boy’s
teacher was right—no one knows what I look like—you are given a word-picture
of Me in this name.
“The LORD” (Jehovah) is the second name used for deity in the Old
Testament. My name “God” (Elohim), the universally recognized name for deity,
appears first. But My second name, “LORD,” is the name that is used most often
in Scripture, occurring 6,823 times in the Old Testament. And to modern Jews, it
is the primary name for God.
Recall from chapter 1 that My name Jehovah or Yahweh—can be
pronounced either way. My name “LORD” comes from the Hebrew verb hayah,
which signifies “to be” or “to become.” (Remember that it is spelled with upper
case capitals and/or lower case capitals in most translations, to distinguish it
from Lord, (Adonai], or “Master.”) When translated in the first person, it
becomes “I AM” said twice. Hence, when Moses anticipated that the Israelites
would ask about My name, I said to tell them, “I AM THAT I AM” (Exod. 3:14).
Then I, the LORD, said, “Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I AM
hath sent me unto you” (v. 14).
My name “LORD,” therefore, points to the God who is continuously
revealing Himself and “the Self-Existing One.” I am who I say I am, therefore I

am the eternal One. Some interpret My name “LORD” as containing two truths
in one name. The first meaning of LORD is “the One who exists in Himself,”
and the second is “the One who reveals Himself.”
My name “LORD” goes beyond the meaning of My first name: “God”
(Elohim), “the strong Creator.” I (Elohim) created the world in Genesis 1:1, but
in Genesis 2:4, I Elohim am identified as Jehovah (“LORD God”): “These are
the generations of the heavens and of the earth when they were created, in the
day that I the LORD God made the earth and the heavens.”
My second name, “LORD,” is perhaps My favorite name. I told Moses, “I
appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the name of God
Almighty [El Shaddai], but by My name JEHOVAH was I not known to them”
(Exod. 6:3). Throughout Scripture, I constantly refer to Myself by the name
“LORD,” seldom by the name “God.” Why do I do this? Perhaps because there
are so many gods; every false religion has its substitute god. But there is only
one God named LORD who is the Self-Existing One.
The uncertainty about how to pronounce My name Jehovah comes because
there were no vowels in the original Hebrew. There were only the consonants
that transliterate into English as JHVH or YHWH. The vowels were developed
later from pronunciation marks. Out of reverence for My name, LORD, the
rabbis in later Judaism would not write it or pronounce it perhaps—because of
the verse, “Holy and reverent is My name” (Ps. 111:9). Hence, the way they
pronounced YHWH became obscure. (But they would write and pronounce My
name “God.”)
My name “LORD” (Jehovah) is used in relationship to people, while My
name “God” is used primarily in references to nature or My creation. After I,
Elohim, created the world, the name “LORD” was added because I, the strong
Creator, wanted to relate to those I created. First, I was identified: “The LORD
God had not caused it to rain upon the earth” (Gen. 2:5). Next you find, “I the
LORD God planted a garden eastward in Eden” (v. 8). Man was given the task of
tending the garden. Finally, “I the LORD God said, It is not good that the man
should be alone” (v. 18). As a result of seeing the loneliness of man, “I the
LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam” (v. 21). I took a rib from
Adam, then from “the rib, which I the LORD God had taken from man, I made a
woman” (v. 22). Hence, I, the LORD God, am concerned about man’s
relationship to woman and about both man and woman’s relationships to Me.
Next, the element of evil is introduced into the story because it broke the

relationship between Me and My created ones. “Now the serpent was more
cunning than any beast of the field which the LORD God had made” (3:1,
NKJV). Because they did not resist the serpent’s temptation, Adam and Eve fell
into sin. But I, the redemptive LORD came seeking them: “They heard the voice
of the LORD God walking in the garden in the cool of the day” (v. 8). I the
LORD did not come to judge them but ultimately to save them. I asked a
question: “What is this that thou has done?” (v. 13).
I, the LORD, warned the serpent that the seed of woman would bruise its
head (v. 15). Here is the protoevangelium—the first hint of the gospel, the good
news that Jesus Christ, born of woman, would conquer evil and be the means of
salvation. But I, the LORD, was not finished. “Unto Adam also and to his wife
did the LORD God make coats of skins, and clothed them” (v. 21). In this act I,
the LORD, obviously had to take the life of an animal, you presume a lamb. This
animal became a foreshadow of all the lambs that would be sacrificed for the
sins of man until the ultimate Lamb, Jesus Christ, took away the sins of the
world (see John 1:29). Hence, early in the book of Genesis, My name “LORD”
reflects a redemptive relationship with man.

WHAT IS THE LORD LIKE?
In the last chapter, My name God (Elohim) was defined under the question,
“Who is God?” In this chapter, the name Jehovah is described in answer to the
question, “What is the LORD like?” The last chapter gave a definition of God,
while here we focus on a description of the LORD.
I have traditionally been described by My attributes. An attribute reflects that
which comes from My nature. Just as the rays from the sun give meaning to the
sun and reflect its nature, so too My attributes reflect My nature. People know
what the sun is like because of its rays. In much the same way, you can know
something of what I, the LORD, am like from My attributes.
You will study six attributes in this chapter. The first three are called absolute
or moral, attributes because they deal with moral qualities that are beyond
comparison with human attributes: (1) I the LORD am holy; (2) I am love; and
(3) I am good. The second three are called comparative or non-moral attributes
because they deal with natural attributes that to some extent can be compared
with human qualities. Hence, I, the LORD, am (1) omniscient, or all-knowing;
(2) omnipresent, or present everywhere; and (3) omnipotent, or all-powerful.
Some people believe that I have many other attributes that you will not know

until you get to heaven. The hymn writer Charles Wesley spoke of My attributes
as “glorious all and numberless.” Since I, the LORD, am the Self-Existing One
who continuously reveals Myself, I have many attributes of which you are not
yet aware. Apparently, I will continue to reveal Myself throughout all eternity,
and you will continue to learn more about Me.

MORAL ATTRIBUTES
I Am Holy
You have heard the description of Me the LORD as “holy, holy, holy” in
Isaiah 6:3 and Revelation 4:8. Note that the word “holy” is repeated three times,
recognizing each member of the Trinity or each of My three primary names. The
word “holy” means “to cut off” or “to separate.” Hence, the person who is holy
is cut off or separated from the world, yet separated to Me.
It is important that you recognize My holiness because so much of your
relationship with Me depends upon it. I am synonymous with holiness. “Holy
and reverent is My name,” said the Psalmist (Ps. 111:9). Isaiah wrote about “the
high and lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy” (Isa. 57:15).
Jesus called Me “holy Father” (John 17:11) and instructed His disciples to pray,
“Holy be Your name” (Matt. 6:9).
Positive holiness. Holiness is both positive and negative. Positive holiness
means I, the LORD, am the personification of all that is good and pure. When
John described Me, “I am light” (1 John 1:5), he is saying that I am pure, just as
light is pure. My positive holiness means there is no sin in My nature or in My
presence. My people must be separated to Me and live holy lives.
Negative holiness. The second aspect to My holiness—negative holiness,
deals with My justice. Because I, the LORD, am holy, sin cannot exist in My
presence. When I look on sinful people, I punish sin. My judgment is negative
holiness. Hell was created because of My holiness to punish sin.
When you realize that I am so holy that I must judge all sin, you begin to
understand the necessity of coming to Me through Jesus Christ. When Jesus
hung on the cross and cried out, “My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken
me?” (Matt. 27:46), you understand that I was unable to look upon My own Son
as He died bearing your sins. An understanding of My holiness reminds you of
the degree to which I love you: “For God so loved the world, that he gave his

only begotten Son” (John 3:16).
I Am Love
To understand Me, you must understand love. Most people, in fact, describe
Me only with the attribute of love. But in My case, love is more than an
attribute, and more than a virtue. Love is My nature. The Scriptures teach that “I
am love” (1 John 4:8, 16). When children are asked to describe Me, they most
often respond by saying, “God is love.”
What is love? Love has been described as “a rational and volitional affection
having its ground in truth and holiness”—an affection that “is exercised in free
choice.” Love is the attitude that seeks the highest good in the person who is
loved. Love is basically an outgoing attribute, as expressed in an act of My
giving to those outside Myself.
It is this outgoing aspect of My nature that is highlighted when you say that I
am love. Love is an attitude of giving oneself to another person. When I love, I
give Myself to My creation. I created humanity because I wanted to share
Myself with people. Because people are made in My image, men and women
mirror Me. Someone described love as, “the perfection of divine nature by which
I am eternally moved to communicate Myself.”
The apostle John describes love in these terms: “Greater love hath no man
than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends” (John 15:13). Laying down
one’s life is the ultimate act of giving. Then John takes the definition of love a
step further: “Hereby perceive we the love of God, because he laid down His life
for us: and we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren” (1 John 3:16).
Finally, John points straight to love: “Herein is love, not that we loved God, but
he loved us, and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (4:10).
The love chapter of the Bible, 1 Corinthians 13, also describes love in terms
of giving. The King James Version translates the Greek word for love here
(agape) with the word “charity,” which is now an out-of-date word. Charity
today means giving time and money to a worthy cause. Hence, both love and
charity are giving.
But originally charity meant giving of oneself to a needy cause or to needy
people. Today that idea is conveyed by the word “love.” Since humanity is in
profound need of deity, it is a profound blessing that I can be described as the
essence of love.

I Am Good
When Jesus told the rich young ruler, “There is none good but one, that is,
God” (Mark 10:18; see also Matt. 19:16-22), He was relating a truth the young
man already knew. When I told Moses My name, I described Myself as: “The
LORD, the LORD God, merciful and gracious, longsuffering, and abundant in
goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and
transgression and sin” (Exod. 34:6-7). Moses later told the nation, “The LORD
thy God . . . will do thee good” (Deut. 30:5).
When children pray, “God is great, God is good, let us thank Him for the
food,” they are focusing on the most positive of all My aspects, My goodness.
My goodness is My mercy, kindness, long-suffering and grace that are
manifested to those who are in misery and distress. The book of Hosea
emphasizes this attribute. It pictures My people as an unfaithful wife whom I
pursue and win back not because of any merit of her own, but because of My
goodness and mercy.

COMPARATIVE ATTRIBUTES
The three remaining attributes discussed here are non-moral and comparative
in nature, meaning that they primarily deal with My power in relationship to
creation. The moral attributes deal primarily with My attributes in relationship to
people. Each of the following attributes is introduced by the prefix “omni,”
which means all.
Therefore, to say that I am omniscient means that I am all-knowing. That I
am omnipresent means that I am in all places, or everywhere at the same time.
And that I am omnipotent means that I am all-powerful. These attributes show
My human abilities reflected in My divine nature. Every person has a degree of
power, but only I possess omnipotence; everyone has presence, but only I am
omnipresent; and everyone has some knowledge, but only I am omniscient.
These three attributes may be defined by a comparison of the degree to
which I and man share each characteristic. Psalm 139 lays a foundation for
understanding My comparative attributes. My omniscience is seen in verses 1-6;
My omnipresence is seen in verses 7-11; and My omnipotence is seen in verses
12-16.

I Am Omniscient
The word omniscience has the word “knowledge” or “science” added to the
prefix “omni,” which, as we already saw, means “all.” It means that I have
perfect knowledge of all things at all times. I know everything actual and
potential. I “call those things which are not, as though they were” (Rom. 4:17).
My omniscience has all knowledge in the world. I have never had to learn
anything. I have never forgotten anything I have ever known. I know everything
possible. That means I know and understand the sum total of all the world’s
knowledge and even those things mankind has yet to discover.
I know Myself, and I know humanity. I know My creation, because I am the
Creator. David wrote, “Great is our Lord, and of great power: his understanding
is infinite” (Ps. 147:5). Most Bible commentators agree that wisdom in Proverbs
is personified in Christ. As Christians seek guidance in the daily affairs of life, it
is good to realize that I guide you, because I know the answers to questions you
have not yet fully comprehended.
I Am Omnipresent
This means that I am everywhere present at the same time. The psalmist
asked the question, “Whither shall I go from thy spirit?” (Ps. 139:7). From
heaven to the grave, early or late, near or far, I am present (see vv. 8-10). Hagar,
Abraham’s handmaiden, even described Me “the God Who Sees” (Gen. 16:13,
NKJV). The fact of My omnipresence is a constant source of guidance, comfort
and protection for the believer. You can never find yourself beyond My presence.
Yet, My omnipresence is one of the most difficult of My attributes to
comprehend. My perfections demand that I exist everywhere at the same time.
This does not mean that I am spread out so that part of Me exists here and
another part of Me is in a room down the hall. Everything of Me is here and in
the room down the hall and in every other place at the same time.
I Am Omnipotent
When you say that I am omnipotent, you mean that I can do everything I
want to do. I can do anything that is in harmony with My nature. I can do the
impossible (raise the dead; see John 11:1-44) and the improbable (walk on water;
see 6:19). “With God all things are possible” (Matt. 19:26).

There are some things I cannot do, but they are contrary to My nature or the
result of My own self-limitation. Hence, they do not limit My omnipotence. I
cannot deny Myself (see 2 Tim. 2:13), lie (see Heb. 6:18) or be tempted into sin
(see Jas. 1:13). If I could do any of these things, I would not be God. This
limitation represents things contrary to My nature. It is still proper to say I can
do anything I want to accomplish.

HOW TO KNOW ME
The Bible commands that you know and love Me for Myself. This creates a
dilemma for mankind. Job experienced this dilemma when he cried out, “Oh that
I knew where I might find Him! that I might come even to his seat!” (Job 23:3).
Thus, the question is sometimes asked: “How can a man know Me?”
By Faith
It is impossible to know Me apart from faith. Faith is accepting what I say
about Myself. The Bible says, “But without faith it is impossible to please him:
for he that cometh to God must believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of
them that diligently seek him” (Heb. 11:6.)
By the Word of God
The Bible gives you a self-revelation of Me. You see Me in the pages of
Scripture. You can learn about Me through My names, actions, speech, miracles
and manifestations.
By Desire
Some people are perfectly content to deny My existence without any serious
consideration of the subject. These people are prevented from knowing Me,
because they do not want to know Me. Unless people have a desire to know Me,
they never will. Why? The Bible says, “Ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye
shall search for me with all your heart” (Jer. 29:13).
By Involvement

Your knowledge of Me can grow just as your knowledge of a friend grows,
but just as in the case of human friendship, this requires interaction and
involvement with Me. You must apply scriptural content to your life. Jesus said:
Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
of heaven . . . . Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not
prophesied in thy name? and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy
name done many wonderful works? And then will I profess unto them, I
never knew you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity (Matthew 7:2123).
By Love
Knowing Me is the highest privilege afforded to men. Unfortunately, most
people fail to recognize the priority that ought to exist knowing Me. If the
greatest commandment is to love Me with your total being (see Matt. 23:37-38),
then you must know Me to love Me.

Chapter 5

I AM THE LORD YOUR MASTER: ADONAI
THE HEADSHIP NAME OF GOD

HEN a sales representative makes a presentation of his product, he calls
his client by the proper title and name in order to help earn a contract. If
he walked into a small hot-dog stand and asked to talk with the executive vice
president, he might be laughed at. Everyone would realize that the salesman
doesn’t know his customers. If he walked into the executive office suite and
asked for an appointment with the foreman, he wouldn’t get to see the president
or the CEO.
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Names and titles are important because they open doors. Wrong use of
names reveals your ignorance, and says you don’t know what you are doing or
where you are going. Using wrong names and titles shut doors because it shows
that you are not worthy of an opportunity.
You have seen that the Bible uses different names for Me to reflect My
different roles and functions. When you use My correct name in prayer, it shows
you respect Me and know how to approach Me. I would not refuse to hear your
prayers because you used an inappropriate title. But your wrong use may reflect
your spiritual immaturity, and the fact that you haven’t taken time to get to know
your Master well. Since My name is Adonai (Master), you who are My slaves
should learn its meaning as well as how to approach Me properly in that name.
Adonai comes from the Hebrew word adon, a word used to describe either a
master who owns slaves or a husband in his relationship to his wife (it does not
imply that husbands own wives). Adonai is a plural form implying the Trinity,
just as Elohim is also plural, implying the Trinity. Both are a reference in the Old
Testament to the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
My name Adonai (“Lord,” with only the first letter capitalized) occurs 340
times in the Hebrew Old Testament. However, the rabbis eventually began to use
My name Adonai as a substitute for My name Jehovah. Since Jehovah was holy,
they could not even speak or write this personal name. On many occasions when
copying the Scriptures, they substituted My name Adonai for Jehovah. Then to

make sure that people knew that the terms were substituted, they prepared a
parallel manual called the Sopherim which listed the 140 places in the Scriptures
where Adonai had been substituted for Jehovah.
Adonai expresses the personal relationship between a master and his slave.
Hence it is a term that symbolizes your relationship to Me. The relationship does
not emphasize ownership, but implies working together.
Just as there is a relationship between a horse and his rider, there must be a
oneness between a person and Me if they are to enjoy a trust relationship. Hence,
Adonai has a twofold meaning.
The relationship between master and servant does not begin with the servant
but with the master, who must do two things for his slaves. First, he must
provide for the needs of his slaves—giving them a place to sleep, food, clothing
and the basic necessities. Second, the master must provide direction, training and
accountability for the work of the slave.
Hence, the term Adonai puts more responsibility on Me than on My people.
In a sense, the Master serves the slave, for when a person is a slave he or she
looks to the master for direction, protection and care.
When Americans try to illustrate the master-slave relationship, it is tempting
to think of the book Uncle Tom’s Cabin. But this would not accurately illustrate
My relationship to you because of the abuse of black slaves portrayed in the
book. The relationship of slave and master in the Bible was more often one of
love and allegiance. In the Jewish relationship, a slave had more privileges than
the hired help. A slave could participate in the Temple sacrifices and was a
member of the household. The hired help was excluded from these privileges.

THE MASTER-SLAVE RELATIONSHIP
The term Adonai (“Master”) explains the very heart of Christianity—the
relationship between Me and believer. A Christian is different from nonbelievers because he or she relates to Me; the unsaved in the world deny that
relationship
What does the name Adonai (“Master”) assure for you as a believer? First, it
assures you that your God and Master has the resources and ability to take care
of you. Thus as a Christian slave, you trust your Master for these things. Second,
it implies that help is available to carry out your Christian duty as a servant.
Finally, as a servant of the Lord, you have the privilege of calling upon your

relationship with the Master to get help that is needed.
The first time the word Adonai (“Master”) is used in Scripture reveals
something about its meaning. Abraham had been in the Promised Land for 10
years when this term was first used. When Abraham had first arrived in the land,
I had promised him the land and a son—from these his great inheritance would
come. But Abraham and Sarah were past the age of bearing children. After 10
years it was only natural that Abraham was growing restless and impatient. He
prayed to Me as his master, “Lord GOD [Adonai Jehovah], what will You give
me, seeing I go childless?” (Gen. 15:2, NKJV).
In this reference Abraham had a burden for two things. First, he wanted an
offspring—a son. Second, he wanted the inheritance that had been promised
him. Perhaps Abraham realized that the inheritance was tied to the son. After 10
years Abraham did not have either a son or the Promised Land. Inasmuch as
Abraham had a slave-Master relationship to Me, it is only natural that he came to
Me using the names Adonai (“Master”) and Jehovah (“the covenant-keeping
God”).
Again, Abraham prayed, “Lord GOD [Adonai Jehovah], how shall I know
that I will inherit it?” (Gen. 15:8, NKJV). I had promised him that I would take
care of him. Now Abraham wanted some assurance.
Moses, the servant of God, also had a servant-Master relationship with Me.
He felt inadequate when I commissioned him to go to Pharaoh and demand the
release of My people in bondage. Moses only had My rod against the power of
the Egyptian nation. After offering several excuses to Me, he finally prayed, “O
my Lord [Adonai], I am not eloquent” (Exod. 4:10, NKJV). Moses had a speech
impediment. Yet he knew he must speak to Pharaoh, king of the strongest nation
on Earth. So, the servant went to Me his Master to ask for help. It was only
natural that he used the title Adonai.
Joshua led Israel across the Jordan River and into battle against Jericho.
Because I was with him, Joshua experienced a great victory (see Josh. 6).
Shortly thereafter he allowed some of his men to go to battle against Ai. But
there was sin in Israel’s camp, and My people were defeated. Joshua approached
Me in prayer (see 7:1-6). He came as a slave reminding his Master that he
needed direction and power to conquer the Promised Land. Therefore, in this
context it is only natural that Joshua used My title Adonai (“Master”). He
prayed, “O Master [Adonai], what shall I say when Israel turns its back before its
enemies?” (v. 8, NKJV). The prayer of Joshua is based on his servant

relationship with Me. Obviously, I answered by pointing out the sin, giving them
a strategy and finally leading them to victory in battle (see 7:10-8:28).
Gideon was a young man who was fearful of the raiding Midianites, who
swept through the Promised Land destroying the Israelites’ cattle and crops (see
Judg. 6:1-6). I, the Lord, came to Gideon when he was hiding in the valley in a
winepress, threshing his grain. As background, only those who were fearful and
hiding would have attempted to thresh grain in a valley. Usually the threshing
floor was on the highest elevated peak, unobstructed so that the wind could blow
away the chaff. I, the Lord, came to Gideon and said, “The LORD is with thee,
thou mighty man of valor” (v. 12). This was an attempt to compliment or build
up Gideon, who was an introvert with a self-acceptance problem. “And Gideon
said unto him, Oh my Master [Adonai], if the LORD be with us, why then is all
this befallen us?” (v. 13).
Gideon prayed to Me in a servant-Master relationship. He recognized that I
the Master could give him guidance and power. I, the Lord, promised that
Gideon was going to have a great victory, saying, “Go in this thy might, and thou
shalt save Israel from the hand of the Midianites: have not I sent thee?” (v. 14).
But Gideon still wanted answers from Me, Adonai Master. He prayed, “Oh my
Master [Adonai], wherewith shall I save Israel?” (v. 15). And based on this
prayer, I gave Gideon the direction for his victory.
Others in Scripture have claimed the same relationship between slave and
Master in their service to Me. When Manoah, who was childless, received word
of My promise of a son, he prayed to Me the Master (Adonai, see 13:8). When
Samson prayed to defeat the Philistines, he called upon Me in his slave-Master
relationship (see 16:28). When David prayed to build a temple, he assumed a
slave-Master relationship. Since he knew that I would give his son Solomon the
resources and wisdom to build the Temple, David prayed as My slave, knowing
that I, Adonai, would supply (see 2 Sam. 7:18).
The psalmist joins the names Jehovah and Adonai in an outburst of praise in
Psalm 8:1: “O LORD [Jehovah], our Master [Adonai], how excellent is your
name in all the earth!”
When Isaiah was praying in the Temple, he saw Me the Lord (Adonai) high
and exalted, sitting on the throne (Isa. 6:1). Isaiah’s hero and friend, King
Uzziah, had died of leprosy. Some might assume that Isaiah’s personal world had
collapsed. What Isaiah needed was a vision of Me, his Master Adonai. I, who
was sitting on the throne, was also Jehovah. For the angels about the throne said,

“Holy, holy, holy, is the LORD (Jehovah] of hosts” (v. 3).
When Isaiah was called to serve Me, he was a proud, young diplomatbureaucrat who worked for the king. He needed to be broken to enter into a
Master-slave relationship. Therefore, I showed Isaiah his sin and Isaiah cried,
“Woe is me!” (v. 5).
The call of Jeremiah had the opposite dynamic. Jeremiah was a weak man,
apparently afraid of his own shadow. He is called the weeping prophet. Jeremiah
needed the same relationship with Me that Isaiah did. He needed a Master, but he
did not need to be broken; he needed to be encouraged. Jeremiah prayed, “Ah,
Lord [Adonai] GOD! Behold, I cannot speak: for I am a child” (Jer. 1:6).
I did three things to fulfill My role as Jeremiah’s Lord, or Master, and to
answer the reluctant prophet’s prayer. First, I encouraged Jeremiah by assuring
him that he would not have to rely on his own wisdom: “Whatsoever I command
thee thou shalt speak” (v. 7). Second, I promised My personal presence in the
midst of any critics: “Be not afraid of their faces: for I am with thee to deliver
thee” (v. 8). And third, I gave My servant Jeremiah a vision of success: “I have
made thee this day a defenced city, and an iron pillar, and brasen walls against
the whole land . . . . They shall not prevail against thee” (vv. 18-19).

APPLICATION
1.

As servants, your first duty is to submit to your Master. The Old Testament
Hebrew Adonai (“Master”) is the counterpart for the Greek New Testament
kurios (“Lord”). Jesus Christ is the Christian’s Lord and Master. He said,
“Ye call me Master and Lord: and ye say well; for so I am” (John 13:13).
He also said, “The disciple is not above his master, nor the servant above
his lord. It is enough for the disciple that he be as his master, and the
servant as his lord” (Matt. 10:24-25).

The Christian should recognize Jesus as Lord and submit to that relationship.
Recognizing that relationship, the Christian who submits to his or her Master
will hear the words, “Well done, thou good and faithful servant: thou hast been
faithful over a few things . . . : enter thou into the joy of thy lord” (25:21).
2.

You can trust the Master’s care for His servants. My title Adonai gives you
the believer the privilege of having Jesus Christ as your Master who will
care for you, supply your need and give you direction in life. As a Christian

you do not have to be anxious about supplying your “daily bread” (6:11)—
that is the Master’s responsibility. You do not have to fret over what job you
should do or where you should serve—there is a “Master” plan for your life
(see Rom. 12:1,2). You do not have to be concerned about whether you can
do the things that I have for you to do—I promised the gifts of the Holy
Spirit to enable you to serve Me (see vv. 3-8).

Chapter 6

I AM THE LORD YOUR SHEPHEARD: JEHOVAROI
MY CARING NAME

HEN the Bible says, “All you like sheep have gone astray” (Isa. 53:6), it
compares you to dumb animals. Sheep never perform in a circus because
an animal trainer knows it is almost impossible to train them to do tricks.
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I have not given sheep protection like the quills of a porcupine, the scent of a
skunk, the claws of a cat or the teeth of a lion. Of all the animals, sheep are
characteristically the least protected. In water, their wool gets so soaked and
heavy that it pulls them under, and they easily drown. They have little instinct of
danger and are susceptible to poisonous snakebites and infectious insect bites.
They only lie down when they are full, and then if someone doesn’t turn
them over, they may suffocate.
Total dependence of the sheep is upon the shepherd. This is the reason sheep
are used as an illustration for My relationship for believers. When Psalm 23:1
says “I the LORD am your shepherd,” it is speaking of Jehovah Roi, the faithful
One who watches over you and cares for you. Notice that it is “the LORD”
(Jehovah) who is your shepherd. The use of My personal name Jehovah keys on
My intimacy with My people. Jehovah signifies the covenant-keeping God, and
Roi refers to the way I tenderly care for you.
Some have supposed that the Old Testament portrays Me only in My
awesome majesty, not as a God with the love and concern of a Father, as in the
New Testament. But the picture of Jehovah Roi in Psalm 23 shows Me as an
intimate Father who cares for His own.
The two words Jehovah Roi are not a phrase consisting of My name attached
to a noun or an adjective, indicating an actual title for God. The two words
comprise a sentence indicating My function as God, or a description of what I
do: “I, the LORD, am your shepherd” (Ps. 23:1). As a matter of fact, Psalm 23
has several other descriptions that show My care for My people. Each trait also

appears elsewhere in Scripture, with a descriptive phrase or implied title for
Jehovah, as the following chart shows.

MY TRAITS IN PSALM 23
Functions in Psalm 23

Implied Name or Trait

Reference

I am the Lord your
shepherd
(v. 1)

Jehovah Roi

Psalm 23:1

You shall not want
(v. 2)

Jehovah Jireh
(I the LORD Shall
Provide)

Genesis 22:14

I lead you beside still
waters
(v. 2)

Jehovah Shalom
(I the LORD [Your]
Peace)

Judges 6:24

I restore your soul
(v. 3)

Jehovah Rophe
(I the LORD [Your]
healer)

Exodus 15:26

I lead you in the paths
of righteousness
(v. 3)

Jehovah Tsidkenu
(I the LORD [Your]
Righteousness)

Jeremiah 23:6

You will fear no evil
(v. 4)

Jehovah Nissi
(I the LORD [Your]
Banner)

Exodus 17:15

I am with you
(v. 4)

Jehovah Shammah
(I the LORD Am
There)

Ezekiel 48:35

I anoint your head with
oil
(v. 5)

Jehovah
Mekaddishkhem
(I the LORD Sanctify
You)

Exodus 31:13

Notice that each divine function corresponds to a deep human need. Psalm
23 is structured to show that your needs are matched by My caring responses.
Taking each of the above human needs and its corresponding divine trait in
order, see what they tell you about My care in Psalm 23 and how I meet your
needs.

I AM THE GOD WHO MEETS YOUR NEEDS
I am Protection:
Jehovah Roi
The Bible’s first reference to Me as a shepherd is in a statement made by
Jacob in Genesis 48:15, where he speaks of “I the God who fed [shepherded]
him all his life long.” Even though Jacob had wandered far from Me, as a sheep
wanders from the pasture or the shepherd, I had been Jacob’s shepherd all along.
As an older man, Jacob realized that he had experienced My care—Jehovah Roi.
What are sheep like? When Isaiah said that “All you like sheep have gone
astray; you have turned everyone to his own way” (53:6), he referred first to the
fact that sheep are directionless, with no sense of home. Second, sheep have little
sense of danger and are generally ignorant of self-preservation. A sheep will
wander too close to the den of a wolf, or get caught in a thicket of briars, or
wander out into swift water where its fluffy fleece will first float it away, then
weigh it down to be drowned. Because you, like sheep, do not know how to
protect yourself, you need Me, Jehovah Roi, your divine Shepherd.
This threefold nature of sheep means that a shepherd has a threefold task.
Under My leadership, Jehovah Roi, I, the Good Shepherd, care or pastor or help
fulfill this function. The New Testament title of pastor means shepherd. They
shepherd a church, also called a flock. First, pastors lead the sheep by example.
The power of a godly role model is great. Good pastors lead the flock “beside
the still waters” (Ps. 23:2) so that the sheep can “drink” of Jesus Christ, have

fellowship with Him and build up their spirituality. Shepherds also lead the
sheep “in the paths of righteousness for his name’s sake” (v. 3). This is
leadership away from sin and toward true godliness.
Second, a shepherd feeds his sheep by guiding them into green pastures or by
picking clover and feeding them by hand. Earthly pastors feed the flock by
teaching and explaining the Word to the people. Jesus reminded Peter of his
responsibility in this area three times (see John 21:15-17). Peter was to be an
example to the flock, to teach and preach the Word of God, and to tend the
sheep.
Third, the shepherd tends his flock by protecting the sheep. Earthly
shepherds/pastors protect the sheep by rebuke, warning and counsel, helping
guard them against sin.
I am Bread:
Jehovah Jireh
“You shall not want” (Ps. 23:1). Life’s basic needs are provided by Me,
Jehovah Jireh, “I the LORD Shall Provide.”
When Jesus taught His disciples to pray, “Give us this day our daily bread”
(Matt. 6:11), The word “bread” included all your daily needs. “Bread” stands for
food, water, clothing, a roof over your head, strength for the journey and
anything else needed to keep body and soul together. These provisions are from
Me, Jehovah Jireh.
I also provide you with what you need to offer Me in the way of sacrifice. In
this context you can note that the phrase Jehovah Jireh is one of My few names
that is given by man rather it is revealed by Me to My people. Abraham had
been commanded to take his son Isaac to Mount Moriah and to sacrifice him to
Me (see Gen. 22). In obedience, and as an act of faith, Abraham took his son to
the point of death, even lifting the knife for the ultimate sacrifice. But I, Jehovah
Jireh, stopped him and provided “a ram caught in a thicket by its horns” (v. 13).
Abraham took the ram and offered it to Me. Then Abraham called the name of
the place by My name, “I, The-LORD-Will-Provide” [Jehovah Jireh]; as it is
said to this day, ‘In the Mount of the LORD it shall be provided’” (v. 14, NKJV).
Young Isaac asked about the lamb for the sacrifice, his father Abraham
promised him, “Son, God will provide himself a lamb for a burnt-offering” (v.
8). Some translators place the comma differently and translate this verse, “I will

provide Myself, [as] a lamb for a burnt-offering.” Although the Hebrew literally
says, “God will provide for Himself the lamb for a burnt-offering,” the fact is
true that I did give Myself as the offering for the sins of the world (see Zech.
12:10; John 1:29; 3:16). In this sense, I am the ultimate provision, Jehovah Jireh,
the God who supplies both your physical and spiritual needs.
I am Peace:
Jehovah Shalom
“I lead you beside still waters” (Ps. 23:2). This is My function as Jehovah
Shalom, “The LORD [Your] Peace.” I, the LORD, take care of you in times of
discouragement and in the emotional storms of life. Believers who are tormented
by their feelings need to know I am, Jehovah Shalom, the LORD [Your] Peace.
In the midst of difficult and pressure-filled situations, “I make [you] lie down”
(v. 2) in your heart, resting in My solution.
The phrase Jehovah Shalom was revealed when Gideon faced a task that was
too great for him. I, the LORD, came to Gideon and told him that he was to lead
his people in victory over the Midianites. Gideon felt he was too small for the
task. He complained that he was the youngest son in his father’s family, and that
theirs was the least family in the tribe of Manasseh, which was the least of the 12
tribes of Israel. But I revealed Myself to Gideon, which is always enough to get
the task done. Because of that revelation Gideon said, “Alas, O Lord GOD! For I
have seen the Angel of the LORD face to face” (Judg. 6:22, NKJV).
My response to Gideon, “Peace be with you; do not fear, you shall not die”
(v. 23, NKJV). Then “Gideon built an altar there unto Me, the LORD, and called
it Jehovah Shalom” (v. 24, which means I am Jehovah [your] Peace.” Again, a
man gave a new name to Me to explain My help in the face of a crisis. Gideon
learned that when he faced a task that was fearful or threatening, I, Jehovah
Shalom, could bring peace to his heart.
When Gideon built an altar before gathering an army or forming a battle
plan, he was exercising faith. The only way a person can have My peace is by
faith: “Therefore being justified by faith, you have peace with Me through your
Lord Jesus Christ” (Rom. 5:1). Then as you attempt to live for Me after you are
saved, the Bible says, “I, the God of peace shall be with you” (Phil. 4:9; compare
to Jehovah Shalom).
A shepherd once observed that sheep only lie down when they are full. And

has been noted, they cannot be left lying down by themselves too long, lest they
roll over and suffocate in their own wool or be attacked and infected by
poisonous insects or snakes. I, Jehovah Shalom, enable sheep to lie down in
safety. And since they are afraid of swiftly running water, I make them lie down
by still water.
I am Healing:
Jehovah Rophe
“I restore your soul” (Ps. 23:3). I, the LORD, who as a shepherd heal My
sick sheep, restoring them to wholeness. In this work I am Jehovah Rophe, “the
LORD [your] Healer.” Whereas some animals have self-protective instincts,
sheep have little or none. Most are not aware of the fact that they have been hurt
or that they are sick. It takes a shepherd to know that they need healing, and to
care for them.
The phrase Jehovah Rophe, “the LORD [your] Healer” occurs in Exodus
15:26. Moses, My shepherd for Israel, led the multitude through the Red Sea into
the wilderness. For three days the people found no water. This was likely a
terrifying and life-threatening experience. Finally the people came to a pool of
water called Marah, but its waters were bitter and they complained.
“Bitter water” can mean water that is not acceptable to the taste but is not
harmful. Or bitter water can mean it is contaminated and dangerous. Apparently
both are implied here. Upon My instructions, Moses found a tree, cut it down,
and threw it into the water. I often work through symbols as I did in this case,
using that which is visible to accomplish My inner workings. The tree could
have had an agent that actually sweetened the water, or it could have been a
visible symbol of My miracle that made the waters fit to drink. In either case, I
used the incident to teach a lesson: I, the LORD, can heal.
From this healing of the waters, I, Jehovah Rophe, teach My power over
illness. First, I “heal” through preventative medicine. “I will put none of these
diseases upon you,” (15:26), My promise means that if the Israelites follow Me,
I will keep them from the plagues inflicted upon the Egyptians. The condition
was “If you will diligently hearken to My voice of Me the LORD, your God” (v.
26).
Many Christians have enjoyed the results of Jehovah Rophe’s preventative
medicine by simply living self-controlled lives. They have not smoked, which

has been proven dangerous to health. They have not given themselves to drugs,
alcohol or other substances that can shorten one’s life span. Demonstrating
temperance in many other areas of practice has contributed to the good health of
Christians.
A second element of the healing of Me,
medicine. Just as I healed the bitter waters of
disease. Within a few years of this promise to
healed of leprosy (see Num. 12:11-16). Today,
physically, mentally, socially and spiritually.

Jehovah Rophe, is corrective
Marah, I can heal those with
Moses, his sister Miriam was
I, Jehovah Rophe, still heal—

The tree cast into the waters at Marah may be taken as a symbol of My Cross
which in turn symbolizes My ultimate healing power. While physical healing
may not immediately come to everyone who embraces the atonement (in some
cases it may not be realized until the Resurrection; see 1 Cor. 15:42), the Cross
stands for any healing relationship I have with people. The apostle Paul reminds,
“Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree” (Gal. 3:13), indicating that I took
the curse of human infirmities upon Himself.
The miracles of modern science have not yet invented a cure for the common
cold. Yet the mother who bundles up her children before sending them out into
the snow is exercising preventative medicine. If they do catch cold, or the flu,
she gives them corrective medicine such as cough syrup or aspirin. In much the
same way, I, Jehovah Rophe, bundle you up in My love and tell you how to live
a righteous life, thus giving you preventative measures to keep you physically
and spiritually healthy. And when you do fall into sickness or sin, I have
corrective medicine. Sometimes this is in the form of the forgiveness of sins. At
other times I grant miraculous physical healing. At still other times I restore a
relationship or heal a psychological problem. I am Jehovah Rophe, the LORD
[Your] Healer.
I am Righteousness:
Jehovah Tsidkenu
I am also Jehovah Tsidkenu, “the LORD your Righteousness,” meeting your
desperate need to have the guilt of sin removed. I am Jehovah Tsidkenu, who
“leads you in the paths of righteousness” (Ps. 23:3).
Sin is many things, among them seeking your own way or straying like
wayward sheep from the right path. “You have turned to your own way” (Isa.

53:6). When your ways are the ways of sin, you are guilty of transgression. You
deserve the judgment or punishment of hell. But I, Jehovah Roi, your Shepherd
who guides you, is also Jehovah Tsidkenu, the LORD your Righteousness, who
in mercy will give you a new standing before Me, the heavenly Father.
The phrase Jehovah Tsidkenu is found in Jeremiah 23:6. When I return at the
end of the age, the Jews who have rejected Me will recognize Me as their
Messiah and turn to Him as their Savior. Jeremiah predicts that they will then
come to know Me by the name, “I, the LORD your Righteousness. It is through
My righteousness that the Jews will come to know the justification that
Christians already experience.
Justification is not being made inherently righteous, but declared righteous
through the righteousness of Christ. A right standing before Me is not something
you can gain for yourself. I must declare you righteous. Therefore it is I am,
Jehovah Tsidkenu who “leads you in the paths of righteousness” (Ps. 23:3). I
declare My own to be righteous not because of what they have done but “for My
name’s sake” (v. 3).
I am Courage:
Jehovah Nissi
“Though you walk through the valley of the shadow of death, you will fear
no evil” (Ps. 23:4). This courage that conquers your fears comes from Me,
Jehovah Nissi, “the LORD your Banner.”
Fear often comes when you face the unknown, or feel overwhelmed by
opposing forces. The small boy, afraid of the dark, wants his mother to go
upstairs with him when he goes to bed. A man walking down a dark road at night
wants a companion. Many other fears beset you. But when you know Me,
Jehovah Nissi, the LORD [Your] Banner, you can walk with courage and the
confidence of victory.
The phrase Jehovah Nissi was a battle term. The soldier who became
separated from his outfit in conflict needed to be able to find his army’s battle
staff or flag flying above the conflict. He could rally to the flag and not have to
fight alone. Hence, I am, Jehovah Nissi, I am the LORD your Banner.
This title was revealed when Israel went to battle with Amalek. This was
Israel’s first fight after escaping from Egypt. Throughout the Old Testament,
Israel had a continuing war with Amalek. Joshua led the troops into battle at

Rephidim, while Moses stood on top of a hill with My rod in his hand. As long
as Moses held up his hands in prayer, Israel prevailed. But “when he let down
his hand, Amalek prevailed” (Exod. 17:11). When Moses’ hands became tired,
Aaron and Hur held his hands up so he could continue to intercede. As a result,
Joshua won the day. “And Moses built an altar, and called the name of it Jehovah
Nissi” (v. 15). This is another name given to Me by man. I, the LORD your
Banner, means, “the LORD that prevails.” Even though men fought the battle, I
gave the victory.
Amalek serves as a symbol for the flesh in the Old Testament. Even today
Christians battle the flesh struggling with their old nature. It is I who gives you
the victory in this battle—a victory that is already guaranteed because of My
death on the cross. Yet the Bible teaches that the Christian must wrestle, run and
fight. The Christian can serve Me with complete confidence about the outcome
of the battle because I am Jehovah Nissi, the LORD your Banner.
I am Present:
Jehovah Shammah
When the psalmist says, “I am with you” (Ps. 23:4), you are affirming My
presence, Jehovah Shammah, “I the LORD Am There.”
One of My greatest gifts along with salvation is My presence in your life. I
promised Moses My presence when I charged Moses to lead Israel out of Egypt:
“Certainly I will be with you” (Exod. 3:12). When I gave My disciples the Great
Commission, I promised, “Lo, I am with you always, even unto the end of the
world” (Matt. 28:20).
The name Jehovah Shammah is found in Ezekiel 48:35. At the end of his
prophecy, Ezekiel described the eternal city and said that even in heaven, “I the
Lord am there” (Jehovah Shammah).
When I, the Shepherd, am with you I will comfort you with My rod and staff
(see Ps. 23:4), I am protecting you from the enemy. The shepherd used the rod as
a club to beat off wild animals. His staff was also a crook that assisted sheep in
trouble. With it the shepherd could lift a sheep from the water or from a pit.
Technically, the word for “comfort” means “to lead.” I, Jehovah Shammah, will
lead or guide My sheep by using My rod against attackers or My crook to rescue
you from trouble.

I am Sanctification:
Jehovah Mekaddishkhem
“I anoint your head with oil” (Ps. 23:5). Throughout Scripture, oil is used to
sanctify things, people and places for My special use. The basic meaning of the
word “sanctify” is “set apart.” In the wilderness, after I delivered Israel from
Egypt, I gave instructions regarding the building of the Tabernacle and keeping
of the Sabbath. The question might arise: Are My people sanctified or holy
enough for Me to live among them and meet with them? I answered, “Verily my
Sabbaths you shall keep: for it is a sign between Me and you throughout your
generations; that you may know that I am the LORD who doth sanctify you”
(Exod. 31:13).
“I am the LORD who Sanctifies You.” I am Jehovah Mekaddishkhem. Since
you have no holiness by which to sanctify yourself, I set you apart in order that
you may dwell in My presence. I am Jehovah Mekaddishkhem alone, I am able
to sanctify.
Oil was used in various ways in Bible times. The shepherd would anoint the
heads of the sheep with oil for several reasons. It was a cleansing agent. When a
sheep had a filthy sore, the shepherd used oil to clean dirt or filth from the
wound. Similarly, when you sin and receive a wound in your soul, I am Jehovah
Mekaddishkhem, cleanse you with the oil of My Spirit.
Medicinal oil also heals. So, I anoint you with the healing blood of Christ for
the forgiveness of sins. And oil soothes. When you are sunburned, you put oil or
lotion on to take away the burning. Oil replenishes the natural body oils burned
away by the sun. When a shepherd anoints his sheep with oil, he replenishes
their bodies’ natural system.
Oil is a symbol of the Holy Spirit (see 1 Sam. 16:13; Isa. 61:1; Acts 10:38).
In the heat of life, I, Jehovah Mekaddishkhem, send the third Person of the
Trinity to restore, cleanse, soothe and heal.

Chapter 7

I AM ALMIGHTY GOD:
EL SHADDAI
YOUR GOD OF NOURISHMENT AND POWER

HEN the patriarch Abraham was 99 years old, he needed reassurance of
what I had promised—that his descendants would become a great nation,
that he would inherit the Promised Land and that from him all the nations of the
world would be blessed. Abraham had not sought these promises from Me. I had
appeared to Abraham and gave him these promises when he was 75 years old.
But now, in his old age, Abraham and his wife Sarah were past the age to bear
children.
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A New Name Revealed
I was sensitive to Abraham’s need, and strong enough to do something about
it. I, the LORD, appeared to Abraham and said, “I am the Almighty God El
Shaddai; walk before me and be thou perfect” (Gen. 17:1). This is the first time
that My name “Almighty” is used in the Bible. “It is a compound name
consisting of El, a shortened form of Elohim, the strong Creator,” and Shaddai,
the Hebrew word for “Almighty.” Shaddai is from the Hebrew word for shad,
meaning “breast” (as in Gen. 49:25; Job 3:12; Ps. 22:9). These are two different
words that sound alike. The wordplay reminds you that I tenderly provide for
you. I did not come to Abraham as the Creator, but as the tender God who
supplied Abraham’s current need as a woman satisfies the need of a child at her
breast.
Thus, two divine qualities are implied in My name El Shaddai. I am both the
strong One who is able to deliver and the tender One who nourishes and
satisfies. Unfortunately, the English word “Almighty” tends to communicate
only the aspect of My strength and power. Some feel that the term “Allsufficient” would be a better translation.
How can you communicate both strength and tenderness? It is a picture of

blue jeans (toughness) and lace (delicate fabric “tatted” with tenderness). When
you have financial needs, you pray to Me the Almighty, the God who is strong to
supply your needs, but you may also cry out to Me the tender God who weeps
with you in your need. I am both blue denim and lace.
When the term “Almighty” was first used, I wanted to communicate a new
side of My nature to Abraham. For 24 years Abraham had obeyed Me and dwelt
in the Promised Land. My new name was given to reveal a new side that was
different from how I would serve in the future.
A New Promise Given
I not only revealed to Abraham My new name, Almighty God; I gave
Abraham a new promise: “I will make my covenant between me and you, and
will multiply you exceedingly” (Gen. 17:2). When I promise My blessings to
you, you must claim them and act on them. Abraham was no different. “And
Abram fell on his face: and I talked with him” (v. 3). Abraham prayed,
interceded and trusted Me the Almighty for the promise.
I said to Abraham, “As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her name Sarai,
but Sarah shall her name be. And I will bless her, and give you a son also of her:
yes, I will bless her, and she shall be a mother of nations; kings of people shall
be of her” (vv. 15,16).
This, too, was My promise, the Almighty God (El Shaddai). They would
supernaturally have a son when they were past ordinary childbearing age. The
twofold aspect of My name “Almighty God” is strength and satisfaction.
Abraham and Sarah would have strength to conceive a son, and this would bring
them satisfaction at the fulfillment of My promise.

THE PROMISE PASSED ON
Abraham passed his knowledge of My name, El Shaddai, on to Isaac, the son
of promise. When Isaac was old, he sent his own son Jacob to the land of his
ancestors to get a wife, saying, “God Almighty [El Shaddai] bless you, and make
you fruitful, and multiply you” (28:3).
My name El Shaddai continued to be handed down in the family. When
Jacob grew to be an old man, he in turn blessed his own son Joseph in My name,
“I the Almighty shall bless you with blessings” (49:25).

My name “Almighty God” occurs 48 times in the Old Testament. Of these
occurrences, 31 are in the book of Job. Job lost all his earthly possessions,
including his family. He lost his health and ended up sitting on an ash heap and
scraping the boils on his body with broken pottery. Job learned My tough-buttender Almighty nature. I could deliver him from his distress. He counseled,
“Happy is the man whom I correct: therefore despise not the chastening of Me
the Almighty” (5:17).
From the book of Job you see My tender caring Almighty nature, also have a
stern aspect of personality. Even though a mother loves her children, she will
correct and spank if necessary, because she loves them. A loving mother will put
soothing ointment on a burn, but she will also spank a child who plays near the
fire. She doesn’t spank because she is angry, but because she loves and wants her
child to learn not to play near the fire. In the same manner I the Almighty may
chasten My children both as the strong One and as tender Father. In My love I
will soothe your wounds, but also in love I may allow you to be wounded if
necessary for your discipline.
In the New Testament, My name “Almighty” (Greek pantokrator) occurs
twelve times, nine of them in the book of Revelation. The same tough and tender
sides of My nature are revealed here. I, the Almighty, will faithfully reward the
believer for good works—and I will pour out judgment on the willful unbeliever.
I am eternal: “I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending which is,
and which was, and which is to come, I am the Almighty” (Rev. 1:8).
I am El Shaddai, the Almighty God, a name that believers should know and
trust. When you face problems or dangers, you can call Me the Almighty for
help. I will not always take away your problems or remove you from life’s
storms, but I will give you strength to endure them. You should remember three
things about problems: (1) You can’t run from them; (2) you can’t prevent their
coming into your life; and (3) you can’t always solve all of them. So, I, El
Shaddai, will strengthen you in the midst of problems.
James counseled: “Count it all joy when you fall into various trials” (Jas. 1:2,
NKJV). He explains that trials or tests are inevitable, they are “various” or
different, and they need not defeat you but can actually be met with joy. As My
child you face trouble; remember that the world is not coming to an end because
you can’t solve all problems. Nor are you a failure. All My children have
problems.

APPLICATION
Six guidelines, each one related to My character of El Shaddai, will help you
face and overcome problems:
1.

Separate yourself from sin (negative holiness). Many of your problems
come because of sin in your life. It is the nature of sin to defeat, destroy,
disrupt, dilute and damage the child of God. Therefore, I, the Almighty,
insist on the principle of separation from sin: “Come out from among them,
and be separate . . . touch not the unclean thing . . . and you shall be my
sons and daughters, says Me the Lord Almighty” (2 Cor. 6:17-18). I El
Shaddai am still both strong to save and tender to help. But if you harbor
sin in your life, I cannot be merely tender and kind; I must judge.

2.

Seek Me El Shaddai’s presence (positive holiness). I, the Almighty, am
tender, and want to help My children, but I want you to actively seek Me.
Sometimes a ministerial student struggles in seminary with finances. He
works a job, goes to seminary where he struggles to learn Hebrew and
Greek, and preaches at every opportunity. When he prays for help,
especially for financial relief, usually I do not send a rich benefactor to pay
his way. If the seminarian had an easy life, he would probably not seek help
from Me the Almighty, and his effectiveness as a minister might be
hampered. I, El Shaddai, let him work hard to actively pursue My presence
in order to have an effective ministry.

When you reach heaven and stand around the throne, you will sing, “Holy,
holy, holy, Lord God Almighty” (Rev. 4:8). Then you will experience My allsufficient presence of strength and satisfaction—all of which is attached to Me in
the name El Shaddai.
3.

Rest in the presence of El Shaddai. I am not just a powerful Creator who is
far removed from believers. I am as close to My people as a mother is to
her children or a shepherd is to his flock. Once there was a wayward sheep
who kept wandering from the flock. The shepherd knew the dangers. The
wayward sheep might fall off a ledge or drown in a swift current. But no
matter how many times the shepherd tenderly brought back the sheep, it
would stray again. Finally, for the sheep’s own good, it was time for
toughness. The shepherd broke one of the sheep’s legs, and it was forced to
stay near the shepherd in safety. “He that dwelleth in the secret place of Me
the most High shall abide under My shadow of the Almighty [Shaddai]”

(Ps. 91:1).
4.

Follow the directions of El Shaddai. A child cannot stay/dwell in favor of
his parents without obeying each parent’s voice. Because you are born in
sin, it is difficult for you to obey. You like to do things your own way. A
mother tried to get her young son to sit down, but he would not. Finally, she
forcibly pushed him to sit. He said, “I may be sitting down on the outside,
but inside I’m standing up.”

The boy is a picture of too many believers. Instead of obeying from the heart,
they rebel inside. When God came to Abraham I had to remind him, “I am the
Almighty God [El Shaddai]; walk before Me, and be thou perfect” (Gen. 17:1).
5.

Evaluate your spiritual health. If you do not sense that I am using hardships
in your life to move you closer to Me or to reveal unconfessed sin, it may
indicate that you aren’t really My child. The writer of Hebrews says, “If
you endure chastening, I am dealing with you as with sons; for what son is
he whom the father chastens not?” (12:7; see also vv. 5-11). It is My nature
as El Shaddai to lovingly discipline those who are really My children.
Hence, “My son, despise not My chastening…for whom I the Lord love I
chasten, and scourge every son whom I receive” (vv. 5-6).

In the book of Ruth, you read of Naomi and her husband Elimelech. Both
disobeyed Me and left Israel when there was a famine to live in Moab which was
prospering. They made their choice with an eye on things rather than with the
eye of faith. They prospered in Moab, but Elimelech died. Then both of Naomi’s
sons died. Finally, when everything was stripped from her, Naomi returned to
Israel and her hometown. She told her friends, “Call me not Naomi [pleasant],
call me Mara [bitterness] . . . seeing the LORD had testified against me, and the
Almighty [Shaddai] had afflicted me” (Ruth 1:20-21).
I, the Almighty, discipline My disobedient children. If you have ever been
punished by a loving parent, you know that there can be comfort even in the pain
of judgment. In the same way, you can take comfort in the midst of discipline
from the fact that you are My child. If you will obey Me the Almighty, I will be
your Shaddai—your strength and satisfaction.
6.

Claim the provision of El Shaddai. Because I am faithful and strong to save,
I will take care of you. When ministerial students come to seminary, Elmer
Towns always challenged them with the promise, “Faithful is he who calls

you, who also will do it” (1 Thess. 5:24). He points out to students that if I
had called them, they can endure the problems of seminary such as time
pressure, heavy studies, Greek and Hebrew, financial needs, and others.
“God will do it,” And some students have told him 20 years afterward that
it was this promise that got them through seminary and into the ministry. I
who calls you in My divine tenderness will hear your cry in My divine
strength.
When old Jacob was facing death, he wanted to bless his grandsons, and
wanted them to walk in obedience to Me. So he gave them My promise, El
Shaddai: “the Almighty shall bless you with blessings” (Gen. 49:25). Jacob, who
had experienced both My blessings and the punishment, El Shaddai, knew that
these two aspects of My nature would guide his grandchildren as they followed
Me their LORD.

PART TWO
TALKING WITH ME DAILY
50 Daily Devotions

TALKING WITH ME DAILY
N the next 50 days, I want to tell you all about Myself. Each day I will tell you
about Myself as I explain a different one of My names or titles and what I do.
Then, I will give you an opportunity to talk to Me…you can tell Me your need
and what you want Me to do for you that day. We will talk…that is called prayer.

I

The Bible has more than a thousand names, titles and metaphors about Me,
your heavenly Father, and for Jesus My Son, and the Holy Spirit. Why are there
so many names for the three of Us? For the same reason people have a lot of
titles and names and positions on earth. Each name and title represents a
different position, function or characteristic. For instance, a man is called a son,
husband, father, grandfather, dean, golfer, author, doctor. The more a person is
and does, the more names or titles he has. Since the members of the Trinity are
greater than anyone in the universe, wouldn’t you expect Us to have the most
titles and names.
I was not known as the heavenly Father to believers in the Old Testament. I
was known by My primary name Elohim, creator God. Next, I was known by
my relational name LORD, it is form the Hebrew, I Am that I Am, and it
pronounced Jehovah. My third name is Adonai translated Lord or Master, (only
the first letter capitalized). When Jesus came to earth, He called Me Father, My
dominate name in the New Testament.
Every time you learn a new title or name of a person, you learn more about
that person. As you read through this devotional you will learn more about Me
than ever before. So be prepared to know Me intimately. And when you learn
about My relationship to you, you will learn more about yourself. Be prepared to
live closer to Me than ever before.
Your Heavenly Father

Week One

MY MANY NAMES
OU probably know Me by the name most believers address Me—“Father.”
However, those who do not know Me usually address Me as “God.” That is
the universal title for Deity or Superior Being. But when you become a
Christian, you know Jesus Christ—Only Begotten Son—His favorite way to
address Me is “Father.” Jesus taught you to pray, “Our Father who is in heaven.”
This week you will begin to learn My other names or titles, or terms people use
to address Me.

Y

Also this week is more than learning about Me—like studying in a test book
—this week I want to talk to you through Scriptures, plus this study will tell you
about Me. I also want to speak to you through your conscience and your inner
spirit. Each devotional in the next 50 days is written in the first person. I am
talking to you. I want you to read and listen as I explain to you more about Me.
When the Bible comment, “Be still land know that I am God” (Psalm 46:10),
that is another way to experience Me.
As I talk to you, there is a prayer-response. You can pray those words, and if
you mean them, I will listen to you and answer. Let’s spend the next 50 days
experiencing each other.
Day 1

I Am Your Father In Heaven—Matthew 5:16, 45, 48

Day 2

I Am God Your Heavenly Father—Romans 1:7

Day 3

I Am Your Heavenly Father My Presence—Psalm 16:11

Day 4

I Am You Heavenly Father: Abba—Romans 8:15

Day 5

I Am The Father Of Jesus And You—Luke 12:2

Day 6

I Am The One Father-God—John 8:41

Day 7

I Am Your Heavenly Father: My Three Primary Names—
Deuteronomy 6:4

Day 1

I AM YOR FATHER IN HEAVEN
“Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works
and glorify your Father in heaven.”
Matthew 5:16
“Your Father in heaven…makes His sun rise on the evil and on the good,
and sends rain on the just and on the unjust.”
Matthew 5:45
“Be perfect, just as your Father in heaven is perfect.”
Matthew 5:48

, your Father in heaven am more than a powerful Creator. I am your Father in
heaven. I’m more than the sovereign ruler of the universe; I am your personal
Father in heaven. Just as a child has immediate access to the intimacies of his
earthly father, so you have that relationship to Me, your Heavenly Father. “I your
Father give you eternal life, and no one is able to snatch you out of My hand”
(John 10:28-29). “I have prepared a home for you in heaven and I will work all
things in your life for good” (John 14:2; Romans 8:28). “I, your Father, will give
you My grace and peace” (1 Thessalonians 1:1).

I

Father, I rest secure in Your presence. Thank You for receiving me and
giving me a new position in the heavenlies. Amen.
Now you belong to Me, your Father in heaven. You can call on Me for
answers to prayer and I will give you illumination to learn the Word of God.
Because I am your Father, you are special. You are My child, so you have access
to Me at any time for any pleas. Because you are My child, all of heaven is ready
to help you.

Father, thank You for my special place near Your heart. I want to serve
You with power so that I can extend Your kingdom on earth. I want to
know You intimately so that I can be like You. I want to worship You so
that You will be glorified. Amen.
READING:
John 17:20-26
Key Thought: You received a special relationship to Me when you became a
Christian.
REFLECTION

Day 2

I AM GOD YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER
“To all who are in Rome, beloved of God, called to be saints: Grace to
you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.”
Romans 1:7

am your Heavenly Father, am also your God. I am the One who knows you
personally and cares for you. When Paul used the phrase “God Our Father,”
he was telling his readers that I was not like the idols in the temples of false
religions. Their god was callous and brittle. I am the living Father of warmth.
Just as an earthly father has emotional feelings for his children, I, your Heavenly
Father, have deep feelings because I am pure emotions of love, and I desire to do
good things for My children. You can never understand My love for you because
you are finite and I, your heavenly Father, am infinite. I love you with all My
heart and I want you to love Me with all your heart.

I

O, God My Father, I love You with all my heart, with all my soul and with
all my mind. (See Matthew 22:37). I worship You in Your greatness and
praise You for Your personal care for me. Amen.
I am both God and your Father. Being a Father makes Me no less God, than
being the all-powerful Creator, makes Me no less personal. I am both Creator
God and your personal Father. I am your Father who protects My children from
evil. Will you let Me be your Protector today? I am a Father who provides for
the needs of My children. Will you accept My provision today? I am a Father
who instructs and guides. Will you listen to My direction today?
Oh God My Father, I have many needs; give me this day my daily bread.
I will study Your Word; teach me Your desires. Amen.
READING:

Romans 1:1-12
Key Thought: I am the powerful Creator who is also your Father who cares
for you.
REFLECTION

Day 3

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: MY
PRESENCE
“You will show me the way of life, granting me the joy of your presence
and the pleasures of living with you forever.”
Ps. 16:11, NLT

, your heavenly Father, am the omnipresent God who is everywhere at the
same time. I exist in the past, future, and present. So My presence is
everywhere, but in the Bible the phrase, “My presence” refers to the places
where I focused attention, or I manifested My power or glory. There’s a country
preacher in Virginia that preached, if you worship Me, the Father, I will show up.
He based his message on “The Father seeks worship” (John 4:23). That county
preacher and congregation worships Me weekly, and I visit them with revival,
blessing them with My presence. If you would like My presence in your life or
church, try meaningful sacrificial worship.

I

Father, I worship You for your omnipresence, but You are right here when
I pray. I worship Your omnipotence, and You demonstrate Your power in
my thinking and emotions. I worship Your omniscience; You know all
about me but love me anywhere. Amen.
Come to your heavenly Father’s presence for fellowship. It’s what Adam and
Eve did each day in the cool of the day. “And they heard the sound of the Lord
God walking in the garden in the cool of the day” (Genesis 3:8). But be careful
of sin or rebellion in your life. “Then Cain went out from the presence of the
Lord” (Genesis 4:17). If you’re a parent, you want your presence to influence
the lives of your children, that’s why I want you to enjoy My presence. “I will
show you the path of life; in My presence is fullness of joy; at My right hand are
pleasures forevermore” (Psalm 16:11, ELT). I want you to know about My
presence and find strength in My presence each day. But there is much more than
just enjoying it. It’s a place to get forgiveness, restoration, and renewed vision.

Father, I get strength, wisdom and vision in Your presence. I enjoy Your
presence, it re-invigorates my life. I need to meet You each day, I need to
feel your presence. Amen.
READING:
Psalm 16:1-11
Key Thought: I am omnipresent God, but My presence can show up in your
life when you worship Me.
REFLECTION

Day 4

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: ABBA
“For you did not receive the spirit of bondage again to fear, but you
received the Spirit of adoption by whom we cry out, ‘Abba, Father.’”
Romans 8:15

, your heavenly Father, am your Abba Father. The title “Abba” means I am
your intimate “Papa” in heaven. The unbeliever only knows Me through the
greatness of My power and judgment. Some believers only relate to Me as the
Father of heaven who answers their prayers. Other believers worship Me as the
Father because, as Jesus said, “The Father is seeking such to worship Him”
(John 4:23). But you can know Me personally by My intimate name, Abba
Father. Just as an earthly father welcomes you to his lap and hugs you, so you
can come to Me, your intimate “Papa,” in heaven for fellowship.

I

O Father, I originally loved You for forgiving my sin. Now I love You for
Your intimate love to me. Thank You for accepting me into Your family.
Amen.
Because I—the Lord—am your Abba Father, you don’t relate to Me by just
keeping commandments or obeying orders. You were not given just an
impersonal legal adoption. You are a member of My family; you belong to Me,
and I belong to you. As your Heavenly Father I have all legal rights of an earthly
father. But as you Heavenly Father let Me receive you in My arms. Don’t worry;
don’t strive; just rest and be happy.
Father, it feels good to rest in Your arms. I feel comfortable to have the
security of Your protection. But I don’t want to know You just to feel
good; I want to know You—Abba—for Yourself. I want to love You for
who you are. Amen.
READING:

Romans 8:14-17
Key Thought: You can be intimate with Me your heavenly Father.
REFLECTION

Day 5

I AM THE FATHER OF JESUS AND YOU
“When you pray, say: ‘Our Father in Heaven, hallowed be Your name.
Your kingdom come. Your will be done on earth as it is in Heaven.’”
Luke 11:2

ECAUSE I am your Heavenly Father, begin your prayers, “Our Father in
Heaven.” This is the phrase Jesus uses to teach you how to pray. Notice that
He didn’t use the singular possessive pronoun “My,” that would be Him alone.
He used the plural possessive “Our” includes Jesus and you. So when you pray,
“Our Father,” you are coming to Me with Jesus. That means I will hear and
answer your prayers because Jesus is your Intercessor (see Hebrews 7:24-25). It
also means you are coming through the blood of Jesus (see 4:14-16). Jesus is
near to My heart, so when you pray “Our Father” with Jesus, you get immediate
intimacy with Me, your Heavenly Father. By coming with Jesus, you can be as
close to Me as Jesus.

B

Our Father, I come to You with Jesus, so I pray, “Our Father, may Your
name be holy in my life today as Your name is revered in Heaven.” Amen.
Because you were identified with Jesus in His death, burial, and resurrection,
you can pray “Our Father.” Because you’ve invited Christ to live in your heart,
you can pray “Our Father” (See Ephesians 3:17). You can have confidence when
you come to Me with Jesus.
Our Father in Heaven, rule Your kingdom from the throne of my heart.
May I obey Your will in my life today on Earth, as Your will is obeyed in
Heaven. Amen.
READING:
Luke 11:1-13

Key Thought: You must come to Me with Jesus.
REFLECTION

Day 6

I AM THE ONE FATHER-GOD
“Then [the Jews] said to [Jesus], ‘We were not born of fornication; we
have one Father—God.’”
John 8:41

am your Heavenly Father, the One Father-God of the universe. No other god
can compare to Me. I created all things; idols cannot make anything. I sustain
all life and order in the universe; false gods have no power to do anything. I am
the personal God, in whose image the first man was created; everyone who is
born has My likeness. That’s why I am also the Father of all mankind—the
Father-God of all. Because I have the power of personality, I know people, love
people, and want to have fellowship with them. Will you seek Me today?

I

You are my Father-God because You created me, but also because You
saved me and made me Your child. You are the only God in my life. You
are the One Father-God to whom I owe everything. Amen
I, the one Father-God, transcend high above all Heaven and Earth. I am the
sovereign Ruler of everything. Yet, I am close to you as a father is to his child
because I am your Father. Just as a child owes its parents everything, so you
must obey and honor Me. Just as a child must answer to its parents for its
disobedience, so I am the one Father-God who will judge all people. Come to
Me as a Father, so you won’t have to answer to Me as the God of judgment.
I depend on You as my Father to care for me and guide me. Help me to
glorify You today. Amen.
READING:
James 1:17-27
Key Thought: Knowing Me as your Father-God.

REFLECTION

Day 7

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER MY THREE
PRIMARY NAMES
“Hear O Israel, the LORD (Jehovah), our God (Elohim) is one Lord
(Adonai).”
Deuteronomy 6:4, ELT

, your heavenly Father, had three primary names in the Old Testament. First
was God, (Elohim), my powerful creator name. “In the beginning,” I the
powerful God, “created the heavens and the earth” (Gen. 1:1). The Bible begins
calling Me God, and that name is used 31 times in Genesis 1. My second name is
LORD (Jehovah), this is My name of relationship to you and all others. When
Moses asked about My name, I explained “I AM WHO I AM” (Exod. 3:14,
NLT). That’s the explanation of Jehovah, I am a self-existent God. No one
created Me, no one gives Me power, and no one gives Me life. I AM existing in
Myself and I AM existing by Myself. My third name is Master (Adonai). This is
My name of service. When Abraham called Me Adonai, he needed help. I am
your heavenly Father with three Old Testament titles. What can I do for you
today?

I

Father, I bow in praise to You, God Almighty for You Elohim created
everything, including people. I worship You LORD Jehovah for giving me
spiritual life. I offer gratitude to You, Adonai-Master, for all You have
done for Me. Amen.
I am the God of the Old Testament, but when Jesus came to earth, He called
Me by a new name—Father, and it’s My name you should use because I am your
Father. The word Father is the most used proper noun in the Gospel of John.
Calling Me Father should tell you how important our new relationship is. When
you were born again, you entered My family, and I am now your heavenly
Father. Whereas I thundered in the Old Testament from Mount Sinai, and the
people were fearful; now through My Son, Jesus, you can come to Me. I am your
Abba-Father (Rom. 8:14-15), your intimate Daddy. Come let Me comfort you

and love you.
Father, I pray “holy be your name” in my life and family. “Holy be your
name” in my church and at work. I love You. Amen.
READING:
Deuteronomy 6:1-5;
Romans 8:14-17
Key Thought: I am the Creator—God, LORD—Jehovah, and Master—
Adonai, of the Old Testament, but in Jesus come to Me as your Father.
REFLECTION

Week Two

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER
My Personal Names

, the LORD God of the universe am your personal Heavenly Father. My
intimate name is Father. That is the title My Son Jesus used because our
relationship is the most essential one in the universe. I will be your Father in
heaven when you come to Me in salvation through the forgiveness of the blood
of Jesus. “But as many as received Him (Jesus), became the children of God”
(John 1:12).

I

This week I will tell you some of the reasons I am called Father. That was
Jesus’ favorite name or title for Me. It was the name He used more than any
other. I want to be more than a name—Father—to you. I want you to know Me
intimately, follow Me daily and serve Me. As you do that, I will learn more
about you, draw close to you and use you. As you come to know Me, I will
reveal Myself more to you.
Day 8

I Am Your Father In Heaven—Matthew 6:8-9

Day 9

I Am Your Heavenly Father, My Personal Name Is Father—
John 5:43

Day 10

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Giver Of Eternal Life—John
3:35-36

Day 11

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Source Of Love—1 John 3:1

Day 12

I Am God Your Heavenly Father—Galatians 1:1

Day 13

I Am Your Heavenly Father The Father Of Jesus—John 10:2930

Day 14

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Jesus’ Favorite Name—John 17:1

Day 8

I AM YOUR FATHER IN HEAVEN
“Your Father knows the things you have need of before you ask Him. In
this manner, therefore, pray: Our Father in heaven.”
Matthew 6:8-9

OT only do you have an earthly father, but also I am your Father in
Heaven. You became My child when you were born again of the Spirit, then
I became your Heavenly Father. Let your new divine nature control your life so
you can live victoriously over the old life. Also, you received My heavenly life,
and now you have eternal life. Let your earthly life reflect My heavenly gift to
you. You were given a new standing in Heaven; you have heavenly resources at
your disposal. Since you are My child and a member of My family, you can call
other believers your sisters and brothers, and you can receive their love as you
love them.

N

Father, I am humbled to be Your child. I come to You in prayer, just as a
child comes to an earthly father, asking for Your blessing on my life
today. Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father; take time to fellowship with Me today. Enjoy
your relationship with Me. Take time to learn what I can do for you, so you can
walk in My will. Take time to worship Me, remembering that I seek worship
(See John 4:23). When you worship and magnify Me, I in turn will enrich your
life and bless you abundantly.
O Father in Heaven, thank You for giving me entrance into Your family. I
want to grow in my relationship with You and become more like You. I
will worship You today. Amen.
READING:

Matthew 6:6-15
Key Thought: Take advantage of the things you get from Me your heavenly
Father.
REFLECTION

Day 9

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: MY
PERSONAL NAME IS FATHER
“I have come in My Father’s name, and you do not receive Me; if
another comes in his own name, him you will receive.”
John 5:43

Y Name is Father. But to Me, “Father” is more than a title. Men on Earth
are called by the title “Father” because that is a description of all who sire
children. But throughout past eternity, I, the first Person of the Trinity, was
known by My name “Father.” I was called Father by My Son, Jesus Christ. Why
is “Father” My name? This reflects the intimacy of My relationship that I had
with Jesus. I can have that intimacy with you. My most important virtue is not
My awesome power or My omniscient knowledge; My most important
characteristic is My relationship with people—I am Father.

M

Father, I worship You as God because of Your almighty power. I magnify
You as Lord because of all You’ve done for me. I follow You as Master
because of Your wisdom and miracles. But I know You intimately because
You are my Father. Amen.
People did not pray to Me in the Old Testament using My name “Father.”
Jesus came to teach them to pray, “Our Father in Heaven,…hallowed be Your
name” (Matt. 6:9). As a child goes to an earthly father with his needs, so you can
bring your requests and call Me by name—Father.
My heavenly Father, hallowed be Your name in my thoughts, actions, and
service. I love Your name. It cheers me when I am down. It gives me
strength to serve when I am weak. It guards me against evil when I’m
tempted. I come calling Your Father, because I know You by Your name.
Amen.

READING:
John 12:27-50
Key Thought: Call Me by My name “Father.”
REFLECTION

Day 10

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER GIVER OF
ETERNAL LIFE
“The Father loves his Son and has put everything into his hands. 36 And
anyone who believes in God’s Son has eternal life. Anyone who doesn’t
obey the Son will never experience eternal life but remains under God’s
angry judgment”
John 3:35-36, NLT

am your Heavenly Father, I am the source of eternal life. I sent My Son to die
for your sins. When you received Him into your life, He not only forgives
your sins, He brings salvation and gives you eternal life. The Trinity—I your
Father, and My Son Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit have lived forever, We
have enteral life. When I enter your life with Jesus (John 14:23), We give you
enteral life. You may die physically on the earth, but you will be raised to live
with Us forever in heaven, because you have enteral life (John 3:16). Sometimes
the Bible describes it as everlasting life, which means it starts now and never
ends. That’s your existence. But enteral life means no beginning and no end, it is
life without limits. That’s My life, and I give My enteral life to you. So, whether
you live or die, have this confidence, you will live with Me forever.

I

Father, I am just human with the prospect of living 70 to 80 years (Ps.
90:10). Yet I may die before Jesus returns to take me to heaven. But I
know I have eternal life, because I have You and Jesus in my heart.
Amen.
I, your Heavenly Father, give eternal life. But remember, any person living
for Me is better than any life lived by the unsaved. Jesus said, “I am come that
they might have life, and have it more abundantly” (John 10:10). Abundant joys
in My presence. Abundant answers to prayer. Abundant blessings from the Word
of God. Abundant hope in this life and the next. Because I love you, and live
within you have abundant life. Finally, you have eternal hope that last forever.

Father, life is sometimes hard, and I get discouraged when I get my eyes
off You Keep reminding me of abundant life. I like the way it sounds. You
have given me “exceeding, abundantly above all I could ever ask or
think” (Eph. 3:20). Amen.
READING:
John 3:16-36;
Ephesians 3:13-21
Key Thought: I give eternal life which is exceeding abundantly above all
you could ever ask or think.
REFLECTION

Day 11

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER SOURCE OF
LOVE
“Behold what manner of love the Father has bestowed on us, that we
should be called children of God! Therefore, the world does not know us,
because it did not know Him.”
1 John 3:1

, your Heavenly Father am likened to an earthly father who loves his children
before they are born. I your Heavenly Father loved you long before you loved
Me; I loved you before you were born. Just as an earthly father fellowships with
his children, so I your heavenly Father offer you My fellowship. Just as earthly
children have access to their fathers, so you have access to Me through Jesus
Christ. Just as earthly fathers guide their children in life’s accomplishments, I
want to guide you today. And just as earthly fathers want their children to be like
them, so I want to conform you into My image.

I

Thank You, Father, for loving me. Help me learn about You, and become
conformed to Your image. Help me know Your will and walk according to
it. Amen.
I, your Heavenly Father sometimes push you to walk, just as earthy fathers
want their children to take their first step. Sometimes I want you to run quickly,
but you are still growing. Why do I seemingly put more on you than you can
bear? So, you’ll grow stronger and accomplish more. But learning is sometimes
hard and discouraging. Sometimes you may want to give up, but I encourage you
—just as an earthly father does—so you’ll grow stronger and accomplish much
with your life. Maybe I am allowing difficulties in your life so that you’ll do
more for Me.
Father, thank You for difficulties that make me stronger. Thank You for
your unending encouragement. Help me reach the goals you set for me.
Amen.

READING:
Ephesians 2:1-6
Key Thought: I encourage you to grow beyond your comfort level.
REFLECTION

Day 12

I AM GOD YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER
“Paul, an apostle (not from men nor through man, but through Jesus
Christ and God the Father who raised Him from the dead).”
Galatians 1:1

am God your Heavenly Father. I am equal in nature with God the Son and
God the Holy Spirit. Because We are the Trinity, three equal Persons—each
Person is separate from the others, yet We are one nature. Each Person in the
Godhead is all-wise, all-powerful and equally present everywhere. Each Person
is totally holy, completely loving, and innately good. So, you must worship each
Person of the Godhead with all your heart. There you must worship Us in unity. I
am “God the Father,” My title of relationship to My beloved Son and to the
Holy Spirit. Just as there is a loving relationship between Us in the Godhead, so
you can have a loving relationship with Us, and with other believers. When you
were born again, you became My child; you became a member of My family.
Now you love others as I your Heavenly Father, love you.

I

Father, I praise You for Your powerful acts of creation and Your love for
me. Jesus, thank You for dying for my sins. Holy Spirit, I am grateful for
Your transforming power in my conversion. Amen.
I am “God the Father.” This is a favorite name used by Paul. His readers
were mostly idol worshippers before conversion, so they believed in a deity. But,
they didn’t know Me as their Father until Paul taught them who I was. Paul
exhorted them to know Me, the Father, in a personal relationship. You also,
must love Me as your Heavenly Father, and seek fellowship with Me.
O God my Father, You are first among equals in the Trinity. You are first
in my life without equal. I exalt You to the throne of my life. Let me know
You better. Amen.

READING:
Galatians 1:1-12
Key Thought: I am God your Father who you can know intimately.
REFLECTION

Day 13

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER THE FATHER
OF JESUS
“My Father, who has given them to Me, is greater than all; and no one is
able to snatch them out of My Father’s hand. I and My Father are one.”
John 10:29-30

, the Father, have a special relationship to Jesus Christ. He is My Son. You
will never understand Our relationship, because you are human. But you can
enjoy the results of that relationship. Because Jesus and I are one and because
you are in Christ and He is in you, you can have access to Me, the Father (see
John 14:20; 15:4-5). You have great security because you are in Jesus.
Remember Jesus said, “I give them eternal life, and they will never perish. No
one will snatch them away from me” (10:28, NLT).

I

Jesus called Me My Father, reflecting Our unique relationship (see 5:16-18).
Jesus was closer to My heart than anyone else, because I, the Father and Jesus,
the Son, were one (see 17:11, 21). Yet because you are in Christ, you can be as
close as Jesus is to My heart.
I come to You, Father, because I am in Christ. I want to be as close to
You as is Jesus. Accept me and bless me because of Jesus. Amen.
Because Jesus referred to Me as, “My Father,” so can you. I am your Father
who protects My children. Because I gave you to Jesus, you now have eternal
life. “I give them eternal life, and they will never perish. No one will snatch
them away from me, for my Father has given them to me, and he is more
powerful than anyone else. So no one can take them from me” (John 10:28-29,
NLT).
Father, I rest confidently in Your presence, knowing that Jesus gave me
access to Your heart. Thank You for this peace. Amen.

READING:
John 10:22-39
Key Thought: You can be as close to Me as Jesus.
REFLECTION

Day 14

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER JESUS’
FAVORITE NAME
“Jesus looked into heaven and said, ‘Father, the hour has come.’”
John 17:1, NLT

am your Heavenly Father. Jesus called Me Father when He talked to Me, and
so must you. Some have miss-interpreted the New Testament emphasis on My
new name, Father. They wrongly say that everyone born in the world is My child
and will go to heaven. This view is called the “Fatherhood of God,” which
means that (1) all people are considered My children; (2) no one is considered
lost; and (3) all will eventually live with Me in heaven. This false view works
out to be the “brotherhood of man,” implying universal salvation for all. But the
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man are not biblical truths. Actually,
the opposite is taught in Scripture. The Bible teaches that all are sinners (Rom.
3:23), the wages of sin is eternal death (Rom. 6:23); only those who believe in
Jesus Christ will be saved (Acts 4:12; John 14:6), and eternal life requires each
person must be born again (John 3:3, 7).

I

Father, I have come to You through Jesus Christ. He is the only way to
You (John 14:6). You are My father, and I am Your child. I have been
born again into Your family. Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father, I am the Creator and all were created in My
image and according to My likeness. Because I am free, Adam and Eve were
created with human freedom. But they used their freedom to rebel against Me.
Now the scriptures declare, “Therefore, just as through one man sin entered the
world, and death through sin, and thus death spread to all men, because all
sinned” (Rom. 5:12). But as many as receive Jesus, have eternal life, and are
called My children, i.e., the children of God.
Father, thank you for sending Jesus to die for my sins. He is my Savior
and now I call you Father. Amen.

READING:
John 1:11-12, 3:1-8
Key Thought: I am the Heavenly Father only to those who come to Me
through Jesus Christ. Then they are My children.
REFLECTION

Week Three

I AM GOD-ELOHIM THE STRONG CREATOR
N this third week, I will tell you about the first title given to Me in the Old
Testament. “In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth” (Gen.
1:1). In this one simple statement all the creative powers of the universe are
ascribed to Me. In the original Hebrew there is no article “the.” That means there
was no particular moment or event that began My existence. No? I am eternal
God—without beginning or ending—I am God. But at that moment in time I
began the unstoppable force of time. From the moment when I spoke everything
into existence, the clock of eternity began ticking.

I

Also, I created matter, both earthly and spiritual. I spoke heaven and earth
into existence. I began all that you see, touch and experience. Why did I do it?
“The heavens proclaim the glory of God, the skies displays His craftsmanship”
(Ps. 19:1, NLT).
Day 15

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Invisible—Colossians 1:15

Day 16

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Creator Of All The Earth—Isaiah
40:28

Day 17

I Am Your Heavenly Father, The Almighty—Psalm 91:1

Day 18

I Am Your Heavenly Father, One God Over All—Ephesians
4:6

Day 19

I Am Your Heavenly Father, The Everlasting God—Genesis
21:33

Day 20

I Am Your Heavenly Father, The God Who Is Near—Jeremiah
23:23-24

Day 21

I Am Your Heavenly Father, God Of Your Praise—Psalm
109:1

Day 15

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: INVISIBLE
“Christ is the visible image of the invisible God.”
Colossians 1:15
“No

one has ever seen God. But the unique One, who is himself God, is
near to the Father’s heart. He has revealed God to us.”
John 1:18

am your heavenly Father and I am invisible. No one has ever seen Me. A little
boy asked his father why? The parent answered, “Because there is nothing to
see.” That answer is only half right. True, I don’t have a physical body nor am I
material in substance. Yet on the other side, I am still a person with intellect,
emotion and will. As a matter of fact, I am much greater than a spirit. I am an
eternal person. My existence is too great to be limited by space and I can’t be
pictured by time. Jesus told the woman at the well, “God is Spirit (John 4:24)
which means I can’t be seen. But that doesn’t mean I am not there, nor that I
don’t have an existence. Some suggest they saw Me (Gen. 32:20; Exod. 3:6,
24:9-10; Num. 12:6-8; Deut. 34:14; Isa 6:1), but it is correct to say they saw a
reflection of Me, or the results when I appeared. I illustrated that by appearing in
a column of smoke or fire (Deut. 4:15). As a result, don’t make an idol or image
of Me; I can’t be reduced to human imagination or sight. If you want to see Me,
or know what I’d be like if I were human, look at Jesus. “He has revealed the
Father” (John 1:18).

I

Father, I can’t see You physically, but I feel Your results and much as I
feel the wind on my face. I see You working in believers in my church,
and I trace Your form in the pages of Scripture. I have seen You in my
heart and I believe. Amen.
I am your heavenly Father, I am “the Father of spirits” (Heb. 12:9). Angels
are like Me, even demons and satan are spirits. Don’t think of Me as less than

human because I don’t have a body. I am the highest form of being. I am the
original source from whom all beings are patterned. Remember, even you have a
spirit because you were created in My image and after My likeness (Gen. 1:27).
Father, I bow to worship Your greatness. I’m glad I can’t see You for no
one can see You and live (Deut. 33:20). I am thankful for Your infinite
wisdom and I marvel in Your mysterious, unseen Spirit. Amen.
READING:
Deuteronomy 33:9-23
Key Thought: I am the invisible God that can’t be seen, yet there are many
blessings in the fact you can’t see Me.
REFLECTION

Day 16

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER CREATOR OF
ALL THE EARTH
“Have you never heard? Have you never understood? The Lord is the
everlasting God, the Creator of all the earth. He never grows weak or
weary. No one can measure the depths of his understanding”
Isaiah 40:28, NLT

am your Heavenly Father, the Creator of all the earth. Before the first recorded
event in history, I existed. I am eternal. Then I created the heavens and the
earth on the first day. There was no earth…no matter…not even the first atom. I
spoke, “The earth was formless and empty and darkness covered the deep
waters” (Gen. 1:1, NLT). They tell you the laws of evolution began everything,
but they can’t explain the source of the first physical matter, or molecule. But I
ask, where did physical dirt come from? They claim everything came from the
laws of evolution. Where did Law come from? Law is energy, force or power.
Break the law of gravity and you may break an arm or leg. No! Law is an
extension of My nature and is the power by which I run the universe and hold all
things together (Col. 1:17). Inside all physical matter is an atom of electron,
neutron, and proton. Two revolving around another, and the third revolving
around the two. Split one atom and you have the atomic power to destroy
Hiroshima. I am the energy that powers every atom, and gives life to the
universe. I am a Creator, your Heavenly Father.

I

Father, I bow to praise Your mysterious power and your intelligent
design in the universe. I worship You as Creator. Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father. I am life and energy of all growing things, and
living animals and people. Paul described Me, “I am” not far from anyone of
you. For in Me you live and move, and exist” (Acts 17:27-28, ELT). Yet, I am
far off, for I created the trillions of universes, and I live in them, but I am close
to you, I hold the molecules in your body together.

Father, I acknowledge you as the Creator of all things. I worship You for
what I know, and I bow silently when I face Your mysterious unknown,
for You are infinitely greater than any finite mind. Amen.
READING:
Genesis 1:1-27;
Acts 17:19-34
Key Thought: Worship Me as the Creator, but also give thanks for My
personal care for you a creation.
REFLECTION

Day 17

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER THE
ALMIGHTY
“He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High shall abide under
the shadow of the Almighty.”
Psalm 91:1

am your Heavenly Father, come rest in My shadow. I am also the Almighty
God, I will be your shadow. A threatening cloud may warn of an approaching
storm. When you see a shadow in the night you are scared because you think
someone has broken into your home? You are frightened to walk through the
shadow of death because no one enjoys pain and no one wants to die. Little
children are afraid of shadows because they haven’t yet learned that a shadow
creates illusions. Don’t let shadows frighten you. Remember that those who live
in fellowship with Me, dwell securely under My shadow. That means that I am
between you and any evil that would harm you.

I

Father, I will walk happily with You through the sunshine, and I’ll not
change when I walk in shadows, because You are with me in the valley of
the shadow of death. Amen.
A shadow is good when you’re hot and tired, and you think you can’t go on.
A shadow will cool you down, and restore your energy, and let you get off your
aching feet. You can even take a restful nap in the shadow. I am God, your
shadow, who blocks fearful thoughts and active danger. When I am your
Shadow, it means I am near and I am protecting you.
Father, I need some relief. Life is tough. Meet me in the shadow of Your
presence to renew my determination and replenish my energy. Watch over
me while I rest. Amen.
READING:

Psalm 91
Key Thought: come rest under My shadow, I will protect you.
REFLECTION

Day 18

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER ONE GOD
OVER ALL
“One God and Father of all, who is above all, and through all, and in
you all.”
Ephesians 4:6

am your Heavenly Father, One God of all people. Many people deny My
existence or reject My invitation to salvation, or even refuse to recognize Me;
but I am the God of the Bible, still the only God powerful enough to create the
universe, yet loving to redeem fallen people. But I am not just the Father of
those who believe in Me; I am the Father of all. I created mankind and gave life
to all. As the One God and Father of all, I want a relationship with those I
created. I’m a Father who loves all and wants all to come to Me. I’m a Father
who loves to give gifts to My children. I want to protect them, guide them, teach
them, and enjoy them. Let Me be your God and Father today.

I

Father, I need Your presence in my life. Teach me how to be a good child.
Amen.
I am God the Father of all, even to those who refuse to recognize My
ownership of the world and My authority over their lives. I also sent Jesus to die
for their sins (1 John 2:2), and all can come to Me through His salvation (John
14:6). Those who reject My ownership will be punished in the last Day of
Judgment. It is then that all—saved and unsaved—will recognize Me as the One
God and Father of all, but then it will be too late. So today, recognize My
control over your life, because I the God of the universe, am also your personal
Father.
Oh God and Father, help me understand that You are the powerful
Creator of the universe, yet You are as intimate to me as a father. Help
me understand Your greatness, yet enjoy intimacy with You. Amen.

READING:
Deuteronomy 6:1-5
Key Thought: I, the Sovereign God of the universe, can be as intimate to
you as a father.
REFLECTION

Day 19

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER THE
EVERLASTING GOD
(EL OLAM)
“Then Abraham planted a tamarisk [oak] tree in Beersheba, and there
called on the name of the LORD, the Everlasting God.”
Genesis 21:33

am your Heavenly Father, El Olam, the Everlasting God of mystery. My name
“Olam” means “secret” or “hidden.” There are many things about Me that are
hidden in the clouds of eternity and unknown to you. You’ll not be held
accountable for the things you don’t know about Me, only for the things you
know. There are difficult challenges in life. I am El Olam—the God of mystery.
One day you’ll understand the events of today—when you look back to see My
good plan for you. I am directing all things, even when you can’t see what’s
happening.

I

El Olam, You made me human and finite. Teach me to trust You even
when my path is cloudy. Teach me to follow You when I don’t understand
the events around me. Amen.
Abraham planted a grove of trees that would outlive his normal life in
Beersheba. This symbolized a relationship with Me that would extend beyond
your earthly life. I am El Olam, the God beyond your life on earth. Even when
you can’t understand what’s happening in your life, look beyond your
circumstances to see My everlasting nature. Call on Me—the Everlasting God—
to extend your influence into the future. And when you think your life is a
mystery, remember that I have a plan for you and that one day it’ll be crystal
clear what I was doing in your life
O, Everlasting God, accomplish Your plan in my life. Help me trust You
when I don’t know what You’re doing. Help me follow You when I can’t

see where I’m going. I trust You as my Heavenly Father. Amen.
READING:
Genesis 20-21
Key Thought: Trust Me, the Everlasting God, who has a plan bigger than
this life.
REFLECTION

Day 20

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER THE GOD
WHO IS NEAR
“Am I a God near at hand,” says the LORD, “and not a God afar off?
Can anyone hide himself in secret places, so I shall not see him?”
Jeremiah 23:23-24

O you act as if I your Heavenly Father were far off? If you understood Me,
the God Who Is Near, it would influence all your life. I am present to hear
every conversation at work and within your family. I’m not just with you when
you’re at church or when you prayer. I am near to you as you play sports and as
you drive the car. “In Me you live and move and have your being” (Acts 17:28).

D

Father, I know You are everywhere. You are in Heaven and everywhere in
the world, and You are in my heart. Let me feel Your presence now so I
can live for You. Amen.
It would be hard to stretch the truth if you fully realized I your Heavenly
Father was near when you spoke, because I am truth. It would be hard to sin if
you realized I was near, because I am pure. It would be hard to gossip about
people or rip them up if you realized I am near, because I love all. If you realized
that I am near, you would be more honest with money, more forgiving of others
and more disciplined in prayer and church attendance. A father who was surfing
his television stopped at a sexy scene, when suddenly he sensed that someone
was in the room. Looking around, the father saw his young son and changed the
channel. What would you change if you experience My presence?
Father, I know You are here when I pray; help me feel Your presence in
all that I do. When I feel Your presence, it changes my actions. Amen.
READING:

Jeremiah 23:1-24
Key Thought: You will change when you realize I am near.
REFLECTION

Day 21

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER GOD OF
YOUR PRAISE
(ELOHIM TEHILATI)
“Don’t stand by silently, O God of my praise, while wicked people
slander me and tell lies about me.”
See Psalm 109:1

AVID had a habit of praising Me all the time. David called Me the God of
His Praise, a title that came from his daily experience. But David couldn’t
understand how I could let people criticize him and tell lies about him, especially
since he consistently praised Me. Maybe that’s your question. You wonder why
some people criticize you, especially when you have a good relationship with
Me. You put Me first, and you worship Me in church each week, and you praise
Me daily in your devotions. Even though you try to work hard and do right,
some people still stab you in the back. Even though you put Me first in your life,
some people seem to reject you.

D

Father, I try to serve You and I continually praise You, yet I have
enemies. Why? Amen.
The law of unintended consequences says your praise to Me doesn’t
necessarily make people like you; rather, some people reject you because they
reject Me. Your goodness convicts them of their sins, and in anger they turn
against you, just as they have turned against Me. Whenever you praise Me, they
reject Me for the same reasons you serve Me. They don’t want someone else—
Me—running their lives. They want to be the center of their lives; they don’t
want to put Me there. So, don’t let their negative reactions ruin your good
positive life; praise Me anyhow. I am your Father, your Lord and your Savior;
make Me continually The God of Your Praise.
Father, I will praise You when those around me criticize You. I will also

praise You when those around me join in worship. I will not let anyone
influence my worship of You. Amen.
READING:
Psalm 109
Key Thought: Make Me the God of Your Praise, no matter the
circumstances.
REFLECTION

Week Four

I AM LORD—JEHOVAH THE SELF EXISTENT
GOD
HIS week you will learn about My title LORD. When Moses prayed to Me
at the burning bush in Sinai, he asked, “What is Your name?” I was known
by the title God, the Almighty Creator. But I wanted him to know the
relationship side of My nature. Since Moses would have a more intimate
relationship with Me than any before him, I introduced him to My self-existent
name, I Am, I Am. Many bring this title into the English title Jehovah.

T

This week I want you to learn about My eternal nature. I am without
beginning and I will live forever. I am the source of eternal life, and give it to
those who seek salvation through Jesus’ sacrifice for their sins.
Day 22

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Am Who I Am—Exodus 3:1314

Day 23

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Self-Awareness And SelfDetermination—Exodus 3:13-14

Day 24

I Your Heavenly Father I Give Understanding—Proverbs 2:3-5

Day 25

I Am Your Heavenly Father I Know—Isaiah 40:13-14

Day 26

I Your Heavenly Father I Have A Plan For Your Life—
Jeremiah 29:11

Day 27

I Your Heavenly Father Abound In Goodness—Exodus 3:4-6

Day 28

I Your Heavenly Father Sing—Zephaniah 3:17

Day 22

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I AM WHO I
AM
“Then Moses said to God, ‘Indeed, when I come to the children of Israel
and say to them, “The God of your fathers has sent me to you,” and they
say to me, “What is His name?” what shall I say to them?’ And God said
to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.” And He said, “Thus you shall say to the
children of Israel, ‘I AM has sent me to you.’”
Exodus 3:13-14

, your heavenly Father, told Moses, “I AM WHO I AM.” But Moses told Me
he was unfit to go deliver the Hebrews from Egyptian bondage. Moses
questioned Me about going to serve Me. But the issue is not who Moses was, nor
today who you are. The issue is Me “WHO AM I?” Your answer always comes
back to Me. When I send you into service, I know you are inadequate. For every
issue you face this day, remember who sends you…I AM WHO I AM. I am
unique, there is none like Me. I am Creator, everything has its source in Me.
When you have Me, you need no other. The only way to describe Me is “I AM
WHO I AM.” I can’t be compared to anyone, or anything.

I

Father, I bow before Your might, give me strength for this day. I marvel at
Your infinite wisdom, guide my service for You. I need Your ability to get
things done. Fill me today. Amen.
I AM WHO I AM, I am your heavenly Father. But Jesus is also I AM. He
said, “I am bread to satisfy you” (John 6:35), I am light to guide you (John 8:12).
I am your door of opportunity (John 10:9). I am the good Shepherd, your
protection (John 10:11). I am the resurrection, your transformational life (John
11:25), and I am the way, the truth, and the life, your pathway to salvation (John
14:6). I am the true vine, your source of nourishment and fruitfulness (John 15:1,
5).
Father, I bow before you, the great I AM WHO I AM. Come reveal

Yourself to me so I can know You as my Savior. I will tell the world I
know You as my God. Amen.
READING:
Exodus 4:1-18
Key Thought: I am not like anyone or anything. I am like Myself and you
can only compare Me with Myself.
REFLECTION

Day 23

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER SELFAWARENESS AND SELF-DETERMINATION
“Then Moses said to God, ‘Indeed, when I come to the children of Israel
and say to them,’ ‘The God of your fathers has sent me to you,’ and they
say to me, ‘What is His name?’ what shall I say to them? And God said to
Moses, ‘I AM WHO I AM.’ And He said, ‘Thus you shall say to the
children of Israel, ‘I AM has sent me to you’”
Exodus 3:13-14, NKJV

am your Heavenly Father. I am a Person who knows Myself and direct Myself.
When I met Moses at the burning bush, he asked who I was and what was My
name. I answered him according to My perception of Myself, “I AM WHO I
AM.” I am not like anyone on earth and you can’t compare Me to anyone you
know. I am like Myself and you must compare Me to Myself. My selfdetermination reflects My freedom…free to do whatever I choose…free to
follow the direction of My nature. Job said of Me, “Whatever He wants to do,
He does” (Job 3:13, NLT). Paul said of Me, “He chooses people according to His
own purposes” (Rom. 9:11, NLT). In Hebrews it is said of Me, “He would never
change His mind” (Heb. 6:17, NLT). Self-determination is more than
determination; it is the power of choice in decision-making. I created animals to
act out of instinct, but people act out of rational, volitional choices. Humans
reflect My Personhood, for they make choices determined by themselves.

I

Father, I bow in surrender to the majesty of Your nature. You are all wise
and all knowing; guide me to make good choices and lead me to follow
Your direction. Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father, and I choose you to be My child and to serve
Me. Now within My choice, you have the power of decision, make them
correctly for My glory. Make choices using your intellect, what you know, so
pray to understand My will. Make your choices guided by emotion, so love Me
with all our heart and hate sin and its destructive influence in your life. You have

a will, the power of choice. Life is not a guessing game; so, don’t direct your life
based on luck. Rather, find out all that is knowable about Me and plan your life
according to My will.
Father, You are the great “I AM,” I come to You for guidance in the
things I do today. I ask to see You “working in my life. I will be led by
what I know about You. Amen.
READING:
Exodus 3:1-14
Key Thought: I, your Heavenly Father, know Myself and want you to know
what is knowable about Me.
REFLECTION

Day 24

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER I GIVE
UNDERSTANDING
“Cry out for insight, and ask for understanding. Search for them as you
would for silver; seek them like hidden treasures. Then you will
understand what it means to fear the Lord, and you will gain knowledge
of God.”
Proverbs 2:3-5, NLT

, your heavenly Father, will give you understanding and wisdom. Do you face
a tough problem today? Do you need My help with a perplexing decision? Ask
for help, seek help, and trust Me for answers. First, understand satan is your
enemy and will try to get you to make a bad decision. Sometimes he doesn’t
need help; bad decisions come from your old nature, misguided friends and
sometimes from your own foolish acting. Start studying My Word, you can find
wisdom in Scripture (2 Sam. 7:28). I will help you understand (Heb. 8:10) and I
will send the Holy Spirit to help (John 16:13). Pray for understanding. I honor
the honest prayer for wisdom (1 Kings 3:9-12). Study hard and learn as much as
you can. Talk to wise people to get their insight or guidance. And don’t forget
the lessons you’ve learned from experiences. What I taught you in the past may
help you in the future. I want you to come to a clear understanding of My truth,
and develop a commitment to follow it.

I

Father, I face some difficult decisions today. Keep me from doing the
wrong thing by helping me make the right decision. I yield myself to You.
Come take over my thought processes and help me decide right, then do
right. Amen.
I, your heavenly Father, will produce good rational thinking in you that was
found in Jesus (Matt. 13:18-23). Remember, good thinking and rational
understanding will change your life for the better (Col. 1:6). I want you to come
to a clear understanding of my truth, so you can live better and happier. Also,
you will be a better servant for the kingdom. But most of all, you will be

transformed into the likeness of Jesus. I want you to be like Him.
Father, I want to think like Jesus, so I yield my decisions to You. Come
fill my mind and help me live for Jesus and let His life shine through me.
Amen.
READING:
Proverbs 1:1-33
Key Thought: I want you to grow in wisdom (insight) and knowledge (grasp
wide areas of knowledge) and understanding (how to apply it to godly profitable
living).
REFLECTION

Day 25

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER I KNOW
“Who has directed the Spirit of the Lord, Or as His counselor has taught
Him? With whom did He take counsel, and who instructed Him, And
taught Him in the path of justice? Who taught Him knowledge? And
showed Him the way of understanding?”
Isaiah 40:13-14

, your Heavenly Father know everything there is to know. Since I have always
existed, there was no one older than Me, or existed before Me, who could
teach Me. I never had to learn anything for if I had to learn, it meant I didn’t
know something in the past, and I was imperfect, less than God. I know all
things that have happened in the past, and I already know everything that will
happen in the future. Because I am eternal, I am not limited by time, but I live in
the past and future at the same time. I know everything that can possibly happen
in the future. I even know things that will not happen. “I call those things that are
not, as thought they were” (Rom. 4:17). I know everything perfectly without
effort and My understanding is infinite (Ps. 147:4-5). Therefore, trust Me with
your life. I know you and the great things you can do.

I

Father, I bow to worship Your infinity and majesty. I know so little and
You know everything. Guide me, protect me, and use me in Your work.
Amen.
I, your Heavenly Father know all about the universe. “I count the stars, and
call them by name” (Ps. 14:1-4). So, I know all about you. The very hairs on
your head are all numbered (Matt. 10:30). I know your IQ, your DNA, and all
your vital statistics. I know what you can do, and I want to use you. When you
yield to Me, I am able to multiply your strength and do more than you dreamed.
Learn, “when you are weak, that I make you strong” (2 Cor. 12:10, ELT).
Father, You are the source of all wisdom. Teach me what I need to know.
You know tomorrow, prepare me for its challenges. You know my whole

life, strengthen me for its challenge. Amen.
READING:
2 Corinthians 12:1-10
Key Thought: I, your Heavenly Father know everything about you and
everything you need to know. Trust Me.
REFLECTION

Day 26

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER I HAVE A PLAN
FOR YOUR LIFE
“I know the plans I have for you,” says the Lord. “They are plans for
good and not for disaster, to give you a future and a hope.”
Jer. 29:11, NLT

am your Heavenly Father, I have a plan for your life. Just as every earthly
father has dreams and hopes for his children, I your Heavenly Father have
plans for your life. These are not to hurt, or punish you. I want you to live
happily and let others see the joy I give you. I want you to prosper, and I want
others to give praise to Me for all the good things I do for you. I want you to
grow in your faith and be a strong believer who knows what you believe, and
you know how to be a good member of your family and be faithful in all that is
required of you. I want you to develop your serving gifts, and minister for Me in
church, your neighborhood, at work and in your extended family. I want you to
become the strongest Christian you can become, and grow in all areas of your
life; physical, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, and financial.

I

Father, thank you for showing me part of Your plan for My life. I have
tried to follow it as best possible. But the future is out there. Help me
learn Your plan and give me strength to do what you want me to do.
Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father. Remember, “I cause everything to work together
for the good who love Me, and follows My calling on their life” (Rom. 8:28,
ELT). Did you see your responsibility? I have a plan for you, but you must love
Me, and attempt to follow My calling for your life. It’s hard for Me to work My
plan in your life when you love the world, the flesh and the devil. Follow My
calling for your life today, and it will be for your good and it will give you hope
and happiness.
Father, I yield right now to find and do Your plan for me today. Forgive

me when I’ve missed up in the past. I want to work with You for Your plan
in my life today. Amen.
READING:
Jeremiah 29:1-14;
Romans 8:20-28
Key Thought: I have a plan for your life, you must have fellowship with Me
and obey to enjoy My plan.
REFLECTION

Day 27

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER ABOUND IN
GOODNESS
“And the Lord passed before him and proclaimed, “The Lord, the Lord
God, merciful and gracious, longsuffering, and abounding in goodness
and truth.”
Exodus 34:6

, your heavenly Father, am good, and I abound in goodness. Goodness
represents the moral order of the universe that is providing blessings or
goodness. When I created light, “It was good” (Gen. 1:4). Light was good for
humans, good for growing vegetables, and good for animals and all life. Jesus
told the rich young ruler, “No one is good but…God” (Mark 10:18). I am good,
meaning I am benevolent and do good things to people, animals, and the natural
world. My goodness is seen in mercy when I do good to those in misery and
distress. It is also seen in My grace which is My goodness manifested to those
ill-deserving. Again, it is seen in My benevolence which is goodness manifested
to the needs and welfare of people. Finally, you see it in My longsuffering which
is My goodness manifested in waiting for people to repent and seek salvation
(Romans 2:4). Think of the good things I’ve done for you today.

I

Father, thank You for my birth and family and the good things I had
growing up. Thank You for protecting me to this hour. Thank Y for giving
me strength to work, an active mind to think, a capacity to love, and a
desire to know You. Amen.
I am your good heavenly Father who does good things for you. Now I
challenge you to do good works (Matt. 5:16), and I want you to fight the good
fight (2 Tim. 4:7). I want you to bring forth good fruit (Matt. 3;16) and hold fast
to that which is good (1 Thess. 5:21). Be teachers of good things (Titus 2:3). Be
yielded to Me and live godly lives, then I will “work all things together for good
to those who love Me and are called according to My purpose” (Romans 8:28,
ELT).

Father, open my eyes to see all the good things You have done for me.
Give me tenacity to seek the good in all I do and work all things out for
good in my life. Amen.
READING:
Exodus 34:1-11
Key Thought: I, your heavenly Father, am the source of all goodness in the
world, and I want you to do good things with your life.
REFLECTION

Day 28

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER SING
“The Lord your God in your midst, The Mighty One, will save; He will
rejoice over you with gladness, He will quiet you with His love, He will
rejoice over you with singing.”
Zephaniah 3:17

, your heavenly Father rejoice and sing over you because I delight in you. It’s
not your sin, but your redemption from sin that makes Me happy. This verse
says I will rejoice in that future day when “your troubles will be over” (Zeph.
3:15, TLB). Then we will celebrate the millennium together. Singing represents
My inner love and free choice for My people. Singing is how I express My deep
love for you. Also, I sing because “I the LORD your God is living among you”
(Zeph. 3:17, TLB). Throughout history when people are happy, they sing
together. So don’t be surprised when I sing over you because I love you.

I

Father, I sing to You my praise and worship as you are singing to me.
Thank You for rejoicing over me. Amen.
I, your heavenly Father, sing over you to show you My love. Israel sang their
praises and worshiped Me by using the book of Psalms. You can sing some of
them to reflect your heart. You can also sing hymns and choruses to Me to return
your love back to Me.
Father, I sing, “Holy, holy, holy…early in the morning I bring my praise
to You.” Then I sing, “Great is Thy faithfulness…oh God my Father,
there is no shadow of turning with You.” Also I sing, “My Jesus I love
Thee, I know Thou art mine for Thee all the pleasures of sin I resign.”
Thank You for accepting my praise and worship. Amen.
READING:

Zephaniah 3:1-20
Key Thought: I, the Lord, sing over you because you please Me and show
your love to Me.
REFLECTION

Week Five

I AM THE LORD YOUR MASTER—ADONAI
My Headship Names

HERE are many names that describe Me, but the title Lord (only first letter
capitalized), likens Me to your earthly master or boss. Implied in this name
is the task or duty you will do for Me. I am you LORD (all four letters
capitalized), meaning I am your Creator, and ultimate God over you all the
universe. In your readings this week learn to serve Me better than a boss for
whom you work for on earth. I am your supervisor, so do your best, but I am
also your Father in heaven. Do your best because we are family and we have a
love-relationship.

T

As your Lord, I will do many things for you. Why? Because I love you, I
guide you, I have a plan for your life that is good, and not to harm you or destroy
you (Jer. 29:11, NLT).
Day 29

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Mighty In Battle—Psalm 24:8

Day 30

I Am Your Heavenly Father, King—Isaiah 6:5

Day 31

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Do Hard Things—Genesis
18:14

Day 32

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Mighty God—Deuteronomy
10:17

Day 33

I Your Heavenly Father Am The God Of Encouragement—1
Corinthians 1:3-4

Day 34

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Father Of The Fatherless—Psalm
68:5

Day 35

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Say No! Exodus 20:3; 33:3

Day 29

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER MIGHTY IN
BATTLE
“Who is this King of glory? The LORD strong and mighty, the LORD
mighty in battle.”
Psalm 24:8

am your Heavenly Father. Look to Me the Lord Mighty in Battle to give you
victory in life. Battles are not easy; they’re tough, threatening and tiring. Jesus
went through many sufferings on Earth. His disciples left Him, Peter denied
Him, the Roman soldiers beat Him and then crucified Him on a cross. Though
the enemy thought they won the battle by killing Jesus, it was His death that won
the victory. Since the world hated Him, the world will oppose you. You will
always have to fight the world, the flesh, and Satan. Your enemies will be too
strong for you, so you must look to Me, the Lord Mighty in Battle. I will come to
your rescue when you call upon Me.

I

Father, help me see my enemies through Your eyes. You defeated them on
the cross; give me faith to claim victory today. Amen.
When you think that sin will defeat you, remember that victory begins in
your inner person. You must want to win. Look to My strength for victory. When
you plan to win, remember that victory comes when you stand by Me. I will help
you defeat the Enemy. When you’re near Me, you can be victorious in My
strength.
Father, I’ll not look at the strength of the enemy; I’ll look to Your might. I
know You defeated the Enemy on the cross, so I’ll trust You to win the
victory today. Amen.
READING:

Psalm 60
Key Thought: Claim My victory to win your battles over sin.
REFLECTION

Day 30

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER KING
“Woe is me, for I am undone! Because I am a man of unclean lips, and I
dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips; for my eyes have seen the
King, the LORD of hosts.”
Isaiah 6:5

am your Heavenly Father, Jehovah Melek. I am the King who sovereignly
rules. I rule Heaven and the universe, exercising My will over the earth. Just
as earthly kings rule their kingdoms, so I determine the laws by which
everything happens. Just as earthly kings guide the lives of those in their
kingdoms, I, can direct your life only if you yield it to My control. Just as earthly
kings expect obedience from their followers, I want your heart obedience. I
shouldn’t have to coerce you into loving Me, because coercive love is not love. I,
the King, want willing love, willing obedience, and willing worship.

I

O Heavenly Father—my King—come rule in my heart. Overcome my
Rebellious and selfish heart. Make me do things Your way. Amen.
I, Jehovah Melek, your Heavenly Father will not force you to serve Me. You
must either submit to My rule and live for Me, or refuse My rule. Those who
will not submit to Me in this life will appear before Me—the King of the
universe—to be judged in the future. Then they will be forced to recognize My
authority and be forced to bow before Me in worship. But that worship will be
ineffective, because it will be coerced and come too late—after their time of
testing on this earth is over. But now, I am your King, let Me love you, guide
you, rule you and protect you.
O King, sit upon the throne of my heart. Rule my life today. Let Your will
override my stubborn pride. Amen.
READING:

Isaiah 6
Key Thought: I, your King, want to rule from the throne of your heart.
REFLECTION

Day 31

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER I DO HARD
THINGS
“Is anything too hard for the Lord”
Genesis 18:14

am your Heavenly Father, I can do anything I want to do. Put another way; I
can do anything that is doable. I can do things you think are impossible. I can
give life to a dead body (John 11:23, 44). My Son walked on water (John 6:19),
and I can rain bread from the sky (John 6:30-32). But I don’t do selfcontradicting things like make a square circle, nor do I do impossible things, like
make a stone so heavy I can’t pick it up. But, I specialize in hard things.
Abraham and Sarah were too old to have a baby, so I returned the process of
conception and birth to them both. Isaac was born to them when Sarah was 90
years old and Abraham was 100. What hard thing can I do for you?

I

Father, You did a hard thing in saving me, I was a sinner. You made me
hate the thing I love (sin) and you made me love the thing I hated to do
(love and serve others). You made me see spiritual truths when I was
spiritually blind. Thank you. Amen.
I, your Heavenly Father, want to do big things in your life. The thing you call
hard I can do it, the issue is—will you do your part—can you do your part? You
can move mountains by faith, “Can you say to this mountain, ‘Be removed and
be casted into the sea” (Mark 11:23, KJV). Remember, mountains stand for the
obstacles that hinder you, or the dreams you desire. Dreams can happen, “But
you must really believe it will happen” (Mark 11:23, NLT). Too many people
expect Me to do it all, and they just watch. That is not the way I do hard things.
The principle is together, “We are laborers together with God” (1 Cor. 3:9). I
exercise My strength when you exercise faith. What can we do today?
Father, I am like that man in scripture, “I do believe, help me overcome
my unbelief.” Give me strong faith to believe You for hard things. Amen.

READING:
Mark 9:14-29
Key Thought: I can do hard things, the issue is your faith. Do you have faith
to free Me to do hard things?
REFLECTION

Day 32

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER MIGHTY
GOD
(El Gibbor)
“For the LORD your God is God of gods and Lord of lords, the great
God, mighty and awesome, who shows no partiality nor takes a bribe.”
Deuteronomy 10:17

, your Heavenly Father, am El Gibbor, the Mighty God of strength. I can give
you endurance. I am El Gibbor; I can protect you in danger. I am also El
Gibbor, the firm rock who can give you stability. Pray the words of the hymn
“Rock of Ages” (“Rock of Ages, cleft for me, let me hide myself in thee,”). I
will give you strength, protection and stability. Some people treat My name like
a good-luck charm, holding to a crucifix or repeating the name “God” when they
are in danger. But they’re taking My name in vain, because they don’t treat Me
rightly. They don’t know Me as their personal Savior. My mighty protection of
El Gibbor begins with an intimate relationship. You can’t use My name as a
rabbit’s foot to protect you from harm. You must know Me personally and rest in
Me intimately.

I

Your are my Mighty God, I want to know You personally. Rock of Ages, I
will hide in You. El Gibbor, let Your power and protection flow into my
life. Amen
I am El Gibbor. I can’t protect what you don’t give to Me. So you must trust
Me, the Mighty God to help you and hide your from danger. When you are busy
seeking your own glory and doing your own thing, how can I fit into your life? I,
El Gibbor, can’t be your strength if you don’t use Me.
Mighty God, I surrender everything to You. Mighty Lord, I yield my
ambition and possessions; guide me this day and deliver me from the Evil
One. Amen.

READING:
Deuteronomy 10
Key Thought: I can only protect what you give to Me.
REFLECTION

Day 33

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER AM THE GOD OF
ENCOURAGEMENT
“All praise to God the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. God is our
merciful Father and the source of all encouragement. He encourages us
in all our troubles, so we can encourage others. When they are troubled,
we will be able to give them the same encouragement God has given us”
2 Corinthians 1:3-4, ELT

your Heavenly Father am here to encourage you. When you are tired, I can be
your strength. When you don’t know where to go, I can be your guide. Is
encouragement what you need today? Your spiritual leaders are the human
instruments I use to give you encouragement (Num. 13:30). You will also find
what you need in scripture. “The scriptures give us hope and encouragement as
we wait patiently for God’s promises to be fulfilled” (Rom. 15:4). Then look and
claim the promise, “The encouragement of the Holy Spirit” (Acts 9:31). But
when that is not enough, let My presence manifest itself to motivate you to keep
going (Joshua 1:1-9).

I

Father, I’m not discouraged now, but it can happen in the future, because
I was discouraged in the past. Be with me, be my strength, and give me
the encouragement of the Holy Spirit. Amen
I your Heavenly Father will encourage you, but you must do these things that
will turn around any discouragement. Get encouragement from reading scripture
(Ps. 119:28). You will find prayer will turn things around (Ps. 132:3). Other
believers will encourage you, and at the same time, you pick up their spirits (1
Thess. 4:18). Then be aware of your position in Christ (Phil. 2:1) and since
Christ is for you, what can be against you. Walk in this new assurance and claim
My help.
Father, I will walk daily with my eyes on Jesus, I am up beat, I will
continue to look to Him. When I look at the problems in the family, or at

work, or in the world, I get discouraged. But when I look up to You,
positive things happen. I am looking for You and I am ready to follow
you. Amen.
READING:
2 Corinthians 4:8-18
Key Thought: With so much sin and trouble in the world, it is easy to get
discouraged. But with all I have done for you, along with the work of Jesus and
the Holy Spirit, We will help encourage you.
REFLECTION

Day 34

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: FATHER OF
THE FATHERLESS
“A father of the fatherless, a defender of widows, is God in His holy
habitation.”
Psalm 68:5

am your Heavenly Father, the Father of the Fatherless. I care for the poor and
needy. I am Father for those who can’t look after themselves and for all people
who belong to Me. The orphans who walk with God can claim the Scripture that
says, “When my father and my mother forsake me, then the LORD, will take
care of Me” (Psalm 27:10, ELT). Many times I use the Church to care for the
needy through homes, orphanages, hospitals, and so on. At other times, I care for
the needy by individual Christians. If you have plenty, let Me the Father of the
Fatherless use your resources to care for someone in need. If you are in
desperate conditions, call unto Me for help, I am your Heavenly Father.

I

Father, I am happy in Your presence. Although I have needs in my life, I
am satisfied, because You are my Father. You have taken care of me, in
the past, so I know You’ll take care of me in the future. Amen.
I am the Father of the Fatherless. Because I created the universe and
mankind, I am the sovereign Father of all. Because believers have come to Me
through Jesus Christ, I am their personal heavenly Father. When My children
call unto Me, I am their intimate Father who provides for them. What can I, your
Father, supply for you today?
Father, I have no need when I look to You. But when I look at my
schedule or I look out my window, I see needs everywhere. Thank You for
taking care of me. Use me to meet the needs of the needy. Amen.
READING:

Psalm 27:9-14
Key Thought: I the Father in Heaven cares for the needy.
REFLECTION

Day 35

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I SAY NO!
“You shall have no other gods before Me”
Exodus 20:3
“I will not go up in your midst, lest I consume you on the way, for you
are a stiff-necked people.”
Exodus 33:3

am your Heavenly Father, and there are times I must tell you “No!” The world
thinks of Me as a kind elderly type of father who gives children candy. Yes, I
am both completely love (1 John 4:8), but I am also completely holy, which
means, I am justice (Heb. 12:29). When I was giving Moses the Ten
Commandments on Mount Sinai, the Hebrew people were making and
worshipping an obscene idol. So I told Moses, “I will not go with them.” In the
same way when you sin, I cannot over look your sin, I must punish. Sometimes I
remove My presence, sometimes, I refuse to listen to your prayers. Other times I
punish with weather problems, family problems, money problems or I use an
evil man or nation to punish. I am God and broken laws have consequences. So
there are times I tell you “No!”

I

Father, forgive me when I ignore You or take You lightly or don’t listen.
Especially forgive me when I sin or break Your laws. Also forgive me
when I sin ignorantly (Ps. 19:13). Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father who loves you and wants you to do right. Israel
sinned against Me and rejected My leadership. When I told Moses I would not
go with Israel, Moses prayed, “If You will forgive their sin—but if not, I pray,
blot me out of Your book” (Ex. 32:32). Because Moses was willing to sacrifice
his life for others. In the same way Jesus sacrificed His life for you, so I forgave
you and accept you because of Jesus’ death on the cross for you. Will you live
for Me on this earth?

Father, I honor Your firm justice to punish sin, even my sins, but I praise
you for forgiving all sin, even my sins. I worship You as Eternal King, but
come close because You are my Father. Amen.
READING:
Exodus 32:15-33:23
Key Thought: I am your loving Heavenly Father, but at times I say “no.”
REFLECTION

Week Six

I AM THE LORD YOUR SHEPHERD—
JEHOVAH ROI
My Caring Names

HERE are two sides to My nature. Yes, I am holy and pure and no sin or
defilement can enter My presence. Those who violate the standard of
absolute holiness and judged are sent to hell. But I am also love and compassion
and that aspect of My tender nature is seen in the 23rd Psalm where I am pictured
as a shepherd who tenderly cares for his sheep. You are My sheep. I will protect
you from the evil one pictured as a wolves and vicious animals who will steal,
kill and destroy your soul.

T

How do you move from My judgmental side to My tender loving side? The
answer is Jesus—My Son. I sent Him to earth to live without sin, and violent
men who reject Me killed Him. Jesus died in your place and I accepted Jesus’
blood to forgive and cleanse you from sin (1 John 1:9).
You are now My sheep and I love you and will guide and help you. I will
listen to your prayers and I protect you.
Day 36

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Your Shepherd—Psalm 23:1

Day 37

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Lead—Psalm 23:1-4

Day 38

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Help—Hebrews 13:6; Psalm
30:10

Day 39

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Listen—Jeremiah 33:3

Day 40

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Love—1 John 3:7-10

Day 41

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Give Hope—Romans 15:13

Day 42

I Am Your Heavenly Father, The Faithful God—Lamentations
3:22-23

Day 36

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: YOUR
SHEPHERD
(Jehovah Roi)
“The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want.”
Psalm 23:1

am your heavenly Father, your Shepherd. I can lead you to green pastures
where you can lie down for rest. There you can feed on green grass to regain
your strength. I will lead you beside still water so you can moisten your dry
tongue. Will you follow Me today? I am your heavenly Father and Shepherd; I
will lead you in the right paths, for My name’s sake. I will guide you through the
valley of the shadow of death. Don’t be afraid of shadows, for they are only dark
eclipses created by threatening mountains. I will be with you in danger and will
lead you through dark valleys and not leave you there.

I

Shepherd, there are many paths calling to me. What is the right path for
me today? Guide me. The mountain trails through life’s valleys are filled
with dead-end canyons. When I get lost, come find me. Amen.
I, your Shepherd, will prepare a table of food for you after you get through
your dark valley. Your favorite cup is full and running over. Eat, drink, and
rejoice in My provision. I, the Shepherd, have two “sheep dogs” that will pursue
you if you stray. The first is My goodness, which will keep you following Me.
The second is My mercy, which will forgive any of your future wayward steps.
Shepherd, I feel safe to happily rest beside You. When my eyes get
distracted by the things of this world, come draw me back with goodness
and mercy. Shepherd, I want to dwell with You in Your house forever.
Amen.
READING:

Psalm 23
Key Thought: I, the Lord, want a relationship with you.
REFLECTION

Day 37

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I LEAD
“The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makes me to lie down
in green pastures; He leads me beside the still waters…He leads me in
the paths of righteousness for His name’s sake. Yea, though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil; for You are
with me.”
Psalm 23:1-4

, your Heavenly Father am your Shepherd; I will lead you. Sometimes I will
lead you to still waters; at other times I will lead you through right paths.
Because I am God, I know the best path for you today. I know the problems you
will face today so follow Me closely. I know what troubles await you and may
even lead you into some troubles to strengthen your faith. Just as I didn’t deliver
Jesus out of suffering, so I may not take away your pain. But remember, when I,
your Leader, guide you through the valley of the shadow of death, I will be with
you.

I

Father, I know You lead me, and I know suffering is inevitable in this life.
But I don’t like pain. Help me accept pain and learn from it. Amen.
Follow Me your Leader closely. I know when you should start walking, and I
know when you should stop. If you start walking when I say, “Stop,” you may
get into deeper trouble. If you obey Me, I will give you peace in the shadows of
your dark valley; stay close to Me and obey Me. When I, your Leader, say,
“Stop,” I may be keeping you from getting into severe trouble. But no matter
what happens, I’ll be with you.
Father, I’ll walk when You tell me, “Go.” And I’ll wait for You when You
say, “Stop.” I’ll do what You tell me to do, because I want to be what You
want me to be. Amen.

READING:
Psalm 103:1-14
Key Thought: Follow Me closely, I am your Leader.
REFLECTION

Day 38

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I HELP
“So we may boldly say: ‘The LORD is my helper; I will not fear. What
can man do to me?’”
Hebrews 13:6
“Hear, O LORD, and have mercy on me; LORD, be my helper!”
Psalm 30:10

, your Heavenly Father am your Helper. I am the One who comes alongside to
assist you in doing what you can’t do. In some cases, I, your Heavenly Father
assists you in doing what you should do but don’t want to do. All three Persons
of the Trinity are your Helpers: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. First, the Father is
your Helper in life. Psalm 30:8 describes a prayer, “LORD, be my helper!” (v.
10). Second, Jesus is your Helper in danger or trouble; He “will never leave you
nor forsake you” (Hebrews 13:5). Since the Father and Son will help you, you
should not fear what your enemies can do.

I

Father, You are my Helper; I can’t make it without You. Because You help
me through trouble and frustration, I will trust You. Amen.
Jesus promised to send the Holy Spirit to help you (see John 14:16, 26). As
the Helper, the Holy Spirit helps you find salvation, regenerates you with the
new birth, indwells you with His presence, baptizes you into the Body of Christ,
seals you until the rapture and guarantees you eternal life. The Holy Spirit will
convict you of sin, teach you what you need to know, guide you, give you gifts
for service and fill you with power in your ministry. Much of what We—your
Heavenly Father and Jesus—do for you, is delivered by your helper, the Holy
Spirit. All three Persons of the Trinity will help you, call Us when you need
help.
Father, thank You for sending the Holy Spirit to help me find salvation.

Thank You for the Holy Spirit, who helps me in Christian service and
uses me in ministry. Amen.
READING:
Psalm 30
Key Thought: The three members of the Trinity each has a role in helping
your Christian life.
REFLECTION

Day 39

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I LISTEN
“Call to Me, and I will answer you, and show you great and mighty
things, which you do not know”
Jeremiah 33:3

am your Heavenly Father, I hear you when you call. What do you want and
need, ask Me for an answer. However, remember just because you ask, does
not mean you will get everything you ask, the way you ask, and the moment you
ask. I will hear when you call, but sometimes there maybe sin in your life. You
must confess it to get forgiveness (1 John 1:9). Sometimes I don’t answer
because you ask for things contrary to My will (1 John 5:14). Sometimes I hear,
but you don’t mix faith with your request (Mark 11:24). The issue is not if I will
hear you, the solution is up to you. Have you met the conditions of prayer (John
14:13-14)? Ask Me now, I will listen to you.

I

Father, I call out to You with my hurts and problems. But my world is so
small. Help me see the world through Your eyes. Help me see the big
things You can do for me. I will call on You for those things that are Your
will. Change my stubborn will to yield to Your perfect will. Amen.
I, your Heavenly Father, know everything because I am omniscient. I know
your heart better than you know it (Jer. 17:9-10). I hear every time you call, but I
can only answer those request that are consistent with my will. Be assured, I hear
what you ask. But also, be assured I cannot act against My nature to answer
when you ask for the wrong thing, or you ask with the wrong attitude, or you ask
for it at the wrong time. “Call unto Me (properly) and I will answer you, and
show you great and mighty things which you do not know” (Jer. 33:3).
Father, teach me to call out to Your first. Too often I talk to friends about
my needs, or I talk to myself. When I need something, I will call on You.
Amen.

READING:
2 Corinthians 1:1-24
Key Thought: I am the God of comfort, so I will strengthen you and give
you encouragement when you need it,
REFLECTION

Day 40

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I LOVE
“Beloved, let us love one another, for love is of God; and everyone who
loves is born of God and knows God. He who does not love does not
know God, for God is love. In this the love of God was manifested toward
us, that God has sent His only begotten Son into the world, that we might
live through Him. In this is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved
us and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins”
1 John 4:7-10

am your Heavenly Father, the source of love. A critic attached Me asking,
“How can a God of love, allow evil, disease, violent crimes and the
holocaust.” The critic doesn’t understand Me, nor the nature of love. I could not
create all people to love Me, and not give them a free will. If I made everyone
love Me, that would not be love, either giving or receiving love. True love is a
free choice. They must have the freedom to love Me, or not love Me. When
someone chooses to love Me, I know it is real and I love them back. You cannot
program your computer to love you by automatically saying each day to the
computer, “I love you.” A computer doesn’t have a soul, and doesn’t have a free
choice. Any computer saying, “I love you” is slavishly repeating only what it is
programed to say. Because I am the source of love, I first loved you by sending
Jesus to die for your sins. Then I gave you the freedom to love Me in return by
believing in Jesus Christ. How will you show your love today?

I

Father, I don’t have perfect love. I don’t understand why You let Joseph
be sold as a slave to Egypt. But I see Your love for mankind, by allowing
Joseph to feed multitudes—and preserve mankind. Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father, I not only am the sources of love, I express acts
of love when I sent someone to share the gospel with you. Also, when I led you
to grow in grace, and became spiritually mature (Col. 2:6). I have protected you,
led you, and filled your life with spiritual blessings. I am the God of love, but I
also love you as your Heavenly Father.

Father, thank you for my love for parents, family and friends and
ministers. I love the feeling of love, because it makes me experience Your
love. I love you! Amen.
READING:
I John 4:7-21
Key Thought: I am the source of love, and do good things motivated by
love.
REFLECTION

Day 41

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I GIVE HOPE
“I pray that God, the source of hope, will fill you completely with joy and
peace because you trust in him. Then you will overflow with confident
hope through the power of the Holy Spirit.”
Romans 15:13, NLT

, your heavenly Father, will give you hope because I am the only real source
of eternal hope. Because I saved you from the punishment of hell, you have
hope of eternal life in heaven. You don’t have to worry about when you’ll die,
what will happen immediately after death, nor should you worry about where
you will live (John 14:1-3). Because I have a plan for your life, you should have
hope. You don’t have to stress what you’ll do. Just let Me lead you. Because I
want you to grow in character, let the Holy Spirit guide you and fill you. I want
you to live a productive and happy life. Yield to the indwelling Godhead (John
14:25, Romans 8:9), of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. You don’t have to worry
about ministering in the church, serving your family, or helping fellow humans. I
will motivate you, strengthen you and give you hope. The Holy Spirit will shine
through your gifts (abilities) of the Spirit, and produce the fruit of the Spirit.

I

Father, forgive me for doubt, or panicking over the problems of life. Help
me, fill me, use me, and when I sin or fail, forgive me. Reinforce my hope.
Amen.
I, your heavenly Father, will give you an inner hope. Because Jesus was
raised from the dead, have hope in your resurrection (1 Cor. 15:19). Because you
love the Word of God and live in the pages of Scriptures, have hope through My
Word (Ps. 119:43). Because you wait in My presence, your hope will get you
through dark days and difficult problems.]
Father, thank You for strong hope that is reliable. When all else fails,
Your hope has been my anchor. When I thought my world collapsed, Your
hope saved me. I trust in You now, and forever. Amen.

READING:
Psalm 8; 1 Corinthians 15:1-34
Key Thought: You can have hope for today and hope for the future because
of all that the Trinity has done for you in the past and will do for you in the
future.
REFLECTION

Day 42

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: THE
FAITHFUL GOD
“Through the Lord’s mercies we are not consumed, because His
compassions fail not. They are new every morning; great is Your
faithfulness.”
Lamentations 3:22-23

am your Heavenly Father, El Emunah, the faithful God. Some people make
gods with their hands and worship them. But idols are not able to do anything
that I can do. They can’t think, feel or act. But I, the Lord in Heaven know all
about you, I think of you and I love you. I, the Lord, have promised to guide
you, protect you and work all things together for My own good (See Romans
8:28). Because I, the Father, am the Faithful God, I will keep My promises.

I

Father, great is Your faithfulness, I worship You for Your love and
kindness, and Your protection of my life. Because You have been faithful
in the past, I will trust my future to you. Amen.
I am El Emunah, the Faithful God of the past. I was faithful to bless My
people when they kept past covenants, and I was faithful to punish them when
they disobeyed My commandments. You can see My faithfulness when I judged
My people, and you can see My faithfulness when I forgave them their sins.
When they confessed and sought forgiveness, as you Heavenly Father, I have
been faithful to Israel, so I will be faithful to you. Because of My mercies, you
are not destroyed, My compassion is new every morning. Great is My
faithfulness (See Lamentations 3:22-23). I, the Lord, am El Emunah, the Faithful
God of the present. Your today is grounded in My past; because I faithfully kept
My word in the past, I will be faithful to you today.
Father, forgive me when I doubt Your Word and I don’t believe Your
promises. Thank You for Your reminder that You’re El Emunah—the
Faithful God. Help me to walk confidently today and serve You faithfully.

Amen.
READING:
Deuteronomy 7
Key Thought: Trust Me, the Faithful God, today because I was faithful in
the past.
REFLECTION

Week Seven

I AM EL SHADDAI
My Powerful Names

am El Shaddai, the powerful God who is also tender. Remember, the title
Shaddai, comes from the Hebrew word “breast.” A woman’s breast tenderly
receives her hurting child. Also, her breast gives strength and nourishes life. But
the breast, or chest of a man is powerful to defend or defeat an enemy. So call to
Me El Shaddai when you need My tender mercy. But, also call Me to defend you
in battle and defeat your enemies.

I

There are seven days of prayer for seven weeks. To Me the number seven
means complete. Then look at day 50. It will have you praying about both
beginning and ending projects with Me. Remember the number 50 means
Jubilee. Shout as we begin and end all things in My presence.
Day 43

I Am Your Heavenly Father, El Shaddai—Genesis 17:1

Day 44

I Am Your Heavenly Father, Jehovah Jireh—Genesis 22:14

Day 45

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Open Doors—Revelation 3:8

Day 46

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Open Floodwaters—Malachi
3:10

Day 47

I Your Heavenly Father, The Father Of Mercies—2
Corinthians 1:3

Day 48

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Reward—Genesis 15:1

Day 49

I Am Your Heavenly Father, I Forgive—Nehemiah 9:17

Day 50

I Your Heavenly Father Am The God Of Beginnings And
Endings

Day 43

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: ALMIGHTY
GOD
(El Shaddai)
“The LORD appeared to Abram and said to him, ‘I am Almighty God [El
Shaddai]; walk before Me and be blameless.’”
Genesis 17:1

, your heavenly Father, am Almighty God (El Shaddai), a name that carries
two opposite ideas—sympathy and power. My name “El Shaddai” means “the
powerful One,” but it also means “the Tender One.” My name “Almighty”
comes from the Hebrew word shad, meaning “the breast,” which is tender to
nourish children. I am El Shaddai, tender to those who are hurting and needy. I
will tenderly listen to your problems, and comfort you. But remember, the chest
is also the symbol of power and might. I am also El Shaddai with awesome
power to solve problems. I, El Shaddai, come to you as I came to Abraham
asking you to trust and obey Me. El Shaddai is both tender to forgive your sin
and powerful to deliver you from problems and temptation. What do you need
today?

I

El Shaddai, You are Almighty God and my Father. I confess and repent of
my sins. Be powerful to forgive them through the blood of Christ (See 1
John 1:7), but also be tender to hold me close to Your amazing grace.
Amen.
My name “Almighty” means “all sufficiency.” I, am El Shaddai, am
everything you need. Trust Me and obey Me. Your needs or emergencies will not
surprise Me. I have faced them before in others. I can help you. I will comfort
you in your pain when you cry to Me. But El Shaddai is also powerful; I can
deliver you to give victory. What do you need from Me today?
El Shaddai, I come close to You. Be my intimate companion to encourage

me. Heavenly Father, be my powerful God to provide for me. Amen.
READING:
Genesis 17:1-8
Key Thought: I, Almighty God, can comfort or deliver you.
REFLECTION

Day 44

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I WILL
PROVIDE
(Jehovah Jireh)
“And Abraham called the name of the place, The-LORD-Will-Provide
[Jehovah Jireh]; as it is said to this day, In the Mount of the LORD it
shall be provided.”
Genesis 22:14

am your Heavenly Father, Jehovah Jireh, a name that means “The Lord Will
Provide.” I asked Abraham to do the most difficult thing he could have done;
to sacrifice his son Isaac to Me. Abraham was ready to do it, but I stopped him,
explaining that I am Jehovah Jireh. I provided a ram for Abraham to sacrifice,
and I’ll provide for you when you obey Me, just as I did for Abraham. I,
Jehovah Jireh, will provide for you when you step out in obedience, as did
Abraham. How can you can receive the same blessings as Abraham received?
“All who put their faith in Christ share the same blessing Abraham received”
(Galatians 3:9, NLT). Remember, begin every task by asking for My blessings,
and complete every task by claiming My promise to provide for you. The secret
of spiritual prosperity is My name, “Jehovah Jireh.”

I

Jehovah Jireh, give me spiritual victories, as well as financial blessing
today. Help me overcome my difficulties. Provide for my needs today.
Jehovah Jireh, step into my life with Your presence and power. Amen.
Claim My power of Jehovah Jireh to help defeat your enemies, as did
Joshua, David and Gideon. Just as you must claim My blessings for spiritual
prosperity, you must also claim My victory over sin and defeat. I will provide for
you when you trust Me. I am Jehovah-Jireh, your Heavenly Father.
Jehovah Jireh, I surrender to Your leadership and trust Your protection. I
claim Your provision and depend upon Your presence. Be near me today.

Amen.
READING:
Genesis 22:1-18
Key Thought: Ask Me, Jehovah Jireh, to provide for your needs.
REFLECTION

Day 45

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I OPEN
DOORS
“I know your works. See, I have set before you an open door, and no one
can shut it; for you have a little strength, have kept My word, and have
not denied My name”
Revelation 3:8, NKJV

, your Heavenly Father, I am the God of open doors and shut doors. An open
door is an opportunity to do something new in your life, like a new
destination, or a new ministry. There are some principles about doors. An open
door is usually an invitation, and a closed door means “no entrance.” So, look
for open doors of ministry in your life. What is open today, may have been
closed in the past because you were too young and immature, or not educated
enough, or you didn’t know some lesson you needed to learn. If your door is
open today—walk through it. But there are other principles. Ask Me to open
doors by rearranging circumstance, or people. Walk through open doors with
faith to move mountains (Mark 11:23-25).

I

Father, open my spiritual eyes to see open doors of ministry. Open my
heart to do Your ministry. Open my mind to learn new ways of ministry,
and open Your storehouse of blessings so I can experience what You have
for me. Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father who knows your future. I know what door will
open for you in the future. It may be a door that is partially or completely closed
today. Learn new things to be ready for the door when it opens. Grown your
faith so you will be ready for new opportunities. I may surprise you with an open
door you never expected. Yield to me today, so you will be ready in the future.
Learn and grow today, so you can walk through open doors in the future. Don’t
be afraid of doors, I am the God of open doors.
Father, I don’t know what door will open for me in the future. So, I yield

to You today, to be ready and yielded for the future. Give me boldness for
today’s challenges so I will be bold for future open doors. Amen.
READING:
Mark 9:14-29; 11:23-26
Key Thought: I open door, so be prepared to enter when the opportunity
arises.
REFLECTION

Day 46

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I OPEN
FLOODGATES
“Bring the whole tenth into the storehouse so that there will be food in
My home, and put Me to the test says Adonai Tzva (LORD of Host). “See
if I won’t open for you the floodgates of heaven and pour out for you a
blessing far beyond you needs”
Malachi 3:10, Complete Jewish Bible

am the One who can open floodgates like you never expected. The Hebrew
word floodgate (KJV says windows) means I am holding back a flood of good
things because of sin and your rejection of Me. But when you obey Me in a
financial way (remember, love of money is a root of evil) you show your love to
Me more than for earthly possessions or money. Your love unlocks a floodgate
of blessings. Think of a flood covering houses and farms and factories. What is
holding back blessing on your life or home. You can be overwhelmed with My
blessing when you put your love to Me in action.

I

Father, I need your blessing in my life. Open up the floodgates. I yield
everything to you. First, I give you my body, fill me with Your presence.
Then I yield my time, talent and treasure to you. Amen.
Notice the four things I your Heavenly Father will do. First, I will open the
floodgates, are you ready to receive? Second, I will pour spiritual blessings over
you, are you standing where the water will be poured? Third, I will rebuke the
devourer (those who steal your possessions, 3:11). Do you need protection?
Fourth, you won’t lose ripe fruit that falls to the ground (3:11). Have you missed
financial opportunities?
Father, I will obey by doing my part, I will give willingly out of love.
Then I will wait for the floodgates to open. Amen.

READING:
Malachi 3:1-12
Key Thought: I will give abundant blessings to you when you obey with
love from the heart.
REFLECTION

Day 47

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: THE FATHER OF
MERCIES
“Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of
mercies and God of all comfort.”
2 Corinthians 1:3

HEN you call Me YOUR Father, it’s not just My title that you’re calling
upon. “Father” indicates our relationship. You are calling on your
relationship with Me. It began with a relationship between Me and Jesus. We
loved each other throughout eternity. I sent Jesus to die for your sins so that I the
Father could forgive you and receive you into My Heaven. When you accepted
Jesus as your Savior, you were born again into My family. Now you can enjoy
an intimate relationship in the family with both Me the Father and with Jesus.
Now you are My child (See John 1:12). Why don’t you thank Me for making
you My child?

W

Father, thank You for bringing me into Your family and making me Your
child. You are the Father of my Lord Jesus Christ and My Father. You are
the God of all mercy. Amen
When you call Me your Father, you’re not just using My name; you’re
entering a spiritual relationship. When you became My child, I established a
relationship of mercy with you. I no longer look at you as an alien or a sinner,
but in mercy I forgave all your sin. I no longer have to punish your disobedience.
Instead I accepted you into My family, so I can love you, protect you, and guide
you. I am the Father of Mercies, and the God of all comfort. Now you can enjoy
all the blessings of the heavenlies and you can enter My intimacy and My
presence. Will you enjoy your Father today?
Father, thank You for allowing me to have an intimate relationship with
You. Amen.

READING:
2 Corinthians 1:1-7
Key Thought: You can be intimate with Me, your Heavenly Father.
REFLECTION

Day 48

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER: I REWARD
“After these things the word of the LORD came to Abram in a vision,
saying, ‘Do not be afraid, Abram. I am your shield, your exceedingly
great reward.’”
Genesis 15:1

am your Heavenly Father, your Exceedingly Great Reward. When you get to
Heaven, I will give you spiritual treasures that I am holding for you. But, it’s
not money or jewels you’ll get; I am your treasure. “In My presence is fullness
of joy; at My right hand are pleasures forevermore” (Psalm 16:11). Abraham
fought a battle for the sake of righteousness (See Genesis 14:1-16), yet he
refused to take the earthly treasures for his victory (See vv. 17-24). Abraham
received a reward greater than gold or silver. He enjoyed the happiness of My
presence; I was his reward. People on Earth strive for gold to make them happy,
but they don’t realize that the greatest happiness of all is found in My presence.
If your life is empty, let Me fill it with My presence.

I

Father, I confess I am empty. Fill me with Your presence. Let me
experience Your goodness today. Amen.
I am your Heavenly Father, your Exceedingly Great Reward. Once you focus
your love on Me, your money will have new meaning. You will get joy from
donating to many righteous causes. All your work for Me will bring you greater
pleasures, because you’ll glorify Me in all you do. You won’t use all your energy
pursuing pleasures; you’ll do My will, which will bring you the greatest
happiness of all.
Father, show me the path of life, and give me fullness of joy in Your
presence. Let me find pleasures forevermore at Your right hand. Amen.
READING:

Genesis 15:1-7
Key Thought: I am your Heavenly Father, the greatest Source of reward and
happiness in life.
REFLECTION

Day 49

I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER I FORGIVE
(Elohim Selichot)
“But You are God, ready to pardon, gracious and merciful, slow to anger,
abundant in kindness.”
Nehemiah 9:17

, your Heavenly Father, am Elohim Selichot, the God of Forgiveness. When
you come to Me through the Cross, you hear Jesus say, “Father, forgive them,
for they do not know what they do” (Luke 23:34). How could I forgive those
who crucified Jesus? I could forgive because they didn’t understand who they
were killing, or because they were just carrying out orders. Being vicious was
just their nature. But I forgive them because Jesus prayed, “Father, forgive
them.” I knew them, and I know all about you. If I didn’t forgive any, none
would be forgiven. But I forgave those who crucified Jesus, just as I’ll forgive
you. Just as the very nature of people is to sin, so My very nature is to forgive.

I

Father, Your forgiving nature is just the opposite of my sin nature. Thank
You for forgiving my sin. I don’t deserve it. Help me walk today as a
forgiven person. Amen.
I have two sides to My nature. I am just—Elohim-Mishpat—which means I
must punish those who break My laws. But I am also loving; I forgive any and
all who say “I’m sorry,” and come to Me through Christ. The Cross has two
sides: the judgment side is My punishing sin, and the loving side is My forgiving
your sins. Through the Cross, you obtained “redemption through Jesus’ blood,
the forgiveness of sins” (Ephesians 1:7).
Father, I’m glad You don’t kill me every time I sin. I will live today as a
forgiven saint. Thank You for Your forgiveness which daily changes my
life. Amen.

READING:
Nehemiah 9:5-38
Key Thought: My forgiveness will change you.
REFLECTION

Day 50

I YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER AM THE GOD OF
THE BEGINNINGS AND ENDINGS
(Elohim Kedem)
“I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end…I am the One who
is, who was, and who is still coming.”
Deuteronomy 33:27, ELT

am your Heavenly Father, the God of the Beginning. I started time. Before the
first verse in the Bible, there was nothing but Me. “In the beginning I created
the heavens and the earth” (Genesis 1:1). You measure time by the sequence
between events, but before the beginning of time, there were no human events to
measure; there was only Me your Heavenly Father. If I hadn’t begun everything,
there would be no abstract thing like time. You’d never be late; you’d never
waste it, because you wouldn’t know what time was. If I hadn’t created time,
you might never accomplish anything, because there’d be no starting time or
quitting time. Begin now with Me to accomplish everting I plan for your to do.

I

Father, I’m glad You made time, You give meaning to my minutes. I know
I’m using up hours and eventually I’ll die. “My times are in Your hand.”
I will begin your plan and do it. Amen.
I, your Heavenly Father, made a choice to begin everything. Can you follow
My example? Do you have something you need to start today? Head knowledge
doesn’t usually move you to begin something. Sometimes your emotions move
you to begin a project. But knowing and feeling are not enough. You must
exercise your will; you must choose to begin. Isn’t that what I did in the
Beginning? Just as I chose to begin everything, you must choose to begin today
what you put off yesterday. Then, let’s end the project together.
O God of the Beginning, teach me to understand how many days I have
(Psalm 90:12). O God of the ending, help me finish today what I must do.

Amen.
READING:
Deuteronomy 33:26-34
Key Thought: Just as I began everything, so you must learn to begin your
projects with Me and end it with Me.
REFLECTION

PART THREE
APPENDIX A & B

APPENDIX A

A COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF THE NAMES OF
GOD IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
THE PRIMARY NAMES OF GOD
Elohim-God. The Strong Creator (Gen. 1:1). Jehovah-LORD. The Self-existing
One (Gen. 2:4).
Adonai-Lord/Master. The Headship Name (Gen. 15:2).

THE COMPOUND NAMES OF THE LORD GOD (JEHOVAH EL AND
JEHOVAH ELOHIM)
Jehovah El Elohim-The LORD God of Gods (Josh. 22:22). Jehovah Elohim-The
LORD God (Gen. 2:4; 3:9-13, 21).
Jehovah Elohe Abothekem-The LORD God of Your Fathers (Josh. 18:3).
Jehovah El Elyon-The LORD, the Most High God (Gen. 14:22).
Jehovah El Emeth-LORD God of Truth (Ps. 31:5).
Jehovah El Gemuwal-The LORD God of Recompenses (Jer. 51:56). Jehovah
Elohim Tsebaoth-LORD God of Hosts (Ps. 59:5).
Jehovah Elohe Yeshuathi-LORD God of My Salvation (Ps. 88:1). Jehovah Elohe
Yisrael-The LORD God of Israel (Ps. 41:13).

THE COMPOUND NAMES OF GOD
(El ,Elohim and Elohe)
Elohim-God (Gen. 1:1).

Elohim Bashamayim-God in Heaven (Josh. 2:11). El Bethel-God of the House of
God (Gen. 35:7). Elohe Chaseddi-The God of My Mercy (Ps. 59:10).
El Elohe Yisrael-God, the God of Israel (Gen. 33:20). El Elyon-The Most High
God (Gen. 14:18).
El Emunah-The Faithful God (Deut. 7:9). El Gibbor-Mighty God (Isa. 9:6).
El Hakabodh-The God of Glory (Ps. 29:3). El Hay-The Living God (Josh. 3:10).
El Hayyay-God of My Life (Ps. 42:8). Elohim Kedoshim-Holy God (Josh.
24:19). El Kanna Jealous God (Exod. 20:5).
El Kanno-Jealous God (Josh. 24:19).
Elohe Mauzi-God of My Strength (Ps. 43:2). Elohim Machase Lanu-God Our
Refuge (Ps. 62:8). Eli Malekhi-God My King (Ps. 68:24).
El Marom-God Most High (Mic. 6:6).
El Nekamoth-God that Avengeth (Ps. 18:47). El Nose-God that Forgave (Ps.
99:8).
Elohenu Olam-Our Everlasting God (Ps. 48:14). Elohim Ozer Li-God My
Helper (Ps. 54:4).
El Rai-God Seest Me (Gen. 16:13). El Sali-God, My Rock (Ps. 42:9).
El Shaddai-Almighty God (Gen. 17:1, 2).
Elohim Shophtim Ba-arets-God that Judgeth in the Earth (Ps. 58:11). El
Simchath Gili-God My Exceeding Joy (Ps. 43:4).
Elohim Tsebaoth-God of Hosts (Ps. 80:7).
Elohe Tishuathi-God of My Salvation (Ps. 18:46; 51:14). Elohe Tsadeki-God of
My Righteousness (Ps. 4:1).
Elohe Yakob-God of Israel (Ps. 20:1). Elohe Yisrael-God of Israel (Ps. 59:5).

THE COMPOUND NAMES OF JEHOVAH

The LORD (Exod. 6:2,3).
Adonai Jehovah-Lord GOD (Gen. 15:2).
Jehovah Adon Kol Ha-arets-The LORD, the Lord of All the Earth (Josh. 3:11).
Jehovah Bore-The LORD Creator (Isa. 40:28).
Jehovah Chereb-The LORD . . . the Sword (Deut. 33:29). Jehovah Eli-The
LORD My God (Ps. 18:2).
Jehovah Elyon-The LORD Most High (Gen. 14:18-20).
Jehovah Gibbor Milchamah-The LORD Mighty in Battle (Ps. 24:8). Jehovah
Maginnenu-The LORD Our Defense (Ps. 89:18).
Jehovah Goelekh-The LORD Thy Redeemer (Isa. 49:26; 60:16). Jehovah
Hashopet-The LORD the Judge (Judg. 11:27).
Jehovah Hoshiah-O LORD Save (Ps. 20:9).
Jehovah Immeka-The LORD Is with You (Judg. 6:12).
Jehovah Izuz Wegibbor-The LORD Strong and Mighty (Ps. 24:8). Jehovah-jirehThe LORD Shall Provide (Gen. 22:14).
Jehovah Kabodhi-The LORD My Glory (Ps. 3:3).
Jehovah Kanna Shemo-The LORD Whose Name Is Jealous (Ex. 34:14). Jehovah
Kerenyishi-The LORD the Horn of My Salvation (Ps. 18:2).
Jehovah Machsi-The LORD My Refuge (Ps. 91:9). Jehovah Magen-The LORD,
the Shield (Deut. 33:29). Jehovah Makkeh-The LORD that Smiteth (Ezek. 7:9).
Jehovah Mauzzam-The LORD Their Strength (Ps. 37:39). Jehovah Mauzzi-The
LORD My Fortress (Jer. 16:19).
Ha-melech Jehovah-The LORD the King (Ps. 98:6). Jehovah Melech Olam-The
LORD King Forever (Ps. 10:16). Jehovah Mephalti-The LORD My Deliverer
(Ps. 18:2).
Jehovah Mekaddishkhem-The LORD that Sanctifies You (Ex. 31:13). Jehovah
Metsudhathi-The LORD . . . My Fortress (Ps. 18:2).
Jehovah Mishgabbi-The LORD My High Tower (Ps. 18:2). Jehovah MoshiekhThe LORD Your Savior (Isa. 49:26; 60:16). Jehovah-nissi-The LORD My

Banner (Ex. 17:15).
Jehovah Ori-The LORD My Light (Ps. 27:1). Jehovah Uzzi-The LORD My
Strength (Ps. 28:7).
Jehovah Rophe-The LORD [Our] Healer (Ex. 15:26). Jehovah Roi-The LORD
My Shepherd (Ps. 23:1).
Jehovah Sabaoth (Tsebaoth)-The LORD of Hosts (1 Sam. 1:3). Jehovah Sali-The
LORD My Rock (Ps. 18:2).
Jehovah Shalom-The LORD [Our] Peace (Judg. 6:24). Jehovah Shammah-The
LORD Is There (Ezek. 48:35). Jehovah Tsidkenu The LORD Our Righteousness
Ger. 23:6). Jehovah Tsuri-O LORD My Strength (Ps. 19:14).

APPENDIX B

THE CAPITALIZATION OF THE NAMES OF
GOD IN THE KING JAMES VERSION
LD Testament Hebrew had no differences in type styles to allow for
capitals, italics, etc. They were introduced by Sebastian Munster of Basel,
Switzerland, in a Latin version published in 1534. The example was followed in
several other translations, such as the Geneva Bible (1560), and the Bishops
Bible (1568). The most extensive uses of special type styles appear in the
Authorized or King James Version of 1611. There the translators used various
combinations of capital letters to communicate the different meanings and
interpretations of the names of God. Other English translations followed the
practice. Those who recognize this use of capitals can gain insight into the nature
of God and how He relates to His people, even without knowing the original
language. Following is a guide to the use of these capitals in the King James
Version:

O

God (first letter capitalized)—Elohim or related words such as El and Elohe,
the standard term for deity in many world religions. In the Bible it refers to the
“Strong Creator.”
God (first letter capitalized, last two letters in small capitals)-This is the
word Jehovah (LORD), as it appears with Adonai (Lord). Apparently the
translators thought it would be awkward to translate Adonai Jehovah “Lord
LORD,” so they kept Adonai as Lord and translated Jehovah (JHVH or YHWH)
as “GOD”-hence, “Lord GOD.” When used in this combination, the term implies
a headship relationship as that between a master and a slave, rather than
emphasizing the self-existent and self-revealing aspects of the name Jehovah.
GOD (all three letters capitals)-This is the Hebrew (word El, which is a
derivative of Elohim. This title shows God in all His strength and power. It could
be rendered GOD the Omnipotent (see Ps. 63:1).
LORD (first letter capitalized, last three letters in small capitals)-This is
Jehovah (or Yahweh), the Self-existent and Self-revealing Deity. He is the One
who was, who is and who is to come. Because He reveals Himself to man, He
thus forms a relationship with His people. Hence, Jehovah is known as the

Covenant-keeping Deity.
JAH (all letters capitalized)-The word JAH (or YAH) appears 49 times in the
Hebrew text, but is translated JAH only once in the King James Version (68:4).
JAH is a shortened form of the name Jehovah (or Yahweh), with emphasis on
only one aspect of the name-salvation is to come. The full name, Jehovah,
emphasizes past, present and future-”He who was, who is and who is to come.”
Most modern versions translate JAH LORD, since it is a derivative of Jehovah.
JEHOVAH (all letters capitalized)-God’s name is printed in capitals in
Psalm 83:18. Usually it is translated LORD. Perhaps it is emphasized here
because it directly relates to what the name means: Whose name alone is
JEHOVAH.
Lord (only the first letter capitalized)-This is Adonai (Lord/Master), a term
carrying the meaning of headship, such as a master who is over a slave. God is
the Lord who rules over His servants.
God Almighty (first letter of both words capitalized)This is El Shaddai, God
who is the source of strength and comfort. The emphasis is not on God’s creative
power so much as His power to supply our needs.
Most High God (first letters capitalized)-This is El Elyon, God who
possesses heaven and earth. This term is often used in relation to the Gentiles
(Deut. 32:8). It is used throughout the book of Daniel, which is set in a Gentile
land. It is shortened to “most High” (first letter in “most” lower case, first letter
in “High” capitalized) in Daniel 4:17, 24-25, 32, 34. It is printed lower case
(“most high”) in Daniel 3:26 and 5:18, 21. In Genesis 14:8-22, where the name
is first introduced in Scripture, only “God” is capitalized (“most high God”).
The LORD Most High (each word beginning with a capital, and the last
three letters of LORD in small capitals)-Whereas the most common title is Most
High God (El Elyon), a few references are to Jehovah Most High (Ps. 7:17).
Jehovah is used here because His covenant people are exhorted to praise Him.
Lord GOD (only the first letter of Lord is capitalized, and GOD is printed
with capitals and small capitals)-This is Adonai Jehovah (or Yahweh). While
Jehovah is ordinarily printed “LORD,” it would be awkward to translate the
phrase “Lord, LORD” (see under GOD). “Abram said, Lord GOD (Adonai
Yahweh), what wilt thou give me . . . ?” (Gen. 15:2).
GOD the Lord (capital and small capitals for GOD, only first letter
capitalized in Lord)-Again, the name GOD is Jehovah (or Yahweh) in the

original, followed by Adonai, but the translators wanted to avoid the repetition
of “LORD the Lord.” Here, however, the context seems to call for repetition for
emphasis: “God the God (El . . . El) . . . LORD the Lord (Yahweh Adonai).

RANDOM CAPITALIZATION
The following phrases were capitalized to show the importance the King
James translators gave to the name of God. Many modern scholars find no basis
for printing the titles in capitals, except to show respect for the names and
qualities of the Deity.
I AM THAT I AM (Ex. 3:14). I AM (Ex. 3:14). JEHOVAH (Ex. 6:3; Ps.
83:18; Isa. 26:4).
HOLINESS TO THE LORD (Ex. 28:36). THE LORD THY GOD (Deut.
28:58).
THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS (Jer. 23:6). BRANCH (Zech. 3:8;
6:12).

PART FOUR
I AM YOUR HEAVENLY FATHER
LESSONS

Lesson 1:
ANSWER KEY

KNOW ME BY MY MANY NAMES
A. HOW DO WE KNOW WHAT GOD IS LIKE?
1.

By creation, miracles, laws, our conscience and His names.

2.

We need to examine every source that tells us about God to fully understand
His attributes and nature.

B. WHY STUDY THE NAMES OF GOD
1.

To understand His character.

2.

To know the different ways we relate to Him.

3.

To realize He is the source to solving our problems.

4.

To teach us to look to Him in our problems.

5.

To cause us to grow.

C. THE THREE PRIMARY NAMES OF GOD
1.

Elohim – Creator God (Gen. 1:1).

2.

Jehovah – LORD, Covenant Keeper (2:4).

3.

Adonai – Lord, Master (15:2).

D. THE COMPOUND NAMES OF GOD
1.

LORD God – Jehovah Elohim (2:4).

2.

Lord God – Adonai Jehovah (15:2).

3.

Lord God – Adonai Elohim (Daniel 9:3).

E. HOW THE JEWS USED GOD’S NAME
1.

The name of God was associated with God’s presence or power (Deut.
12:5; Isa. 18:7). The Jews would not say the names of false gods (Ex.
23:13; Josh. 23:7).

2.

The name of God was used with personal greetings, “The Lord be with
you,” and “The Lord bless thee” (Ruth 2:4).

3.

The name Jehovah became too holy to pronounce.

4.

During the Maccabean uprising in the second century B.C., the Jews were
prohibited from using the Lord’s name. When they gained independence,
they used it in documents.

5.

Jesus introduced a new name for Lord God in the New Testament (Luke
11:1-4). That name was Father.

F. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
1.

We are forbidden to use His name in cursing (Ex. 20:7).

2.

We seek God by studying His name (Ps. 46:10; John 1:12).

3.

We gain knowledge about ourselves through His name (Gen. 1:27).

4.

We gain life from God through His name (John 17:3; Acts 4:12).

G. DISCUSSION
Think of the name(s) of God you use when praying to Him.
1.

What names do you use in talking to Him?

2.

Why do you call God by certain names?

3.

What can you learn about yourself by the names you give to Him?

Lesson 1:
QUESTIONS

KNOW ME BY MY MANY NAMES
A. HOW DO WE KNOW WHAT GOD IS LIKE?
1.

By creation, miracles, laws, our conscience and His names.

2.

We need to examine every source that tells us about God to fully understand
His _______ and nature.

B. WHY STUDY THE NAMES OF GOD
1.

To understand His _______.

2.

To know the different ways we relate to Him.

3.

To realize He is the _______ to solving our problems.

4.

To teach us to _______ to Him in our problems.

5.

To cause us to _______.

C. THE THREE PRIMARY NAMES OF GOD
1.

Elohim – Creator God (Gen. 1:1).

2.

Jehovah – LORD, Covenant Keeper (2:4).

3.

Adonai – Lord, Master (15:2).

D. THE COMPOUND NAMES OF GOD
1.

LORD God – Jehovah Elohim (2:4).

2.

Lord God – Adonai Jehovah (15:2).

3.

Lord God – Adonai Elohim (Daniel 9:3).

E. HOW THE JEWS USED GOD’S NAME
1.

The name of God was associated with God’s ______________(Deut. 12:5;
Isa. 18:7). The Jews would not say the names of ______________ (Ex.
23:13; Josh. 23:7).

2.

The name of God was used with ______________, “The Lord be with
you,” and “The Lord bless thee” (Ruth 2:4).

3.

The name Jehovah became too holy to pronounce.

4.

During the Maccabean uprising in the second century B.C., the Jews were
_______ from using the Lord’s name. When they gained independence,
they used it in documents.

5.

Jesus introduced a new name for Lord God in the New Testament (Luke
11:1-4). That name was Father.

F. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
1.

We are _______ to use His name in cursing (Ex. 20:7).

2.

We _______ God by studying His name (Ps. 46:10; John 1:12).

3.

We ______________ about ourselves through His name (Gen. 1:27).

4.

We ______________ from God through His name (John 17:3; Acts 4:12).

G. DISCUSSION
Think of the name(s) of God you use when praying to Him.
1.

What names do you use in talking to Him?

2.

Why do you call God by certain names?

3.

What can you learn about yourself by the names you give to Him?

Lesson 2:
ANSWER KEY

THE INTIMATE NAME FOR GOD
A. INTRODUCTION
1.

The personification of all that God is in the Old Testament is found in the
New Testament title for God as Father.

2.

Jesus introduced a brand new relationship with God (Matt. 6:9).

B. THE FATHER
1.

The Father is the first Person of the Trinity (equal in nature, separate in
person, submissive in duty, John 14:26).

2.

The Father is not emphasized in the Old Testament. God as Father is seen
as an analogy, metaphor, or simile (Jer. 31:9).

3.

The Father is reflected in the warmth of earthly families. In the spiritual
family there is a kinship of all believers to each other and to God (John
1:12; 13:33; Philem. 1:7).

4.

The Fatherhood of God, called “universalism,” claims that everyone is
God’s child. But this view denies:
a. All are sinners (Rom. 3:23).
b. Eternal punishment for sins (6:23).
c. Necessity of the substitutionary death of Christ (1 Peter 3:18).
d. Regeneration and conversion (John 3:3; Acts 16:31).

5.

Different ways the name of the Father is used in the New Testament are
found in Luke 10:21; 11:13; John 5:17; 6:27; 8:41; 17:11, 25; Romans 1:7;
8:15; 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 4:6; Heb. 12:9; James 1:17.

6.

The favorite title for God used by Jesus is Father (Greek, pater). Father
occurs 156 times in the Gospel of John.

C. GOD AS FATHER
1.

The Father of Creation – by virtue of the fact that He is the Creator (Gen.
1:1).

2.

The national Father of Israel, “I am a father to Israel, and Ephraim is my
firstborn” (Jer. 31:9). God is the source, teacher, authority, judge and
provider for the nation.

3.

The unique Father of Jesus Christ, “Thou art My Son; this day have I
begotten Thee” (Ps. 2:7: Matt. 3:17; John 1:18; 3:16, 5:17).

4.

Redemptive Father. All saved persons have a new relationship to God the
Father. They are “born . . . of God” (John 1:13); “We cry, Abba, Father”
(Rom. 8:15).

5.

We are “sons of God” (Rom. 8:14). We are “children of God” (1 John 2:12;
3:10).
Children
New Nature
Place
State
Earth

Sons
New Relationships
Positional
Standing
Heaven

As sons we have a perfect standing before God in heaven. As children we
struggle on earth.

D. THE NATURE AND DUTIES OF A FATHER
1.

A father (parent), gives life to his children (physical and immaterial nature).
When born again we get: God’s life and nature (John 3:15, 36; 2 Cor. 5:17);
a new standing and new desires (Rom. 8:14-16; Gal. 5:22-23), and become
members of God’s family John 13:33).

2.

A father loves his children. A loving God will do good things for His
children (Luke 11:13).

3.

A father protects his children. This is a natural desire of a good father.
Even so, God protects our relationship with Him (John 10:28-29; Rom.
8:35-39).

4.

A father will provide for his children. “Fathers, provoke not . . . but bring
them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4). To nurture is
to provide positive training God provides for our spiritual and material
needs (Eph. 3:8; Matt. 6:30-34).

E. THE HEAVENLY FATHER AND THE BELIEVER
1.

Fellowship with the Father. “Our fellowship is with the Father” (1 John
1:3). “Our Father which art in heaven” (Matt. 6:9).

2.

Access to the Father. “We cry, Abba, Father” (Rom 8:15). “Your Heavenly
Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things” (Matt. 6:32).

3.

Guidance by the Father. He will guide us if we let him (Ps. 32:8; Prov. 3:56; John 16:13).

4.

Security from the Father. “To be conformed to the image of his Son” (Rom.
8:29, 28, 32).

5.

Inheritance of the Father. “And if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and
joint heirs with Christ” (Rom. 8:17). “In my Father’s house are many
mansions . . . I go to prepare a place for you” (John 14:2).

F. DISCUSSION
1.

Do you call God Father when you pray? Why?

2.

Is it difficult for those with a poor father image to think of God as Father?
Why?

3.

How can we deepen our relationship with the Father?

Lesson 2:
QUESTIONS

THE INTIMATE NAME FOR GOD
A. INTRODUCTION
1.

The personification of all that God is in the Old Testament is found in the
New Testament title for God as _______.

2.

Jesus introduced a brand new _______ with God (Matt. 6:9).

B. THE FATHER
1.

The Father is the first Person of the Trinity (equal in nature, separate in
person, submissive in duty, John 14:26).

2.

The Father is not emphasized in the Old Testament. God as Father is seen
as an analogy, metaphor, or simile (Jer. 31:9).

3.

The Father is reflected in the warmth of earthly families. In the spiritual
family there is a kinship of all believers to each other and to God (John
1:12; 13:33; Philem. 1:7).

4.

The Fatherhood of God, called “_______,” claims that everyone is God’s
child. But this view denies:
a. All are _______ (Rom. 3:23).
b. Eternal _______ for sins (6:23).
c. Necessity of the substitutionary _______ of Christ (1 Peter 3:18).
d. Regeneration and conversion (John 3:3; Acts 16:31).

5.

Different ways the name of the Father is used in the New Testament are
found in Luke 10:21; 11:13; John 5:17; 6:27; 8:41; 17:11, 25; Romans 1:7;
8:15; 15:6; 2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 4:6; Heb. 12:9; James 1:17.

6.

The _______ title for God used by Jesus is Father (Greek, pater). Father
occurs 156 times in the Gospel of John.

C. GOD AS FATHER
1.

The Father of Creation – by virtue of the fact that He is the Creator (Gen.
1:1).

2.

The national Father of Israel, “I am a father to Israel, and Ephraim is my
firstborn” (Jer. 31:9). God is the source, teacher, authority, judge and
provider for the nation.

3.

The unique Father of Jesus Christ, “Thou art My Son; this day have I
begotten Thee” (Ps. 2:7: Matt. 3:17; John 1:18; 3:16, 5:17).

4.

Redemptive Father. All saved persons have a new relationship to God the
Father. They are “born . . . of God” (John 1:13); “We cry, Abba, Father”
(Rom. 8:15).

5.

We are “sons of God” (Rom. 8:14). We are “children of God” (1 John 2:12;
3:10).
Children
New Nature
6. ______
State
Earth

Sons
New Relationships
Positional
______
Heaven

As sons we have a perfect standing before God in heaven. As children we
struggle on earth.

D. THE NATURE AND DUTIES OF A FATHER
1.

A father (parent), gives _______ to his children (physical and immaterial
nature). When born again we get: God’s life and nature (John 3:15, 36; 2
Cor. 5:17); a new standing and new desires (Rom. 8:14-16; Gal. 5:22-23),
and become members of God’s family John 13:33).

2.

A father _______ his children. A loving God will do good things for His
children (Luke 11:13).

3.

A father _______ his children. This is a natural desire of a good father.
Even so, God protects our relationship with Him (John 10:28-29; Rom.
8:35-39).

4.

A father will _______ for his children. “Fathers, provoke not . . . but bring
them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord” (Eph. 6:4). To nurture is
to provide positive training God provides for our spiritual and material
needs (Eph. 3:8; Matt. 6:30-34).

E. THE HEAVENLY FATHER AND THE BELIEVER
1.

_______ with the Father. “Our fellowship is with the Father” (1 John 1:3).
“Our Father which art in heaven” (Matt. 6:9).

2.

_______ to the Father. “We cry, Abba, Father” (Rom 8:15). “Your Heavenly
Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things” (Matt. 6:32).

3.

_______ by the Father. He will guide us if we let him (Ps. 32:8; Prov. 3:5-6;
John 16:13).

4.

_______ from the Father. “To be conformed to the image of his Son” (Rom.
8:29, 28, 32).

5.

_______ of the Father. “And if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint
heirs with Christ” (Rom. 8:17). “In my Father’s house are many mansions .
. . I go to prepare a place for you” (John 14:2).

F. DISCUSSION
1.

Do you call God Father when you pray? Why?

2.

Is it difficult for those with a poor father image to think of God as Father?
Why?

3.

How can we deepen our relationship with the Father?

Lesson 3:
ANSWER KEY

ELOHIM,
THE STRONG CREATOR
A. THE THREE MAJOR NAMES OF GOD
1.

Elohim – Creator God, Strong One.

2.

Jehovah – LORD, Covenant Keeper.

3.

Adonai – Lord, Master.

B. INTRODUCTION TO ELOHIM/GOD
1.

The name of God (Elohim) is the most common designation.
a. It comes from El, meaning “strong one,” and alah, which means “to
swear or bind with an oath.”
b. It is used 2,500 times in the Bible.

2.

The name Elohim (God), is usually used with the unsaved or inanimate
objects.
a. First name used for God in the Bible (Gen. 1:1).
b. Name used as the Creator in Genesis 1.

3.

Elohim is plural and implies the Trinity.

C. THE TRINITY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
1.

The name of God—Elohim implies the Trinity because it is a compound
unity.
a. “Let us make man in our image” (v. 26), “the man is become as one

of us” (3:22), “Let us go down” (11:7), “who will go for us?” (Isa
.6:8).
b. Modern-day Jews call this “plural majesty.”
2.

The Trinitarian formulas in the Old Testament.
a. “Holy, holy, holy” (Isa. 6:3).
b. The Aaronic benediction of God (Num. 6:24-26).

3.

The Hebrew Shema (Jewish statement of faith), which maintains the unity
of God, implies the Trinity, “The LORD our God is one LORD” (Deut.
6:4).

4.

The Old Testament distinguishes between God and God (Gen. 19:24).
a. The Lord has a Son (Ps. 2:7).
b. The Spirit distinguished from God (Gen. 1:1-2).

5.

Clear statement of the Trinity. “I have not spoken in secret from the
beginning; from the time that it was, there am I: and now the Lord God
(Father), and His Spirit (Holy Spirit), hath sent Me (Son)” (Isa. 48:16).

D. WHO IS GOD?
1.

God is a person. Hegel, the German philosopher, said that God is an
impersonal being, like a plate on the table.
a. God as a person. God has self-awareness (Ex. 3:14).
b. God has intellect. He speaks, listens, understand and has memory
(Gen. 18:19; Ex. 3:7; Jer. 51:15).
c. God has emotion. He loves, hates, feels sorrow and kindness (Gen.
6:6; Ps. 7:11; 103:8-13).
d. God has a will. He decides (Prov. 21:1; Daniel 4:35).

2.

God is spirit (John 4:24). This means:
a. He is an incorporeal being (nonphysical).
b. He is invisible (Col. 1:15).
c. He is pure (quality and quantify).

3.

God is life. “The living God” (Matt. 16:16; Josh. 3:10).
a. What is life? Life is energy.
b. God is the energy that holds atoms and molecules together (Col.
1:17).

4.

God is a self-existent being (Ex. 3:14). He exists by Himself, within
Himself and for Himself.

5.

God is immutable or unchangeable (Num. 23:19).
a. All change is for better or worse, but since God is perfect, He
cannot improve or deteriorate.
b. Since God is unchangeable by His nature, He must continue in an
unchanging existence.
c. When God appears to change, repent (1 Sam. 15:11), the changes is
in a person, not God. When a person changes, this calls for a change
in God’s response to this person.

6.

God is unlimited in time and space.
a. Time is the sequence of events, and God exists beyond events (Ps.
90:2; 102:27).
b. Space is the distance between objects, and God exists beyond the
last object in the universe. God inhabits eternity (Isa. 57:15).

7.

God is one (the unity of God). “The LORD our God is one LORD” (Deut.
6:4; Isa. 44:6).

E. DISCUSSION
1.

To curse by God’s name, to take it in vain is to reject God and His control
over your life (Ex. 20:7).

2.

The more you learn about the many names of God, the more you will know
Him and His ways.

Lesson 3:
QUESTIONS

ELOHIM,
THE STRONG CREATOR
A. THE THREE MAJOR NAMES OF GOD
1.

_______ – Creator God, Strong One.

2.

_______ – LORD, Covenant Keeper.

3.

_______ – Lord, Master.

B. INTRODUCTION TO ELOHIM/GOD
1.

The name of God (Elohim) is the most _______ designation.
a. It comes from El, meaning “_______ ,” and alah, which means “to
swear or bind with an oath.”
b. It is used 2,500 times in the Bible.

2.

The name Elohim (God), is usually used with the _______ or inanimate
objects.
a. First name used for God in the Bible (Gen. 1:1).
b. Name used as the _______ in Genesis 1.

3.

Elohim is plural and implies the Trinity.

C. THE TRINITY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
1.

The name of God—Elohim implies the Trinity because it is a _______
_______.
a. “Let us make man in our image” (v. 26), “the man is become as one

of us” (3:22), “Let us go down” (11:7), “who will go for us?” (Isa
.6:8).
b. Modern-day Jews call this “plural majesty.”
2.

The Trinitarian formulas in the Old Testament.
a. “Holy, holy, holy” (Isa. 6:3).
b. The Aaronic benediction of God (Num. 6:24-26).

3.

The Hebrew Shema (Jewish statement of faith), which maintains the unity
of God, implies the _______, “The LORD our God is one LORD” (Deut.
6:4).

4.

The Old Testament distinguishes between God and God (Gen. 19:24).
a. The Lord has a _______ (Ps. 2:7).
b. The Spirit _______ from God (Gen. 1:1-2).

5.

Clear statement of the Trinity. “I have not spoken in secret from the
beginning; from the time that it was, there am I: and now the Lord God
(Father), and His Spirit (Holy Spirit), hath sent Me (Son)” (Isa. 48:16).

D. WHO IS GOD?
1.

God is a _______. Hegel, the German philosopher, said that God is an
impersonal being, like a plate on the table.
a. God as a _______. God has self-awareness (Ex. 3:14).
b. God has _______. He speaks, listens, understand and has memory
(Gen. 18:19; Ex. 3:7; Jer. 51:15).
c. God has _______. He loves, hates, feels sorrow and kindness (Gen.
6:6; Ps. 7:11; 103:8-13).
d. God has a _______. He decides (Prov. 21:1; Daniel 4:35).

2.

God is _______ (John 4:24). This means:
a. He is an incorporeal being (nonphysical).
b. He is invisible (Col. 1:15).
c. He is pure (quality and quantify).

3.

God is _______. “The living God” (Matt. 16:16; Josh. 3:10).
a. What is life? Life is energy.
b. God is the energy that holds atoms and molecules together (Col.
1:17).

4.

God is a _______ being (Ex. 3:14). He exists by Himself, within Himself
and for Himself.

5.

God is _______ or unchangeable (Num. 23:19).
a. All change is for better or worse, but since God is perfect, He
cannot improve or deteriorate.
b. Since God is unchangeable by His nature, He must continue in an
unchanging existence.
c. When God appears to change, repent (1 Sam. 15:11), the changes is
in a person, not God. When a person changes, this calls for a change
in God’s response to this person.

6.

God is unlimited in time and _______.
a. Time is the sequence of events, and God exists beyond events (Ps.
90:2; 102:27).
b. Space is the distance between objects, and God exists beyond the
last object in the universe. God inhabits eternity (Isa. 57:15).

7.

God _______ is (the unity of God). “The LORD our God is one LORD”
(Deut. 6:4; Isa. 44:6).

E. DISCUSSION
1.

To curse by God’s name, to take it in vain is to _______ God and His
control over your life (Ex. 20:7).

2.

The more you learn about the many names of God, the more you will
______________.

Lesson 4:
ANSWER KEY

JEHOVAH,
THE SELF-EXISTENT GOD
A. THE MEANING OF THE NAME JEHOVAH LORD
1.

The name LORD appears second in the Bible after the name God. It
appears after the Creation of man (Gen. 1:27, 31; 2:4). It occurs 6,823 times
in the Old Testament and is associated with His people.

2.

The original term for Jehovah is from the Hebrew verb hayah that signifies
“to be or to become.” It is translated “I AM THAT I AM” Jehovah or
LORD (Ex. 3:14). It also means “the Self-existing One.”

3.

God called His name Jehovah or LORD. It is perhaps His favorite name
(6:3).

4.

LORD (all four letters capitalized) is pronounced “Yahweh” or “Jehovah.”
There are no pronunciation marks in the original Hebrew, so we do not
know how to accurately say it. Out of reverence, many Jews would not
write or pronounce the name.

5.

LORD is a special name of God in relationship to those He created and
especially to His people. He is the covenant-keeping LORD.

6.

LORD is a redemptive name. The LORD God (Jehovah Elohim), sought
out sinning Adam (Gen. 3:9), promised redemption (v. 15) and obviously
offered the first sacrifice when He prepared coats for Adam and Eve from
animal skins (v. 21).

B. THE ABSOLUTE MORAL ATTRIBUTES OF GOD
We don’t know how many attributes God has. One theologian says that God
has a thousand. Charles Wesley, the hymn writer, describes them as “glorious
all and numberless.”

1.

The LORD is holy.
a. The word holy means “to cut off” and implies separation. “Holy,
holy, holy, Lord God Almighty” (Rev. 4:8).
b. Holiness is the perfection of God in all His moral attributes (Ps.
111:9).
c. Negative holiness means God is separate from all that is negative
and evil. Positive holiness means God is the personification of all
that is good and right.

2.

The LORD is love.
a. Most describe God (LORD) in terms of love because that is what
they want Him to be: Love is not just His virtue. When God loves, it
is the expression of His whole nature (1 John 4:8, 16).
b. Love is the perfection of the LORD’s divine nature by which He is
eternally moved to communicate Himself.
c. Love is an attitude of giving (John 15:13; 1 John 3:16).

3.

The LORD is good.
a. God’s goodness is all the positive aspects of God (Ex. 34:6-7).
b. “There is none good but one that is God” (Mark 10:18).

C. THE COMPARATIVE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD (NON-MORAL)
PSALM 139:1-16
1.

The LORD is omniscient (vv. 1-6).
a. Omni means “all,” and science is from the root of the word for
knowledge in all things. The LORD knows everything actual and
potential (Rom. 4:17).
b. The LORD knows Himself. He knows without effort, and He never
had to learn anything (Isa. 40:14).
c. Since God is perfect, He has perfect knowledge.

2.

The LORD is omnipresent (Ps. 139:7-11.).
a. The LORD is present everywhere at the same time (vv. 7-11). His

perfection demands this.
b. The LORD is transcendent, i.e., above (Jer. 23:24; Eph. 1:20-21),
and He is close to His creation, intimate (Acts 17:27-28; Rev. 3:20).
3.

The LORD is omnipotent (Ps. 139:12-16).
a. God can do everything within harmony of His nature-the impossible
and improbable (John 11:1-44; 6:19). But God can’t do things that
are contrary to His nature, or that results in His own self-limitation
(2 Tim. 2:13; Heb. 6:18; James 1:13).
b. God’s sovereignty is the result of His omnipotence.

D. PRACTICAL APPLICATION
1.

The LORD is the God of judgment, but He is also “the LORD [who] is my
shepherd” (Ps. 23:1), i.e., intimate, caring and responsive.

2.

He is the LORD because He created us, so our response should be to:
a. Turn to Him (2 Chron. 30:8; Rom. 6:13).
b. To worship Him (Luke 11:1-4; 2:17:18; Rom. 1:16).
c. To seek Him (Deut. 6:13; Ps. 100:2).

3.

We can’t prove the existence of God to others, but we show His love and
care by our actions.

Lesson 4:
QUESTIONS

JEHOVAH,
THE SELF-EXISTENT GOD
A. THE MEANING OF THE NAME JEHOVAH LORD
1.

The name LORD appears _______ in the Bible after the name God. It
appears after the Creation of man (Gen. 1:27, 31; 2:4). It occurs 6,823 times
in the Old Testament and is associated with His people.

2.

The original term for Jehovah is from the Hebrew verb hayah that signifies
“______________.” It is translated “I AM THAT I AM” Jehovah or LORD
(Ex. 3:14). It also means “the Self-existing One.”

3.

God called His name Jehovah or LORD. It is perhaps His favorite name
(6:3).

4.

LORD (all four letters capitalized) is pronounced “Yahweh” or “Jehovah.”
There are no pronunciation marks in the original Hebrew, so we do not
know how to accurately say it. Out of reverence, many Jews would not
write or pronounce the name.

5.

LORD is a special name of _______ in relationship to those He created and
especially to His people. He is the covenant-keeping LORD.

6.

LORD is a _______ name. The LORD God (Jehovah Elohim), sought out
sinning Adam (Gen. 3:9), promised redemption (v. 15) and obviously
offered the first sacrifice when He prepared coats for Adam and Eve from
animal skins (v. 21).

B. THE ABSOLUTE MORAL ATTRIBUTES OF GOD
We don’t know how many attributes God has. One theologian says that God
has a thousand. Charles Wesley, the hymn writer, describes them as “glorious
all and numberless.”

1.

The LORD is _______.
a. The word holy means “to cut off” and implies separation. “Holy,
holy, holy, Lord God Almighty” (Rev. 4:8).
b. Holiness is the perfection of God in all His moral attributes (Ps.
111:9).
c. Negative holiness means God is separate from all that is negative
and evil. Positive holiness means God is the personification of all
that is good and right.

2.

The LORD is _______.
a. Most describe God (LORD) in terms of love because that is what
they want Him to be: Love is not just His virtue. When God loves, it
is the expression of His whole nature (1 John 4:8, 16).
b. Love is the perfection of the LORD’s divine nature by which He is
eternally moved to communicate Himself.
c. Love is an attitude of giving (John 15:13; 1 John 3:16).

3.

The LORD is _______.
a. God’s goodness is all the positive aspects of God (Ex. 34:6-7).
b. “There is none good but one that is God” (Mark 10:18).

C. THE COMPARATIVE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD (NON-MORAL)
PSALM 139:1-16
1.

The LORD is _______ (vv. 1-6).
a. Omni means “all,” and science is from the root of the word for
knowledge in all things. The LORD knows everything actual and
potential (Rom. 4:17).
b. The LORD knows Himself. He knows without effort, and He never
had to learn anything (Isa. 40:14).
c. Since God is perfect, He has perfect knowledge.

2.

The LORD is _______ (Ps. 139:7-11.).
a. The LORD is present everywhere at the same time (vv. 7-11). His

perfection demands this.
b. The LORD is transcendent, i.e., above (Jer. 23:24; Eph. 1:20-21),
and He is close to His creation, intimate (Acts 17:27-28; Rev. 3:20).
3.

The LORD is _______ (Ps. 139:12-16).
a. God can do everything within harmony of His nature-the impossible
and improbable (John 11:1-44; 6:19). But God can’t do things that
are contrary to His nature, or that results in His own self-limitation
(2 Tim. 2:13; Heb. 6:18; James 1:13).
b. God’s sovereignty is the result of His omnipotence.

D. PRACTICAL APPLICATION
1.

The LORD is the God of _______, but He is also “the LORD [who] is my
shepherd” (Ps. 23:1), i.e., intimate, caring and responsive.

2.

He is the LORD because He created us, so our response should be to:
a. ______________ (2 Chron. 30:8; Rom. 6:13).
b. ______________ (Luke 11:1-4; 2:17:18; Rom. 1:16).
c. ______________ (Deut. 6:13; Ps. 100:2).

3.

We can’t prove the existence of God to others, but we show His love and
care by our actions.

Lesson 5:
ANSWER KEY

ADONAI,
MY HEADSHIP NAMES
A. THE THIRD NAME OF GOD
1.

Three primary or major names of God: God (Elohim); LORD (Jehovah);
Lord/Master (Adonai).

2.

Adonai means Master/Lord (small letters).

3.

The name Lord (Adonai) occurs 340 times in the Hebrew Old Testament. It
is the name the rabbis used as a substitute for Jehovah, the name that was
too holy to speak or write.

4.

Adonai is from the word Adon (singular), which was used for men who
were masters of slaves, or to denote a husband’s relationship with his wife.

5.

Adonai (plural) implies the Trinity and is used to refer to deity.

6.

The name Adonai expresses a personal relationship between master and
slave.
a. For the master this implies:
i.

Authority (control) by the master

ii.

Lordship (ownership) over possessions

iii. Necessity of provision and direction for slaves
b. For the slave this implies:
i.

Direction and decision

ii.

Care for his needs

iii. Responsibility for him
7.

Relationship was one of love and allegiance, not an “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
relationship.
a. A slave could participate in Temple sacrifices and was a member of

the household.
b. Hired help was excluded from the privileges enjoyed by a slave.

B. THE MASTER RELATIONSHIP
1.

The Christian is unique because he or she acknowledges a relationship
with God. The world in practice denies it.

2.

Adonai is a title that assures believers:
a. The Master has resources and the ability to care for them;
b. Help is available to assist them to carry out their tasks or duties as a
servant of God;
c. They must call on the relationship to the Master to get the
assistance needed.

3.

3. Bible people who called upon the Master relationship.
a. Abram—when childless (Gen. 15:2).
i.

His two burdens: A seed and an inheritance promised him
(13:14-17). At this time he had neither.

ii.

He prayed again, “Lord [Adonai] GOD, whereby shall I know
that I shall inherit it?” (15:8). Abram goes to his Master for
resources to carry out God’s plans.

c. Moses—to carry out the task his Master (Jehovah) had given him.
“O my Lord [Adonai], I am not eloquent” (Ex. 4:10; 3:6-10).
d. Joshua—who led Israel into the Promised Land, prayed as a slave to
his Master for help when Israel was defeated at Ai. “O Lord
[Adonai], what shall I say, when Israel turneth their backs before
their enemies?” (Josh. 7:1-8).
e. Gideon—who was fearful and with low self-esteem, prayed to God
in a servant/master relationship. He asked for the assurance of
victory in leading Israel against the Midianites (Judg. 6:11-15).
f. Isaiah—who saw the Lord [Adonai] sitting on a throne after his hero
King Uzziah died, needed to renew his relationship to
Master/Adonai (Isa. 6:1-10).

i.

Vision of God (v. 1).

ii.

Cleansed to speak (v. 6).

iii. Commissioned for service (vv. 8-9).
d. Jeremiah—a weak person who needed to be encouraged when he
was called to be a servant of Adonai. “Ah, Lord (Adonai) GOD!
Behold, I cannot speak: for I am a child” (Jer. 1:6).
i.

God encouraged him (vv. 7-8).

ii.

God commissioned him (vv. 7, 9).

iii. God promised him success (vv. 9-10).

C. OUR MASTER RELATIONSHIP
1.

The Old Testament Hebrew Adonai (Master) is the counterpart for the
New Testament Greek kurios (Lord) (John 13:13).

2.

As servants we are to submit to our Master (Matt. 10:24-25).

3.

Our Master wants to ultimately make us masters (25:21).

4.

The title Adonai gives believers the privilege of having God as their Master
who will care for them (Matt. 6:1 1; Rom 12:2-8).

D. DISCUSSION
1.

What is the contemporary meaning of the name master?

2.

What can God do for us as our Master?

3.

How can we get God as our Master to help us?

Lesson 5:
QUESTIONS

ADONAI,
MY HEADSHIP NAMES
A. THE THIRD NAME OF GOD
1.

Three primary or major names of God: God (Elohim); LORD (Jehovah);
Lord/Master (Adonai).

2.

Adonai means Master/Lord (small letters).

3.

The name Lord (Adonai) occurs 340 times in the Hebrew Old Testament. It
is the name the rabbis used as a substitute for _______, the name that was
too holy to speak or write.

4.

Adonai is from the word Adon (singular), which was used for men who
were ______________, or to denote a husband’s relationship with his wife.

5.

Adonai (plural) implies the Trinity and is used to refer to deity.

6.

The name Adonai expresses a personal _______ between master and slave.
a. For the master this implies:
i.

_______ (control) by the master

ii.

_______ (ownership) over possessions

iii. Necessity of ______________ for slaves
b. For the slave this implies:
i.

_______

ii.

Care for his

iii. for him
7.

Relationship was one of love and allegiance, not an “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”
relationship.
a. A slave could _______ in Temple sacrifices and was a member of
the household.

b. ______________ was excluded from the privileges enjoyed by a
slave.

B. THE MASTER RELATIONSHIP
1.

The Christian is unique because he or she acknowledges a _______ with
God. The world in practice denies it.

2.

Adonai is a title that assures believers:
a. The Master has _______ and the _______ to care for them;
b. Help is _______ to assist them to carry out their tasks or duties as a
servant of God;
c. They must call on the _______ to the Master to get the assistance
needed.

3.

3. Bible people who called upon the Master relationship.
a. Abram—when childless (Gen. 15:2).
i.

His two burdens: A seed and an inheritance promised him
(13:14-17). At this time he had neither.

ii.

He prayed again, “Lord [Adonai] GOD, whereby shall I know
that I shall inherit it?” (15:8). Abram goes to his Master for
resources to carry out God’s plans.

c. Moses—to carry out the task his Master (Jehovah) had given him.
“O my Lord [Adonai], I am not eloquent” (Ex. 4:10; 3:6-10).
d. Joshua—who led Israel into the Promised Land, prayed as a slave to
his Master for help when Israel was defeated at Ai. “O Lord
[Adonai], what shall I say, when Israel turneth their backs before
their enemies?” (Josh. 7:1-8).
e. Gideon—who was fearful and with low self-esteem, prayed to God
in a servant/master relationship. He asked for the assurance of
victory in leading Israel against the Midianites (Judg. 6:11-15).
f. Isaiah—who saw the Lord [Adonai] sitting on a throne after his hero
King Uzziah died, needed to renew his relationship to
Master/Adonai (Isa. 6:1-10).

i.

_______ of God (v. 1).

ii.

_______ to speak (v. 6).

iii. _______ for service (vv. 8-9).
d. Jeremiah—a weak person who needed to be encouraged when he
was called to be a servant of Adonai. “Ah, Lord (Adonai) GOD!
Behold, I cannot speak: for I am a child” (Jer. 1:6).
i.

God _______ him (vv. 7-8).

ii.

God _______ him (vv. 7, 9).

iii. God promised him _______ (vv. 9-10).

C. OUR MASTER RELATIONSHIP
1.

The Old Testament Hebrew Adonai (Master) is the _______ for the New
Testament Greek kurios (Lord) (John 13:13).

2.

As servants we are to _______ to our Master (Matt. 10:24-25).

3.

Our Master wants to _______ make us masters (25:21).

4.

The title Adonai gives believers the privilege of having God as their
_______ who will care for them (Matt. 6:1 1; Rom 12:2-8).

D. DISCUSSION
1.

What is the contemporary meaning of the name master?

2.

What can God do for us as our Master?

3.

How can we get God as our Master to help us?

Lesson 6:
ANSWER KEY

JEHOVAH ROI,
MY CARING NAME
A. REVIEW
1.

Elohim—Creator God (All-powerful Creator).

2.

Jehovah—LORD, Covenant Keeper (Self-existent One).

3.

Adonai—Lord, Master (Lord, our Master).

B. INTRODUCTION
1.

The LORD is my shepherd, Jehovah Roi. Jehovah (LORD) means
“covenant keeping,” and Roi refers to “care, watchfulness, and concern.”

2.

First Bible reference to God as a shepherd, “The God which fed
[shepherded] me all my life long” (Gen. 48:15).

3.

Sheep are ignorant, directionless and selfish. People are like sheep (Isa.
53:6; Ps. 14:2-3).

C. EIGHT ACTIONS OF MY JEHOVAH-SHEPHERD
1.

Protection. Jehovah Roi. “The LORD is my shepherd” (Ps. 23:1).
He (and anyone He has commissioned to pastor/teach in the Church)
shepherds us by:
a. Leading, example (John 10:4; l Peter 2:21; l John 1:7).
b. Feeding, teaching (John 21:17; Eph. 4:11-13).
c. Tending, protecting (John 10:10-11; Acts 20:28-29).

2.

Daily provision. Jehovah-Jireh (“the LORD shall provide”), “I shall not
want” (Ps. 23:1).
a. The LORD provided a lamb for Abraham (Gen. 22:14).
b. God provided Himself through His Son Jesus Christ (Zech. 12:10;
John 1:29; 3:16).

3.

Upset. Jehovah Shalom (“the LORD [our] Peace”), “He maketh me to lie
down in green pastures: He leadeth me beside the still waters” (Ps. 23:2).
a. When Gideon faced a challenge, he discovered God as Jehovah
Shalom (Judges 6:2 24).
b. Gideon gave Jehovah a new name (v. 24).

4.

Hurt/sick. Jehovah Raphe (the LORD [our] Healer), “He restoreth my
soul” (Ps. 23:3). Israel needed healing from the LORD (Ex. 15:26).
a. At Marah the waters needed healing (vv. 22-25).
b. We sometimes need physical, mental and spiritual healing.

5.

i.

Preventive healing (v. 25).

ii.

Corrective healing (v. 26).

Guilt. Jehovah Tsidkenu (the LORD our Righteousness), “He leadeth me in
the paths of righteousness” (Ps. 23:3).
a. We deserve the judgment or punishment of hell (see John 3:36;
Rom. 6:23).
b. Through the LORD our Righteousness, we receive mercy, grace and
righteousness (Ps. 103:4; Jer. 23:6; Rom. 5:1; 1 Cor. 1:4).

6.

Fear. Jehovah Nissi (the LORD my Banner), “Though I walk through the
valley of death thou art with me” (Ps. 23:4).
a. The banner or flag was held high in battle.
b. The LORD was with Israel in their battle against Amalek (Ex. 17:815).
c. They needed:
i.

Faith to obey the Lord (v. 9)

ii.

Player as Moses held up his hand (v. 11)

iii. Human ability to fight (vv. 9, 13)
iv.
7.

Persistence to hold up Moses’ hands (v. 12)

Lonely. Jehovah Shammah (the LORD is there), “Thou art with me” (Ps.
23:4; Ezek. 48:35).
a. Rod was used as a club to beat off wild animals. The staff was a
crook that rescued sheep in trouble.
b. Believers are comforted by the Good Shepherd’s rod and staff (Ps.
110:2, refers to the gospel; Heb. 12:5-11; 1 Pet. 2:25; Matt. 18:1114).
c. God meets the need of loneliness (Matt. 28:20; John 14:18; Romans
12:10; 1 Thess. 5:11; Rev. 3:20).

8.

Sinful. Jehovah Mekaddishkhem (the LORD that sanctifies), “Thou
anointest my head with oil” (Ps. 23:5; Ex. 31:13).
a. Oil is used to clean, heal, soothe and replenish. It is a symbol of the
Holy Spirit (1 Sam. 16:13; Isa. 61:1; Acts 10:38).
b. God meets the needs of moral or spiritual uncleanness and
defilement (Phil. 4:13; 1 John 2:1-2; 3:2).

D. JESUS IS OUR JEHOVAH ROI
1.

Jesus gives us shepherd’s care (John 10:3-4, 10-11).

2.

We can have a shepherding ministry under Christ as we lead, feed and tend
other sheep (Eph. 4:11-12; 2 Tim. 2:24-25).

E. DISCUSSION
Psalm 23 describes different aspects of the relationship between the LORD
and His sheep.
1.

Which relationship is most meaningful to you? Why?

2.

Which relationship do you need to develop?

3.

How will you do it?

Lesson 6:
QUESTIONS

JEHOVAH ROI,
MY CARING NAME
A. REVIEW
1.

Elohim—Creator God (All-powerful Creator).

2.

Jehovah—LORD, Covenant Keeper (Self-existent One).

3.

Adonai—Lord, Master (Lord, our Master).

B. INTRODUCTION
1.

The LORD is my shepherd, Jehovah Roi. Jehovah (LORD) means
“covenant keeping,” and Roi refers to “care, watchfulness, and concern.”

2.

First Bible reference to God as a _______, “The God which fed
[shepherded] me all my life long” (Gen. 48:15).

3.

Sheep are ignorant, directionless and selfish. _______ are like sheep (Isa.
53:6; Ps. 14:2-3).

C. EIGHT ACTIONS OF MY JEHOVAH-SHEPHERD
1.

_______. Jehovah Roi. “The LORD is my shepherd” (Ps. 23:1).
He (and anyone He has commissioned to pastor/teach in the Church)
shepherds us by:
a. Leading, example (John 10:4; l Peter 2:21; l John 1:7).
b. Feeding, teaching (John 21:17; Eph. 4:11-13).
c. Tending, protecting (John 10:10-11; Acts 20:28-29).

2.

_______. Jehovah-Jireh (“the LORD shall provide”), “I shall not want” (Ps.
23:1).
a. The LORD provided a lamb for Abraham (Gen. 22:14).
b. God provided Himself through His Son Jesus Christ (Zech. 12:10;
John 1:29; 3:16).

3.

_______. Jehovah Shalom (“the LORD [our] Peace”), “He maketh me to lie
down in green pastures: He leadeth me beside the still waters” (Ps. 23:2).
a. When Gideon faced a challenge, he discovered God as Jehovah
Shalom (Judges 6:2 24).
b. Gideon gave Jehovah a new name (v. 24).

4.

_______. Jehovah Raphe (the LORD [our] Healer), “He restoreth my soul”
(Ps. 23:3). Israel needed healing from the LORD (Ex. 15:26).
a. At Marah the waters needed healing (vv. 22-25).
b. We sometimes need physical, mental and spiritual healing.

5.

i.

_______ healing (v. 25).

ii.

_______ healing (v. 26).

_______. Jehovah Tsidkenu (the LORD our Righteousness), “He leadeth
me in the paths of righteousness” (Ps. 23:3).
a. We deserve the judgment or punishment of hell (see John 3:36;
Rom. 6:23).
b. Through the LORD our Righteousness, we receive mercy, grace and
righteousness (Ps. 103:4; Jer. 23:6; Rom. 5:1; 1 Cor. 1:4).

6.

_______. Jehovah Nissi (the LORD my Banner), “Though I walk through
the valley of death thou art with me” (Ps. 23:4).
a. The banner or flag was _______ in battle.
b. The LORD was with Israel in their battle against Amalek (Ex. 17:815).
c. They needed:
i.

_______ to obey the Lord (v. 9)

ii.

_______ as Moses held up his hand (v. 11)

iii. _______ to fight (vv. 9, 13)
iv.
7.

_______ to hold up Moses’ hands (v. 12)

_______. Jehovah Shammah (the LORD is there), “Thou art with me” (Ps.
23:4; Ezek. 48:35).
a. _______ was used as a club to beat off wild animals. The _______
was a crook that rescued sheep in trouble.
b. Believers are _______ by the Good Shepherd’s rod and staff (Ps.
110:2, refers to the gospel; Heb. 12:5-11; 1 Pet. 2:25; Matt. 18:1114).
c. God meets the need of _______ (Matt. 28:20; John 14:18; Romans
12:10; 1 Thess. 5:11; Rev. 3:20).

8.

_______. Jehovah Mekaddishkhem (the LORD that sanctifies), “Thou
anointest my head with oil” (Ps. 23:5; Ex. 31:13).
a. Oil is used to clean, heal, soothe and replenish. It is a symbol of the
_______ (1 Sam. 16:13; Isa. 61:1; Acts 10:38).
b. God meets the needs of moral or spiritual uncleanness and
defilement (Phil. 4:13; 1 John 2:1-2; 3:2).

D. JESUS IS OUR JEHOVAH ROI
1.

Jesus gives us shepherd’s _______ (John 10:3-4, 10-11).

2.

We can have a _______ ministry under Christ as we lead, feed and tend
other sheep (Eph. 4:11-12; 2 Tim. 2:24-25).

E. DISCUSSION
Psalm 23 describes different aspects of the relationship between the LORD
and His sheep.
1.

Which relationship is most meaningful to you? Why?

2.

Which relationship do you need to develop?

3.

How will you do it?

Lesson 7:
ANSWER KEY

EL SHADDAI,
WHO SUPPLIES YOUR NEEDS
A. INTRODUCTION
God is denim, strong enough to solve our problems.
1.

God is lace, tender in His care for us.

B. THE MEANING OF ALMIGHTY GOD
1.

The name Almighty used for God is a compound of El (Elohim-God) or
Jehovah (LORD), plus an attribute.
a. El is the strong God/Creator.
b. Shaddai is His protection and sufficiency in time of pressure.

2.

Shaddai and the Hebrew word for shad, meaning breast, are different
words, but sound alike (Gen. 49:25; Job 3:12; Ps. 22:9).
a. The wordplay reminds us that God provides for us. He is our source
of strength and comfort.
b. He loves us and is the true giver of His life to us in our problems.
Out of our pressure we become fruitful.

3.

El Shaddai appears 48 times in the Old Testament, which includes 31 times
in the book of Job.
a. Under pressure, Job called on the names of a tough-but-tender
caring God.
b. Job was counseled, “Happy is the man whom God correcteth:
therefore despise not thou the chastening of the Almighty” (Job
5:17)

4.

El Shaddai occurs 12 times in the New Testament, which includes nine
times in the book of Revelation (2 Cor. 6:18; Rev. 1:8). He is faithful to:
c. Reward the believer (Rev. 11:15-18).
d. Pour out judgment on the unbeliever (v. 18).

C. LAW OF FIRST REFERENCE
1.

Definition: When a term is first introduced embryonically, all of the
meaning that it will later come, is seen in its first use.

2.

God appears to Abram after long testing (Gen. 15-1 7:2).
a. Abram is 99 years old (Gen. 17:1), and “as good as dead” (Heb.
11:12).
b. God reassures Abram of His promise (Gen. 17:1-2).
c. God introduced a new name for Himself, El Shaddai, “Almighty
God” (v. 1).

3.

New problems demand a new understanding of God, which is received by
learning a new name for Him (Ex. 3:13-14; 6:2-3).

4.

Abraham’s name was changed from Abram (Gen. 17:5), he was
supernaturally given a son, conceived at age 99 (vv. 1-2), born at age 100
(vv. 15-17; 21:2). We need faith to carry us from His promise to His supply.

D. EL SHADDAI: HE STRENGTHENS AND SATISFIES
1.

The promise passed on.
a. It is evident Abraham passed the name El Shaddai to Isaac, who
later used it in his prayer for his son Jacob to find a wife (28:3).
b. Jacob used the name to bless his son Joseph (49:22, 25).

2.

God is faithful to His nature. “Faithful is he that calleth you, who also will
do it” (1 Thess. 5:24).
a. To punish, when we rebel (Heb. 12:5-6, 10).

b. To reward, when we obey (Ps. 1: 1-3).
3.

El Shaddai may delay, but He never postpones.

E. SIX STEPS FOR EL SHADDAI’S PROVISION
What we know about problems: We can’t run from them; we can’t stop them;
and we can’t solve them. We need the help of El Shaddai.
1.

Separation—negative holiness (2 Cor. 6:17-18).

2.

Seek His presence-positive holiness (2 Chron. 16:11; Rev. 4:8).

3.

Rest in His presence or promise (Ps. 91:1)

4.

Continue to follow and obey His commands (Gen. 17:1).

5.

Evaluate your spiritual health.
a. If you do not sense that God is using hardships to move you closer
to Him or to reveal unconfessed sin, it may indicate that you are not
really His child (see Heb. 12:5-11).
b. Naomi and her husband Elimelech disobeyed God by leaving Israel
during a time of famine (Ruth 1:1-2).

6.

i.

Elimelech and sons die in Moab (vv. 3, 5).

ii.

Naomi returns to Israel empty (vv. 19-21).

Claim by faith His promise (Gen. 49:25).

F. DISCUSSION
1.

Share with the group a time when the Almighty helped or corrected you.

2.

What did you learn from this experience?

3.

What did you learn about God?

Lesson 7:
QUESTIONS

EL SHADDAI,
WHO SUPPLIES YOUR NEEDS
A. INTRODUCTION
God is denim, _______ enough to solve our problems.
1.

God is lace, _______ in His care for us.

B. THE MEANING OF ALMIGHTY GOD
1.

The name Almighty used for God is a compound of El (Elohim-God) or
Jehovah (LORD), plus an attribute.
a. El is the _______ God/Creator.
b. Shaddai ______________ is His in time of pressure.

2.

Shaddai and the Hebrew word for shad, meaning breast, are different
words, but sound alike (Gen. 49:25; Job 3:12; Ps. 22:9).
a. The wordplay reminds us that God provides for us. He is our source
of ______________.
b. He loves us and is the true giver of His life to us in our problems.
Out of our pressure we become _______.

3.

El Shaddai appears 48 times in the Old Testament, which includes 31 times
in the book of Job.
a. Under pressure, Job called on the names of a tough-but-tender
caring God.
b. Job was counseled, “Happy is the man whom God correcteth:
therefore despise not thou the
chastening of the Almighty” (Job 5:17)

4.

El Shaddai occurs 12 times in the New Testament, which includes nine
times in the book of Revelation (2 Cor. 6:18; Rev. 1:8). He is faithful to:
c. _______ the believer (Rev. 11:15-18).
d. ______________ on the unbeliever (v. 18).

C. LAW OF FIRST REFERENCE
1.

Definition: When a term is first introduced embryonically, all of the
meaning that it will later come, is seen in its first use.

2.

God appears to Abram after long testing (Gen. 15-1 7:2).
a. Abram is 99 years old (Gen. 17:1), and “______________” (Heb.
11:12).
b. God _______ Abram of His promise (Gen. 17:1-2).
c. God introduced a new
“______________” (v. 1).

name

for

Himself,

El

Shaddai,

3.

New problems demand a new understanding of God, which is received by
learning a new name for Him (Ex. 3:13-14; 6:2-3).

4.

Abraham’s name was changed from Abram (Gen. 17:5), he was
supernaturally given a son, conceived at age 99 (vv. 1-2), born at age 100
(vv. 15-17; 21:2). We need faith to carry us from His promise to His supply.

D. EL SHADDAI: HE STRENGTHENS AND SATISFIES
1.

The promise passed on.
a. It is evident Abraham passed the name El Shaddai to Isaac, who
later used it in his prayer for his son Jacob to find a wife (28:3).
b. Jacob used the name to _______ his son Joseph (49:22, 25).

2.

God is _______ to His nature. “Faithful is he that calleth you, who also will
do it” (1 Thess. 5:24).
a. To _______, when we rebel (Heb. 12:5-6, 10).

b. To _______, when we obey (Ps. 1: 1-3).
3.

El Shaddai may delay, but He never _______.

E. SIX STEPS FOR EL SHADDAI’S PROVISION
What we know about problems: We can’t run from them; we can’t stop them;
and we can’t solve them. We need the help of El Shaddai.
1.

_______ —negative holiness (2 Cor. 6:17-18).

2.

_______ His presence-positive holiness (2 Chron. 16:11; Rev. 4:8).

3.

_______ in His presence or promise (Ps. 91:1)

4.

_______ to follow and obey His commands (Gen. 17:1).

5.

your spiritual health.
a. If you do not sense that God is using hardships to move you closer
to Him or to reveal unconfessed sin, it may indicate that you are not
really His child (see Heb. 12:5-11).
b. Naomi and her husband Elimelech disobeyed God by leaving Israel
during a time of famine (Ruth 1:1-2).

6.

i.

Elimelech and sons die in Moab (vv. 3, 5).

ii.

Naomi returns to Israel empty (vv. 19-21).

_______ by faith His promise (Gen. 49:25).

F. DISCUSSION
1.

Share with the group a time when the Almighty helped or corrected you.

2.

What did you learn from this experience?

3.

What did you learn about God?
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VIDEO:
To purchase available video by Dr Towns go to
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